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Abstract

Content-based publish/subscribe has gained high popularity for large-scale dissemina-
tion of dynamic information in the form of events from publishers to subscribers in a
decoupled fashion. Yet, it is highly challenging to achieve scalability without sacrifi-
cing the expressiveness of subscriptions (user queries) in such systems, especially in a
peer-to-peer (P2P) environment where subscribers and publishers are also responsible
for forwarding events by forming an overlay network. Moreover, the support for non-
functional requirements such as quality of service (e.g., end-to-end delay, bandwidth
etc.) and security (e.g., authentication, confidentiality etc.) instigate many open re-
search questions. The main advantage of publish/subscribe – its inherent decoupling
– turns to be a major obstacle in the fulfilment of non-functional requirements with
conventional methods.

Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to develop methods and algorithms that i) enable
scalable dissemination of events, ii) support different quality of service aspects, and iii)
provide basic security mechanisms, in a P2P content-based publish/subscribe system.
In particular, the following contributions are made in this thesis.

As a first contribution, we propose a distributed algorithm to disseminate events in a
publish/subscribe system respecting the subscriber-defined QoS constraints in terms
of delay requirements and available bandwidth. In addition, the second contribution
focuses on minimizing the overall resource usage, i.e., bandwidth consumption and
processing load on peers (publishers and subscribers), in a publish/subscribe system.
This contribution develops an efficient and scalable method to reduce the rate of events
that peers receive and forward though lacking subscription (i.e., false positives) by
means of subscription clustering, using the techniques from spectral graph theory.

The first two contributions target overlay-level methods to provide efficient dissem-
ination of events and quality of service. The third contribution, however, proposes
underlay-aware methods that explicitly take into account the properties of the un-
derlying physical network and its topology, to construct an efficient publish/subscribe
routing overlay with low relative delay penalty and low stress on the physical links.
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Abstract

Finally, as our last contribution, we present novel methods to provide authentication
of publishers and subscribers as well as confidentiality and integrity of events using the
techniques from pairing-based cryptography. Additionally, an algorithm is developed
to preserve the weak subscription confidentiality in the presence of interest clustering
of subscribers.
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Zusammenfassung

Inhaltsbasierte Publish/Subscribe Verfahren sind ein weit verbreitetes Werkzeug zur
Verteilung dynamischer Informationen in Form von Ereignissen, die eine hohe Entkopp-
lung zwischen Anbietern (Publishern) und Subskribenten (Subscriber) ermöglicht. Die
Sicherstellung von Skalierbarkeit ohne starke Einschränkungen bei der Ausdrucksstärke
der Anfragen von Subskribenten stellt hohe Anforderungen insbesondere an hochgradig
verteilte (Peer-to-Peer) Umgebungen, in denen sowohl Publisher als auch Subscriber
die Weiterleitung von Ereignissen in einem Overlaynetz organisieren. Ferner erfordert
die Sicherstellung nichtfunktionale Eigenschaften wie Dienstgüte (z.B. Ende-zu-Ende
Verzögerung oder Bandbreitenbeschränkungen) und Sicherheit (z.B. Authentizität und
Vertraulichkeit) die Lösung vieler offener Fragestellungen. Denn der Hauptvorteil der
inhärenten Entkopplung von Publishern und Subscribern stellt gleichzeitig auch ein
großes Hindernis zur Erfüllung nichtfunktionaler Eigenschaften dar, welches mit Hilfe
herkömmlicher Methoden nicht effizient beherrschbar ist.

Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist daher die Entwicklung von Methoden und Algorith-
men, die i) eine skalierbare Verteilung von Ereignissen, ii) verschiedene Dienstgütekri-
terien und iii) grundlegende Sicherheitsmechanismen in hochgradig verteilten (Peer-to-
Peer) Inhaltsbasierten Publish/Subscribe Systemen ermöglichen. Insbesondere folgende
Kernbeiträge konnten im Rahmen der Dissertation geleistet werden:

Im ersten Beitrag wird ein Verteilter Algorithmus zur Weiterleitung von Ereignissen
vorgeschlagen, der Subscriber spezifische Dienstgüteanforderungen hinsichtlich Ende-
zu-Ende Verzögerung und verfügbare Bandbreite erfüllt. Des weiteren konzentriert sich
der zweite Beitrag auf die Minimierung der Gesamtressourcen, indem für jeden Peer
der Aufwand zum Weiterleiten und Empfangen unnötiger Nachrichten (“False Positi-
ves”) minimiert wird. Dazu wurde ein auf der spektralen Graphentheorie basierender
verteilter Ansatz eines Clusterverfahrens konzipiert, der auch für große Mengen an
Subscribern effizient Cluster und geringe Kosten für das Weiterleiten garantiert.

Während die beiden ersten Beiträge sich ausschließlich auf die Organisation von Over-
laynetzen fokusieren, werden im dritten Beitrag auch Methoden zur Anpassung von Pu-
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Zusammenfassung

blish/Subscribe Systemen entwickelt, die Wissen über die zugrunde liegende physische
Netz und dessen Topologie miteinbeziehen. So können entsprechende Overlaytopologi-
en zu erzeugen, die nur eine geringe zusätzliche Verzögerung und Bandbreitennutzung
relativ zum möglichen Optimum auf den physischen Verbindungen aufweisen. Abschlie-
ßend wird im letzten Beitrag der Dissertation ein Verfahren basierend auf Identitäts-
basierter Kryptographie vorgestellt, dass sowohl Vertraulichkeit, Integrität als auch
Authentizität für Ereignisse mit Hilfe eines skalierbaren Schlüsselmanagement sicher-
stellt. Zusätzlich werden im Rahmen des Verfahrens Algorithmen vorgestellt, die ein
schwaches Vertraulichkeitskriterium für die Anfragen eines Subscribers sicherstellen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Over the last decade, a plethora of new Internet-scale applications and services has
emerged. These applications share many characteristics such as, i) hundreds of geo-
graphically distributed components (or entities), ii) exchange of high volume informa-
tion content between the components in a timely manner, and iii) dynamism in terms
of number of components and communication relations between them [EFGK03,PC05].
Examples of such newly emerged applications and services include news distribu-
tion [CLS03], service discovery [CDN08, KLO06], stock exchange [EFGK03, Bet00,
TIB01], networked games [KTKR10,BRS02], electronic auction [SM00], person track-
ing [PSB03], fraud detection [Sch96], workflow management [CDNF01], road traffic
management [MC02], supply chain management [SKBB09], environmental monitor-
ing [SCW10,WXWD03], network monitoring [PJL00,MLJ10], and others.

The communication architectures and middleware infrastructures based on a re-
quest/response style of interaction (such as RPC [TA90], RMI [Sun04], DCOM [EE98]
and CORBA [OMG11] etc.) have certainly reached limitations to fulfil the require-
ments and challenges of newly emerged applications, and a more flexible communica-
tion paradigm is needed [Que08, EFGK03]. In the recent past, the publish/subscribe
paradigm was introduced as a promising alternative for building large-scale distributed
applications because of its ability to support decoupled and asynchronous one-to-many
and many-to-many communication interactions [Tar06].

In a publish/subscribe system, the communication is driven by the content of the
information rather than the identities of producers (publishers) or consumers (sub-
scribers). Publishers inject information into the system in the form of events without
the knowledge of relevant set of subscribers. Likewise, subscribers specify their in-
terest in certain events by issuing subscriptions without the need to know the set of
publishers. The publish/subscribe infrastructure acts as a mediator, it receives the
events injected by publishers and notifies all the subscribers interested in those events.
Figure 1.1 depicts the interactions of publishers and subscribers in a publish/subscribe
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Figure 1.1: Interactions in a publish/subscribe system.

system. The publish/subscribe paradigm allows publishers to optionally express their
intent to publish a particular kind of information by means of advertisements.

Different ways to declare interest in events have produced many variants of publish/sub-
scribe systems [EFGK03]. The most expressive and powerful variant is content-based,
which allows subscribers to define complex filtering criteria on the content of events
via subscriptions. In a content-based system, events are structured as a set of at-
tribute/value pairs, and subscriptions are expressed as conjunction of elementary con-
straints over the value of one or more attributes. For instance, an event might have the
following content: {stock = “NASDAQ”, company = “IBM”, price = 300$, volume =
10,0000} and hence would match a subscription such as this: {stock = “NASDAQ” ∧
price < 400$ }.

An important concern in a content-based publish/subscribe system is to match the
incoming events against the available subscriptions and deliver them to the relevant
subscribers. To perform matching and delivery of events in an efficient and scalable
manner, large-scale publish/subscribe systems are mostly organized as a network of
event matchers and routers running on top of an overlay network [CRW01]. In general,
two main types of overlay infrastructures are used: broker infrastructures and peer-to-
peer (in short P2P) infrastructures.

Broker infrastructures rely on a network of dedicated servers (termed as brokers) to
match and route events on behalf of publishers and subscribers [BFPB10]. Usually
this requires maintenance of large routing state at each broker, e.g., by forwarding
subscriptions between the brokers in the overlay network. The incoming events are
routed from the publishers towards the interested subscribers by matching against
the routing state maintained on the intermediate brokers in the path (cf. Figure 1.2).
Typical examples of content-based publish/subscribe systems utilizing broker infra-
structure are Siena [CRW00, CRW01], PADRES [JCL+10, Che11], Jedi [CDNF01],
Gryphon [BSB+02,BCM+99], and Rebeca [MFB02,Müh02,FCMB06].

More recent systems are P2P-based [GSAA04, TBF+03, Pie04, VRKS06, BDFG07,
BGKM07], whereby the participants of a publish/subscribe system not only act as
publishers or subscribers but also contribute in forwarding events by organizing them-
selves in a broker-less event matching and forwarding overlay. The P2P-based (or
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Figure 1.2: Subscription forwarding and event dissemination in broker networks.

in other words broker-less)∗ publish/subscribe systems improve on broker networks
by avoiding fixed infrastructures and providing high decentralization, but also poses
many new challenges. More precisely, in a broker-less publish/subscribe system it is
still a challenge to efficiently match and route events to the relevant subscribers, while
guaranteeing the expressiveness of subscriptions as well as preserving the scalability
of the system [CM07]. Moreover, support for quality of service requirements such
as end-to-end delays, bandwidth etc., and provision of security mechanisms such as
authentication, confidentiality etc., incite many open research questions.

1.1 Research Statement and Contribution

This thesis focuses on three problem areas in broker-less content-based publish/sub-
scribe systems.

1.1.1 Efficient Dissemination of Events

In a broker-less publish/subscribe system, all peers (publishers and subscribers) con-
tribute in forwarding events (cf. Figure 1.3). Therefore, the rate of events that peers
receive and forward without a matching subscription (false positives) is an important
factor for the resource overhead in such a system. In particular, false positives waste
system resources by increasing network bandwidth utilization and inducing extra pro-
cessing load on the peers in an overlay network [Que08]. For instance, flooding (with

∗In this thesis, we use the terms P2P-based or broker-less publish/subscribe interchangeably.
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Figure 1.3: Event dissemination in a broker-less publish/subscribe system.

local filtering) can be used to deliver events to all interested subscribers in the system.
However, it induces large number of false positives and is clearly not scalable.

An efficient publish/subscribe system should minimize false positives to ensure scalab-
ility w.r.t. both the number of peers (publishers and subscribers) in the system and
the rate of published events [Que08,CM07]. Minimizing false positives in a broker-less
content-based publish/subscribe system is very challenging due to the lack of global
knowledge, high dynamicity of subscribers, expressiveness of content-based subscrip-
tions, and continuously evolving event traffic. A number of approaches have been
proposed in literature to reduce the effect of false positives in content-based systems.
However, these approaches either limit the expressiveness of subscriptions to predefined
numeric attributes [VRKS06,BFPB10,AGD+06,CM07,RLW+02] or assume the pres-
ence of a broker network [CJ11,BBQV07,CS04,MSRS09,BCM+99].

1.1.2 Provision of Quality of Service (QoS)

Many modern Internet applications such as distributed online games [KTKR10,
MTKE11, BRS02] require support for quality of service (QoS) like timely and band-
width efficient delivery of events. Moreover, various business applications rely on events
issued by devices such as sensor networks and RFID readers, or by other applications
like data warehouses and workflow machines. These events are used to detect complex
situations [Luc01, KKR10], such as detection of fire or demand of stock items in the
inventory etc. Delayed events are not desirable in such applications, as it may lead
to wrong decisions [KKR08]. Therefore, beyond the basic function of disseminating
events, publish/subscribe needs to address quality of service (QoS) metrics such as
delay and bandwidth.

To address QoS in a publish/subscribe system two major challenges have to be ad-
dressed. First, given individual QoS requirements (such as delay requirements), how
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1.1 Research Statement and Contribution

can such requirements be satisfied in a decoupled environment of publish/subscribe
without compromising the scalability of the system? Second, how to adapt the pub-
lish/subscribe overlay according to the availability and variations in the resources of
the underlying physical network [MKSB07]? For instance, if two overlay paths in the
publish/subscribe system are mapped to a common underlying physical link, then the
capacity/bandwidth of the underlay link is shared between the overlay paths. Increase
in traffic on one overlay path may reduce the bandwidth available to the other path
resulting in delayed events.

The advantage of publish/subscribe – its inherent decoupling – turns to be a major
obstacle in the fulfilment of QoS requirements with conventional measures. Espe-
cially, in content-based publish/subscribe, a subscriber may receive events from many
different publishers and each subsequent event from one publisher may be delivered
to a completely different set of subscribers. Most of the content-based publish/sub-
scribe systems therefore provide inadequate support for QoS [MKSB07]. In partic-
ular, existing approaches that address QoS aspects related to delay and bandwidth
in publish/subscribe systems suffer from major limitations as a result of i) relying
on the presence of a static broker network [WCLW06], ii) assuming the availability
of global knowledge [CJ11, MSRS09], or iii) placing restrictions on the content-based
model [GKK+11,CAR05,PAc+06].

1.1.3 Provision of Basic Security Mechanisms

In addition to QoS, publish/subscribe should provide supportive mechanisms to ful-
fil the basic security demands of modern large-scale distributed applications such as
authentication, confidentiality and integrity.

Traditional security mechanisms to provide authentication, confidentiality and integrity
cannot be directly applied in a content-based publish/subscribe system. For instance,
end-to-end authentication of publishers and subscribers, using mechanisms such as
public key infrastructure (PKI), conflicts with the loose coupling between publishers
and subscribers. Publishers must maintain the public keys of the interested subscribers
in order to encrypt events. Subscribers on the other hand, must know the public keys
of all the relevant publishers in order to verify the authenticity of the received events.
Likewise, traditional mechanisms to provide confidentiality by encrypting the whole
event message conflicts with content-based routing.

The content-based publish/subscribe paradigm therefore possess new challenges to
route encrypted events to subscribers without knowing their subscriptions and to al-
low subscribers and publishers to authenticate each other without knowing each other.
Similar to QoS, such security issues are also not properly addressed in literature. Exist-
ing approaches towards secure publish/subscribe systems mostly rely on the presence
of a traditional static broker network [RR06, BESP08, IRC10, IRC12, SLI11, CGB10].
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These approaches either address security under restricted expressiveness, e.g., by us-
ing only keyword matching for routing events [SL05, SÖM09], or rely on a network
of (semi-)trusted brokers that are in charge at providing content-based matching and
routing [OP01,Pie04,Khu05,PEB07].

1.1.4 Contributions

The main contributions of the work performed as a part of this PhD thesis are the
following:

1. We propose a P2P-based system to satisfy the individual delay requirements
of subscribers in the presence of bandwidth constraints. The proposed system
allows subscribers to dynamically adjust the granularity of their subscriptions
according to their available bandwidth and delay requirements. Subscribers
maintain the publish/subscribe overlay in a decentralized manner, exclusively
establishing connections that satisfy their individual delay requirements, and
that provide messages exactly meeting their subscription granularity [TKK+10,
TKK+11,KTKR10].

2. We present distributed spectral cluster management, a method which adapts
the techniques from spectral graph theory to work in distributed settings. The
proposed method is applied to content-based publish/subscribe to i) significantly
reduce the cost for event dissemination by clustering subscribers exploiting the
similarity of events, ii) preserve the expressiveness of the subscription language,
and iii) perform robustly in the presence of workload variations [TKKR12].

3. We develop a novel approach that exploits the knowledge of event traffic, user
subscriptions, and the topology of the underlying physical network to perform
efficient routing in a publish/subscribe system. In particular, methods are de-
veloped to infer the underlay topology among subscribers and publishers in a
distributed manner. The information of the topology and the proximity between
the subscribers to receive similar events is then used to construct a routing over-
lay with low message overhead, low relative delay penalty and low stress on the
physical links [TKR13].

4. We develop a P2P-based system to maintain individual probabilistic delay bounds
in a highly dynamic environment for a large number of subscribers. The proposed
system observes the behaviour of the communication links and then provides
delay bounds with a probabilistic reliability derived from the observations. A
subscriber-centric adaptive algorithm is developed to ensure satisfaction of prob-
abilistic delay requirements of subscribers and to maintain high bandwidth (event)
dissemination trees. Additionally, scalability is ensured by a publisher-centric
clustering of the dissemination trees embedded in the publish/subscribe overlay
network [TKKR09].
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5. We propose methods to provide authentication, confidentiality and integrity in a
broker-less content-based publish/subscribe system. The authentication of pub-
lishers and subscribers as well as the confidentiality and integrity of events is
ensured, by adapting the pairing-based cryptography techniques to the needs of
a publish/subscribe system. Furthermore, an algorithm to cluster subscribers
according to their subscriptions preserves a weak notion of subscription confid-
entiality. The proposed methods provide fine grained key management, and the
cost for encryption, decryption, and routing is in the order of subscribed attrib-
utes [TKAR10].

Clearly, the above contributions target non-functional requirements in a publish/sub-
scribe system from different aspects. The first contribution addresses satisfaction of
subscriber-defined QoS constraints, whereas the second contribution concentrates on
the minimization of overall resource usage in a publish/subscribe system. These first
two contributions mostly focus on overlay-level methods to provide efficient dissem-
ination of events and QoS. The third and fourth contributions, however, explicitly
take into account the properties of the underlying network and/or its topology. The
third contribution develops methods that consider the topology of the underlying net-
work to optimize QoS metrics such as delay and bandwidth, in a publish/subscribe
system. Likewise, the fourth contribution targets provision of probabilistic bounds
to subscribers by accounting for the delay distribution of communication links in the
underlying network. Finally, the last contribution focuses on the methods to provide
security. It is important to mention here that because of the space constraints the
fourth contribution [TKKR09] is not included in this thesis book.

1.2 Background: Spontaneous Virtual Networks

This thesis has been carried out within the SpoVNet (Spontaneous Virtual Networks)
research project [Net12, WBH+08, BMHW11], which is funded by Baden-Württem-
berg Stiftung GmbH under the initiative BW-FIT (Baden-Württemberg Support Pro-
gramme for Information Technology).

The aim of SpoVNet is to develop an overlay-based middleware which enables the spon-
taneous creation and deployment of application- and network-oriented services on top
of heterogeneous networks. More specifically, the SpoVNet approach leads to a system
that provides functionality for new communication abstractions, e.g., group commu-
nication, event-based communication etc., and addresses non-functional requirements,
e.g., QoS support, security methods etc. This facilitates the development of future
distributed applications, which cannot be supported by the current Internet due to its
complexity and heterogeneity of its networks [Spo07].

The SpoVNet architecture is depicted in Figure 1.4. It consists of three elementary
layers: the base, service, and application layer. These layers are separated by logical
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Figure 1.4: SpoVNet Architecture [Spo07].

abstractions to hide the internal workings and complexity of lower layers from the
higher layers.

The lowest abstraction (termed as Underlay abstraction [BHMW08]) eases the creation
of overlay-based services by introducing an underlay-specific functionality layer called
SpoVNet Base. It hides the details of underlay protocols by providing seamless con-
nectivity (between the distributed instances of the services running in SpoVNet) in
spite of mobility, multi-homing, heterogeneity of access technologies, and presence of
middle-boxes (e.g., firewalls, NAT gateways etc.). The Service abstraction is made up
of well-defined and persistent interfaces exposed by the overlay-based services running
on top of underlay abstraction. The service abstraction enables a seamless transition
from current to future generation networks by allowing functionality provided by the
SpoVNet services (to realized the exposed interfaces) to be replaced by the network
functionality without changing the applications [WBH+08].

To support application-specified QoS requirements, it is important for the overlay-
based SpoVNet services to obtain information about the relevant underlay properties,
e.g., delay, bandwidth, loss rate etc., and adapt to the dynamic changes in those
properties. SpoVNet addresses this by a special architectural component called Cross-
Layer Information Overlay (CLIO) [HHNL09], which provides abstract information
about the static and dynamic properties of the underlay.

Two overlay-based services are developed as a part of SpoVNet architecture to
provide advance communication abstractions to the applications. The first ser-
vice, Multicast/Multi-peer overlays (MCPO) [HW09] provides group communica-
tion. The second service (termed as Event service) supports event-based communica-
tion [TKKR09] with in-network detection and composition of complex events [KKR10].
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1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The work in this thesis has contributed towards the communication part of event ser-
vice, which provides the semantics of a content-based publish/subscribe system. Many
of the concepts presented in this thesis are successfully applied to support the game
application [MTKE11] in the SpoVNet project [KTKR10].

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 addresses the satisfaction
of subscriber-defined delay requirements in the presence of bandwidth constraints.
Chapter 3 presents distributed spectral cluster management, a method to minimize
overall resource usage in a publish/subscribe system by clustering subscriptions ac-
cording to recently matched events. Chapter 4 describes the underlay-aware methods
to minimize the cost of routing events in terms of delay and message overhead. Security
mechanisms to provide authentication and confidentiality in a broker-less content-based
publish/subscribe system are described in Chapter 5. Finally, the summary of our con-
tributions and an outlook on possible future work are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Subscriber-defined QoS Constraints

2.1 Introduction

The evolution of publish/subscribe has followed two main objectives, namely an in-
creased decentralization and an increased orientation on the participants’ specific needs.
Former static broker-based architectures [CRW01, BSB+02, CDNF01] were overcome
by decentralized systems [AGD+06, AT06, YH07, CF05] where publishers and sub-
scribers contribute as peers to the dynamic maintenance of the publish/subscribe sys-
tem and where they perform the dissemination of events collectively. Specific needs
of subscribers were met by the transition from topic-based and channel-based pub-
lish/subscribe [CMTV07,BBQ+07] to content-based publish/subscribe [CRW01,CS05].

There is still potential for the adaptation of publish/subscribe to peer-specific needs.
For instance, many current systems assume that all subscribers expect the same quality
of service (QoS) for their requested events. In fact, for many real-world settings, events
are of different importance to individual subscribers which can therefore subscribe with
different QoS requirements. Consider, for example, meteorological sensor information
such as temperature and wind fields. The data itself is relevant for a large number
of application entities such as news agencies, traffic monitoring, energy management,
and rescue services. However, while local rescue services need to react fast and cannot
tolerate large transmission delays, other recipients like a weather forecast service which
has a large prediction window do not have that strict delay requirements. Accounting
for individual QoS requirements is promising to better utilize the system’s resources.
Again, resources such as bandwidth should be considered peer-specific constraints for
the maintenance of the system rather than system constants.

Considering peer-specific constraints in publish/subscribe systems is severely complic-
ated by its inherent decoupling. Therefore, in literature, only few approaches have ad-
dressed QoS for publish/subscribe. Solutions supporting message delay bounds either
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assume static topologies [WCLW06] or rely on complex management protocols such
as advertisement and subscription forwarding to manage end-to-end state information
with respect to each publisher [CAR05,TKKR09]. Peer-specific resource contribution
and its inter-dependencies to user-specific delay requirements have not been discussed
yet in literature.

In this chapter, we present a broker-less content-based publish/subscribe system which
satisfies the peer’s individual message delay requirements and supports system stabil-
ity by accounting for resources contributed by individual peers [TKK+10, TKK+11].
Subscribers arrange in an overlay so that subscribers with tight delay requirements are
served before subscribers with looser ones. Peers contribute some of their bandwidth
on receiving and forwarding events which do not meet their own subscriptions (false
positives) in exchange for an increased opportunity to satisfy their individual delay re-
quirements. Therefore, peers with tight delay requirements also significantly contribute
to the stability of the publish/subscribe system, while they are still in control of their
individual permissible ratio of false positives and thus can consider their bandwidth
constraints. The evaluations demonstrate the viability of the proposed system under
practical workloads and dynamic settings.

2.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

We consider a broker-less content-based publish/subscribe system consisting of an un-
bounded set of peers. Peers leave and join the system at arbitrary time, and they can
fail temporarily or permanently. The peers act as publishers and/or subscribers which
connect in an overlay and forward events to relevant subscribers. The set of overlay
connections of a peer s can be classified into incoming connections Fin(s) and outgoing
connections Fout(s). We support event forwarding using an out-degree constraint m. It
obliges peer s to be ready to forward received messages up to m times (|Fout(s)| ≤ m).
Rate R(s) of events received over connections in Fin(s) is therefore constrained: it must

not consume more than a fraction B(s)
m+1

of the available bandwidth B(s).∗

The basis for all events and subscriptions is the event space denoted by Ω. It is
composed of a global ordered set of d distinct attributes (Ai): Ω = {A1, A2, . . . , Ad}.
Each attribute Ai is characterized by a unique name, its data type and its domain.
The data type can be any ordered type such as integer, floating point and character
strings. The domain describes the range [Li, Ui] of possible attribute values.

The relations between events, subscriptions and advertisements can be demonstrated by
modelling Ω geometrically as a d-dimensional space so that each dimension represents
an attribute. A publisher’s advertisement is a sub-space of that space, and a published

∗Bandwidth estimation tools such as pathchar [Jac97], clink [Dow99b,Dow99a], pchar [Mah00] or
nettimer [LB01], can be used to measure the available bandwidth.
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event is a single point Ω in the space. A subscription is a hyper-rectangle in Ω. An
event is matched by a subscription iff the point Ω defined by the event is located
within the hyper-rectangle defined by the subscription. A subscription f1 is covered by
a subscription f2, denoted as f1 ≺ f2, iff the hyper-rectangle of f1 is enclosed in the
hyper-rectangle of f2.

Apart from that, we allow a subscriber s to specify the delay ∆(s) that it is willing to
tolerate when receiving events from any of its relevant publishers.

In the publish/subscribe system described above, a peer clearly has two concerns. The
first is to receive all relevant messages in compliance with its delay requirements. The
second is, for the sake of saving bandwidth, to receive and forward only messages that
exactly match the peer’s subscription.

More precisely, let S be a set of subscribers and PS the set of publishers that publish
events matching the subscriptions of S. Let EO denotes the set of all overlay links
and path(p, s) = {〈p, i1〉, 〈i1, i2〉, ..., 〈im, s〉} ⊆ EO defines the set of overlay links on the
path from a publisher p ∈ PS over intermediate nodes ij to a subscriber s ∈ S. The
delay on this path is defined as D(p, s) =

∑
〈i,j〉∈path(p,s) d

O(i, j), where dO(i, j) denotes

the link delay on a link 〈i, j〉 ∈ EO. The objective is to maintain the publish/subscribe
overlay network in the presence of dynamic sets of publishers P and subscribers S, so
that

1. the delay constraints of maximum number of subscribers are satisfied with respect
to the sets of their relevant publishers, i.e., the number of satisfied subscribers
is maximized (ideally, in the presence of sufficient resources, ∀s ∈ S,∀p ∈ PS :
D(p, s) ≤ ∆(s)), and

2. each subscriber can dynamically adjust the rate of false positives it receives so
that its bandwidth constraints are not violated, i.e., B(s)

m+1
≥ R(s).

Our approach can work with any monotonically increasing delay metric. However,
for simplicity, in our algorithm description we use the hop count as delay metric, i.e.,
D(p, s) = |{〈i, j〉 ∈ EO|〈i, j〉 ∈ path(p, s)}|. Section 2.7 briefly highlights the changes
necessary to make the approach work with round trip time (RTT) as a delay metric.

2.3 Approach Overview

Meeting the objectives presented in Section 2.2 amounts to finding a trade-off between
two contradicting goals: to minimise resource usage by avoiding false positives (i.e., a
subscriber s receives and therefore forwards only messages that match its own subscrip-
tion), and to ensure scalability by balancing the contribution of the peers according to
their available resources.

Fulfilling the first goal affects the scalability of the overall system especially in the
presence of out-degree constraints. In the content-based model, subscriptions often
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Figure 2.1: Overall architecture.

intersect with each other rather than being in a containment relationship. Hence, the
complete removal of false positives may require subscribers to maintain large number
of incoming connections in order to cover their subscriptions [Que08]. Therefore, false
positives cannot be completely avoided and peers need to contribute resource in terms
of false positives to ensure scalability. However, allowing individual peers to induce
false positives by arbitrarily coarsening their subscriptions without any regularity is
unrewarding due to the fact that coarser subscriptions may still intersect instead of
being in a containment relationship.

We therefore propose to coarsen subscriptions systematically by distinguishing between
two levels of subscriptions: user-level and peer-level, as shown in Figure 2.1. The user-
level subscription represents the original subscription as defined by the application. The
peer-level subscription is an approximation of the user-level subscription and defines
which events a peer actually receives.

2.3.1 Peer-level Subscription

The peer-level subscription is created by spatial indexing [GG98, MJ07]. The event
space is divided into regular sub-spaces which serve as enclosing approximations for
user-level subscriptions. The sub-spaces are created by recursive binary decomposi-
tion of the event space Ω. The decomposition procedure divides the domain of one
dimension after the other and recursively starts over in the created sub-spaces.

Figure 2.2 visualizes the decomposition process with the aid of a binary tree. Each tree
level represents one step of the recursive process, starting with the root where Ω is still
undivided. The first partition of Ω is created by dividing it in the first dimension and
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Figure 2.2: Event space decomposition using spatial indexing.

creates two sub-spaces. In one sub-space, the domain of the first dimension is [L1, X1]
and in the other sub-space, it is (X1, U1]. The break line X of a domain always equals
L+U

2
so that the sub-spaces cover equally sized domains of the divided dimension.

Sub-spaces can be identified by dz-expressions [OS90]. A dz-expression is a bit-string
of “0”s and “1”s, which is empty (ε) for Ω. Each time a sub-space is divided, its dz-
expression is inherited as prefix for the dz-expressions of the newly created sub-spaces.
The new sub-space with the lesser domain of the divided dimension appends “0” to
the prefix and the one with the higher domain appends “1”. Sub-spaces and their
dz-expressions generated by this process have the following properties.

• The size of a sub-space is related to the length of its dz-expression |dz|. A dz-
expression with smaller length represents a bigger sub-space.

• A sub-space represented by dz-expression dz1 is covered by the sub-space repres-
ented by dz2 iff dz2 is a prefix of dz1. More precisely, the covering relation ≺ on
dz-expressions is defined as follows. Let dz[0, i] be the prefix of dz’s bit string
that is i+ 1 bits long. Then

dz1 ≺ dz2 ⇔ (|dz1| ≥ |dz2|) ∧ (dz1[0, |dz2| − 1] = dz2)

The peer-level subscription of a peer p can be composed of several sub-spaces and
is therefore represented by a set of dz-expressions denoted by DZ(p) with DZ(p) =
{dzi | i ≥ 1}. For instance, in Figure 2.2, the accurate mapping of f2 = {Pressure =
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[25, 50] ∧ Area = [0, 100]} requires two sub-spaces in its peer-level subscription. The
mapping is f2 7−→ {001, 011}.
If the mapping between the subscriptions at user-level and peer-level is identical, the
peer will only receive events matching its user-level subscription. In general, however,
a peer can coarsen its peer-level subscription in a regular manner so that additional
events can occupy a share of its bandwidth. For example, f2 in Figure 2.2 can be
coarsened by mapping it to the sub-space 0, i.e., f2 7−→ {0}.
The regularity of sub-spaces created by spatial indexing is advantageous due to the
fact that overlapping sub-spaces are always in a containment relationship, which can
be directly mapped to the overlay structure, as discussed in Section 2.4. Additionally,
subscriptions can be coarsened or refined in a regular manner. This lesser degree
of freedom in the selection of false positives helps to take into account the rate and
distribution of events in the decomposition process. In particular, it allows anticipated
bandwidth estimation of the sub-spaces that may be included in coarser subscription,
as detailed in Section 2.5.

2.4 Publish/Subscribe Overlay Protocol

In this section, we describe the organization and maintenance of the publish/subscribe
overlay in the presence of subscriber-specified delay requirements and bandwidth con-
straints. Moreover, we present an algorithm to route events in the proposed pub-
lish/subscribe overlay network.

2.4.1 Overlay Organization

The organization of the publish/subscribe overlay should provide the following prop-
erties.

• Property 1: Each subscriber peer q receives all and only events matching its peer-
level subscription DZ(q). Therefore, peers are organized based on the ≺ relation
between their dz-expressions, as shown in Figure 2.3.

• Property 2: Peers are placed in the overlay network according to their delay require-
ments. Therefore, peers with tighter delay requirements are closer to their relevant
publishers.

Each peer q maintains a set of incoming Fin(q) and outgoing connections Fout(q).
The following two properties ensure that the bandwidth constraints of that peer are
considered in a proper way.

• Property 3: A peer q receives no duplicate events, i.e., each point in its peer-level
subscription is covered exactly once by the subscriptions of subscribers or by all of
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Figure 2.3: Publish/Subscribe overlay with delay requirements and m = 2.

the relevant publishers, in Fin(q). The relevant publishers are the ones who publish
events matching the peer-level subscription of q. For example, in Figure 2.3 sub-
scriber s6 is connected to the relevant publishers p1 and p2 to receive all the events
matching its peer-level subscription.

• Property 4: A peer q forwards each received event up to m times, i.e., |Fout(s)| ≤ m.
In other words, each point in the peer-level subscription of q can be covered up to
m times by the subscriptions of peers in Fout(q).

2.4.2 Overlay Maintenance

Subscribers maintain the overlay in a decentralized manner by connecting and dis-
connecting other peers. In particular, subscribers satisfy their peer-level subscriptions
and delay requirements by connecting to subscribers or publishers that have covering
subscriptions and tighter delay requirements. Thereby, subscribers just rely on the
subscription and the delay constraints of the peers they are connecting to, and on the
fact that these in turn connect to suitable peers.

2.4.2.1 Data Structures

Here, we briefly describe the main data structures utilized by the peers to maintain
the proposed publish/subscribe overlay.

Peer View: Each subscriber maintains a peer view pView that caches information about
peers (in the system) which have covering subscriptions. The information maintained
by pView is utilized by the subscribers to find suitable parents, i.e., peers with covering
subscriptions and tighter delay requirements, to connect in the overlay network.
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2 Subscriber-defined QoS Constraints

Each item in pView stores the identifier of a peer q, its peer-level subscription DZ(q)
and its delay requirement ∆(q). Moreover, each item is associated with an age counter,
which is used to remove stale entries from pView.

List of Relevant Publishers: Besides maintaining pView, each subscriber q also keeps a
list of those publishers which are relevant because they have covering advertisements,
i.e., publish events matching the peer-level subscription of q. The list is represented by
pubList and allows subscribers to connect to the relevant publishers (cf. Section 2.4.2,
Property 3 ). Moreover, pubList is used to expedite the inclusion of new publishers in
the overlay network during event dissemination (cf. Section 2.4.4).

An entry in pubList contains the identifier of a relevant publisher p and its peer-level
advertisement DZ(p). Similar to pView, an age counter is attached to each entry in
pubList.

Incoming and Outgoing Connections: A peer q also stores data that refers to its con-
nections in Fin(q) and Fout(q). Connections in Fin(q) supply q with event messages
that cover DZ(q) once (cf. Section 2.4.2, Property 3 ). Therefore, if q has multiple
parents, it has to split its DZ(q) into distinct sub-sets (i.e., sub-sets of dz-expressions)
and subscribe to each parent with a different sub-set, respectively. These sub-sets are
denoted by {dz(ai) | ai ∈ Fin(q)} and are stored with the respective Fin(q) connections
to q’s parents.

Fout(q) connections are used to forward events to children. Children do not necessarily
subscribe the entire DZ(q). Therefore, q stores the dz(ai) of the respective child with
each ai ∈ Fout(q) and forwards only events matched by dz(ai) to that child. Moreover,
the delay requirement ∆(ai) of each child ai is also stored with the respective Fout
connection.

2.4.2.2 Maintenance of pView and pubList

For the satisfaction of its subscription, a subscriber peer p needs to discover suitable
parent(s) (i.e., a subscriber or relevant publishers) for each of its dzi in DZ(p). Further-
more, dynamic conditions such as churn, failures and changes in the delay requirements
may require previously suitable parent(s) to be replaced. Therefore, each subscriber
maintains a peer view pView and a publisher list pubList that store information about
the subscribers and the publishers which are relevant because they have covering sub-
scriptions and advertisements respectively.

To maintain pView and pubList, subscribers need to receive DZ (i.e., peer-level sub-
scription or advertisement) and ∆ (i.e., delay requirement) of a random subset of
peers and decide whether they qualify as potential parents. The information about
the random subset of peers (in the system) is gathered by employing an epidemic
protocol [JVG+07,EGH+03,Kol03].
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More precisely, each subscriber peer p periodically runs the updatePviewAndPubList
procedure (cf. Algorithm 1, lines 1-8 ) and receives a partial membership view (mList
in the Algorithm 1) of the system. That is, the given subscriber p receives information
about a subset of all peers in the system. For each peer q in mList, subscriber p decides
whether q qualifies to be included in pView (or pubList). Peer q is added to pView or
pubList only if a dz-expression (dz) in the peer-level subscription (or advertisement) of
q has a containment relationship with one of the dz-expressions in DZ(p). Finally, the
aged entries, i.e., peers without an information update for a long time, are removed
from pView and pubList to ensure resilience against system dynamics such as churn,
failures and changes in subscriptions (or advertisements).

2.4.3 Management of Fin and Fout Connections

Periodically, each peer p runs the connectionManagement procedure (cf. Algorithm 1,
lines 9-15 ) to check whether each dzi in DZ(p) is covered either by the subscription of
a subscriber or by all of the relevant publishers in Fin(p). Here, by relevant we imply
those publishers which provide the events matching dzi. In case a dzi is not covered,
the findBestParent routine selects a parent from pV iew, whose subscription covers dzi.
Peer p sends a connection request to this potential parent once it is selected.

Connection Request: Upon reception of a connection (CONNECT) request from a peer
p, the potential parent q will normally acknowledge the connection, but it will reject
the request if ∆(p) ≥ ∆(q) does not hold. In this case, q sends a hint about the most
suitable parent for p according to q’s knowledge.

Accepting peer p as a child may violate the out-degree constraints of the peer q. In this
case, the peersToDisconnect routine prepares the disconnection from the child with the
most selective subscription. Ties between the candidate children to disconnect are re-
solved by selecting the one with a lower delay requirement. The disconnection strategy
ensures that the peers with less selective (or coarse) subscriptions and tight delay
requirements are placed higher in the overlay network, i.e., placed near the relevant
publishers (cf. Section 2.5). If peer p is chosen for disconnection, it will receive a hint
(POTENTIALPARENT) message instead of a connection acknowledgement.

Upon reception of a hint (POTENTIALPARENT) message, a peer will add the hint
to its pView and consider it as a potential parent in its next iteration of the connec-
tionManagement procedure.

Connection Acknowledgement: Upon reception of an acknowledgment (ACK) message,
a peer p ensures that its peer-level subscription is covered exactly once by parent
subscribers (cf. Algorithm 1, lines 30-35 ). This ensures that p’s bandwidth is not
wasted in receiving duplicate events. For sub-spaces of p’s subscription that cannot
be covered by parent subscribers, coverage must be accomplished by connecting to all
relevant publishers. Thus, for each of such sub-spaces that are only covered by one or
more publishers, p continues to search for relevant publishers or subscribers.
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Algorithm 1 Publish/subscribe overlay maintenance

1: procedure updatePviewAndPubList do
2: for all q ∈ mList do // Uniform peer sample derived from epidemic protocol
3: if ∃dzp ∈ DZ(p),∃dzq ∈ DZ(q) : dzp ≺ dzq ∨dzq ≺ dzp then // p & q have covering subscriptions
4: if ∆(q) == 0 then // q is publisher so add to publisher list
5: pubList = pubList ∪ q
6: else
7: pV iew = pV iew ∪ q
8: Increase age and remove old elements from pV iew and pubList

9: procedure connectionManagement do
10: while true do
11: updatePviewAndPublisherList()
12: if ∃dzi ∈ DZ(p)|dzi is not covered then
13: parent = findBestParent(pV iew, dzi)
14: pV iew = pV iew − parent
15: trigger Send(CONNECT, p, parent, dzi , ∆(p) )

16: upon event Receive(CONNECT, p, q, dz(p), ∆(p)) at peer q do
17: if ∆(p) ≥ ∆(q) then
18: Fout(q) = Fout(q) ∪ p
19: if |Fout(q)| > m then
20: peer[] = peersToDisconnect()
21: for all t ∈ peer do
22: parent = findBestParent(pV iew ∪ Fout(q), dz(t))
23: trigger Send(DISCONNECT, t)
24: trigger Send(POTENTIALPARENT, t , parent)
25: if p /∈ peer then
26: trigger Send(ACK,q)
27: else // ∆(p) < ∆(q)
28: parent = findBestParent(pV iew ∪ Fin(q), dz(p))
29: trigger Send(POTENTIALPARENT, p, parent)

30: upon event Receive(ACK, q) at peer p do
31: Fin(p) = Fin(p) ∪ q
32: iCon = {dz(ai) : ai ∈ Fin(p) ∧∆(ai) 6= 0} // current list of subscriptions from non-publisher parents
33: Remove all dz from iCon which are covered by dz(q) // DZ(p) should be covered exactly once
34: for all a ∈ Fout(p) : ∆(a) = ∆(p) = ∆(q) ∧ dz(a) = dz(p) = dz(q) do
35: trigger Send(DETECTCYCLE, p, dz(p), ∆(p))

36: upon event Receive(DETECTCYCLE, originator, dz(q), ∆(q)) at peer p do
37: if originator = p then
38: trigger Send(DISCONNECT, q) // cycle is present through parent q
39: else
40: if ∆(q) = ∆(p) ∧ dz(p) = dz(q) then // delay constraints and subscription are same
41: for all a ∈ Fout(q) : ∆(a) = ∆(p) ∧ dz(a) = dz(p) do
42: trigger Send(DETECTCYCLE, originator, dz(p), ∆(p))

Accepting connection from a parent may introduce a cycle in the system. To preserve
acyclic topology, we employ a strategy similar to the edge-chasing deadlock detection
algorithm [Mos85, Kna87, MM84]. In particular, whenever a peer p establishes an
incoming connection, a control (CYCLEDETECT) message is passed down to the
peers in Fout(p). Peers always connect to the parents with covering subscriptions and
thereby cycles can only occur between the peers with similar subscription and delay
constraints. This fact is used to reduce the overhead of control messages by forwarding
them to only those peers, which have same subscription and delay constraints. The
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Figure 2.4: Placement of new publisher in publish/subscribe overlay network.

reception of the control message by the originator signals the presence of a cycle and
the connection to the respective parent is disconnected (cf. Algorithm 1, lines 36-42 ).

2.4.3.1 Placement of Publishers

Similar to subscriptions, an advertisement of a publisher is represented by a set of dz-
expressions (DZ). Each publisher p periodically communicates its DZ(p) to a random
subset of other peers (using epidemic protocol), which decide whether to include this
information into their pubList, as mentioned in Section 2.4.2.2. This allows automatic
discovery and inclusion of the publishers in the overlay network as a result of connection
requests (CONNECT) from subscribers. More precisely, a subscriber q that is unable
to find the parent subscribers for its peer-level subscription sends connection requests
to the publishers in its pubList. This happens when subscriber q has very tight delay
requirement which can only be satisfied by direct connections to the publishers. Simil-
arly, if a subscriber q discovers a newly arrived publisher p (in its pubList) from which
it is not receiving events via Fin(q) connections, it sends connection request to p. This
expedites the inclusion of new publishers in the publish/subscribe overlay network, as
described later in Section 2.4.4. For instance, in Figure 2.4 a newly arrived publisher
p3 is initially connected to subscriber s2 and eventually gets connected by the top most
subscriber s3 in the dissemination tree. Figure 2.4 is also described in more detail in
Section 2.4.4.

On receiving connection requests, publishers maintain their outgoing connections (Fout)
similar to subscribers by following the lines 18-26 of Algorithm 1. More precisely, a
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Algorithm 2 Event dissemination

1: upon event Receive( EVENT , msg, publisher, p, q ) at peer p do
2: if q ∈ Fout(p) then
3: if dz(publisher) is not covered by any peer in Fin(p) then // dz(publisher) ⊀ {

⋃
ai∈Fin(p)

dz(ai)}
4: trigger Send(CONNECT, p, publisher, dz(p), ∆(p) )

5: D(msg) = D(msg) + dO(q, p)
6: if q ∈ Fout(p) ∨ q == publisher then
7: for all ai ∈ Fin(p) : ∆(ai) 6= 0 ∧msg.dz ≺ dz(ai) do
8: trigger Send(EVENT, msg, publisher, ai, p)
9: if q ∈ Fout(p) ∨ q ∈ Fin(p) then

10: for all ai ∈ Fout(p) : ai 6= q ∧∆(ai) 6= 0 ∧msg.dz ≺ dz(ai) do
11: trigger Send(Event, msg, publisher, ai, p)

publisher p can accept connection request (CONNECT) from any peer q because the
delay constraint of q can never be violated. But accepting q as a child may infringe the
out-degree constraints of the publisher p. In this case, publisher p runs peersToDiscon-
nect procedure to select child with the most selective subscription and a large ∆ for
disconnection, similar to subscribers. However unlike subscribers, publisher p cannot
provide hint of a potential parent to the disconnected child due to the fact that pView
is not maintained by the publishers.

2.4.4 Event Dissemination

On reception of an event, a peer p runs Algorithm 2. Usually, a peer receives events
from Fin and forwards them to all connections in Fout with a dz that covers the event.
However, a newly arrived publisher may not be initially visible in the pubList of all
relevant peers, i.e., peers which require events from the (newly arrived) publisher to
satisfy their peer-level subscriptions. Therefore, the new publisher may be connected
by the peers down in the dissemination tree. For example, in Figure 2.4 new publisher
p3 is initially visible only in the pubList of subscriber s2 and is therefore connected to
s2. To handle such cases, event dissemination requires an additional rule: Each event
received from a publisher or from Fout connections is forwarded to all other matching
Fin and Fout connections. For instance, in Figure 2.4 an event {1110} from publisher
p3 is forwarded to the Fin connection of subscriber s2.

If peer p receives an event from its Fout connections that originates from a publisher, and
the publisher’s advertisement is not completely covered by the dz of p’s parents (i.e., p
is the top most peer), then p sends a connection request to the publisher. For example,
on receiving the event {1110} from the child subscriber s5, the top most subscriber s3 in
the dissemination tree of Figure 2.4 establishes the connection with publisher p3. This
strategy speeds up the placement of new publishers in the overlay network and allows
the peers with the most tight delay constraints to connect directly to publishers. It is
worth noting that once the subscriber s2 in Figure 2.4 starts receiving events published
by p3 from its Fin connection, it disconnects from p3 to avoid duplicates.
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Figure 2.5: Example Scenario with m = 2.

If the delay requirements of peer p and its parents are strictly ordered then ∆(p) will
always be satisfied as long as the delay constraints of the parents are not violated.
However, if both p and the parent have same delay requirements then ∆(p) may be
violated. In this case, peer p disconnects from its parent if the delay encountered by
the received event violates ∆(p).

2.5 Triggers for Change in Accuracy

Until now we have described the organization and maintenance of the publish/subscribe
overlay in the presence of subscriber-specified delay requirements. Nevertheless, we
need additional mechanisms to ensure the scalability of the scheme. Sometimes a peer
cannot find any potential parent to satisfy its delay constraints. In Figure 2.5(a), for
instance, subscriber s5 has a rather selective subscription and tight delay requirements.
If publisher p1 cannot accommodate more children, then s5 can only connect to s2

according to Algorithm 1. However, doing so violates the delay constraints of s5. In this
case, s5 can coarsen its peer-level subscription according to its bandwidth constraints in
order to be placed between p1 and s2. This is possible because the overlay maintenance
strategy places subscribers with less selective subscriptions higher in the dissemination
graph (cf. Algorithm 1, lines 16-26 ). Therefore, subscribers can improve the probability
to satisfy their delay requirements by agreeing to a coarser subscription, as shown in
Figure 2.5(b). Similarly, if changes in the event rate lead to violation of the bandwidth
constraints, a subscriber (with a coarser subscription) increases the accuracy of its
peer-level subscription to reduce false positives (cf. Algorithm 3, lines 4-6 ). Methods
to refine or coarsen a peer-level subscription according to the bandwidth constraints
are detailed in Section 2.5.1.

In addition to individual delay requirements, coarser subscriptions increase the overall
satisfaction of subscriptions. Peers (subscribers or publishers) with out-degree con-
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Algorithm 3 Triggers for change in accuracy

1: upon event TimeOut do
2: if ∃dzi ∈ DZ(p)|dzi is not covered then
3: reduce accuracy of peer-level subscription by coarsening

4: upon event BandwidthViolated do
5: increase accuracy of peer-level subscription accordingly
6: remove subscribers in Fout(p) which are not covered by DZ(p).

straints cannot satisfy a large number of fine-grained disjoint subscriptions. However,
disjoint subscription hotspots are common when accessing content with Internet-like
popularity. In that case, even a small number of coarser subscriptions allow subscribers
to find intermediary parent peers that satisfy their subscriptions, instead of being rejec-
ted by an overloaded publisher with exhausted outgoing connections (cf. Section 2.8.2).

In the following sections, we describe the mechanisms to adjust the accuracy of the map-
ping between user-level and peer-level subscriptions according to subscriber-specific
bandwidth constraints.

2.5.1 Accuracy of Subscription Mapping

A subscriber can reduce the accuracy of the peer-level subscription by using a coarser
mapping

c7−→ from the user-level subscription f to a smaller set of coarser dz-expressions
DZC . Reduced accuracy causes false positives and increases bandwidth usage. There-
fore, a condition for selecting a

c7−→ mapping on peer s is that the reduction of accuracy
does not violate the peer’s bandwidth constraint B(s). The subscriber can ensure this
by iteratively selecting another coarse mapping, thereby refining or coarsening indi-
vidual dz-expressions and thus controlling the overall rate of received events.

The bandwidth usage induced by each dz-expression depends on the rate of events
matched by the expression. Therefore, for each sub-space represented by a dz-expression
in DZC , the subscriber continuously monitors the event rates in the sub-space that is
divided once less (DZ−1) and in the sub-spaces that are divided once more (DZ+1).
The latter can be calculated by counting the received messages, while the event rate in
the coarser sub-space is estimated by means of statistical aggregation [JKS04]. The es-
timation of the event rate in the coarser sub-space relies on the measurements of other
subscribers that are currently subscribed to the coarser sub-space or a part of it. For
instance, event rate in the coarser sub-space 1 can be estimated from the event rates
monitored by other subscribers in sub-spaces 10 and 11. The epidemic protocol em-
ployed in Section 2.4.2 to maintain pView and pubList can be easily extended to receive
event rates monitored by other subscribers. To be more precise, subscribers periodic-
ally exchange event rates experienced by their currently subscribed sub-spaces along
with their peer-level subscriptions and delay requirements using epidemic protocol. On
receiving information from epidemic protocol, a subscriber updates its estimate of event
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Figure 2.6: Subscriber-defined Accuracy.

rates in the coarser sub-spaces, i.e., DZ−1, along with the adaptation of pView and
pubList, as mentioned in Section 2.4.2.2. Statistical properties provided by epidemic
protocols [JVG+07,EGH+03,Kol04] ensure that a peer will eventually learn the event
rate in a coarser sub-space if there exists subscribers (in the system) for that sub-space
or parts of it. Nevertheless, event rate in a sub-space which is currently not subscribed
(in parts or as a whole) by any subscriber in the system can only be measured by
actually subscribing to that sub-space.

Figure 2.6 shows the possible mappings from a user-level subscription. If the subscrip-
tion is currently mapped to DZC = {00, 10} then the subscriber keeps track of the
event rates in the sub-spaces DZ−1 = {ε} and DZ+1 = {0000, 0010, 1000, 1010}. If
there is a high rate of false positives in a sub-space of the current peer-level subscrip-
tion, the subscriber will drop it and select the relevant of the finer sub-spaces from
DZ+1 instead. Similarly, the subscriber can select one sub-space from DZ−1 instead
of multiple previous enclosed sub-spaces and receive additional false positives.

Special rules apply to new subscribers that do not know about event rates yet and
cannot decide about the permissible degree of coarseness of their mapping. A new
subscriber initially selects a parameter θ that may for example represent the number
of incoming connections that the subscriber can maintain. Then it approximates the
accurate subscription DZA by at most θ dz-expressions in DZC . This initial coarse
mapping has the following properties:

1. |DZC | ≤ θ
2. ∀dza ∈ DZA ∃dzc ∈ DZC : dza ≺ dzc

A coarse transformation of a user-level subscription into θ dz-expressions using breadth-
first exploration of the binary tree of dz-expressions (cf. Figure 2.2) is given in Al-
gorithm 4. The algorithm generates less than θ dz-expressions if the terminal dz-
expressions generated by the splitting of a sub-space into two smaller sub-spaces can
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Algorithm 4 Generation of θ dz-expressions
Require: User-level subscription f
Ensure: Generation of at most θ dz-expressions

1: DZC ← ∅ // Final holder of dz-expressions

2: Ld d-dimensional vector with lower bounds for each dimension
3: Ud d-dimensional vector with upper bounds for each dimension

4: Queue q ← {dz = ε, Ld, Ud}
5: while !q.empty() do
6: subSpace ← q.dequeue()
7: i ← |subSpace.dz| mod d // Next dimension to decompose/split.

8: x ← subSpace.Li+subSpace.Ui
2 // mid-point of the subSpace along the dimension i.

9: if ∀j(f.Lj ≤ subSpace.Lj ∧ f.Uj ≥ subSpace.Uj) then

10: DZC ← subSpace.dz // completely covered

11: else if (sub.Lj < x ∧ sub.Uj > x) ∧ (|q|+ |DZC | < θ) then // f occupies both sides of midpoint.

12: q ← {subSpace.dz‖0, Ld, Ud(Ui = x)}
13: q ← {subSpace.dz‖1, Ld(Li = x), Ud}
14: else if f.Lj < x ∧ f.Uj < x then

15: q ← {subSpace.dz‖0, Ld, Ud(Ui = x)}
16: else if f.Lj > x ∧ f.Uj > x then

17: q ← {subSpace.dz‖1, Ld(Li = x), Ud}
18: else
19: DZC ← subSpace.dz
20: Merge terminal dz-expressions

be merged to a single dz-expression without affecting the accuracy of the subscription
approximation.

2.6 Optimized Spatial Indexing

For an event space with a large set of attributes, the number of dz-expressions for an
accurate subscription representation can be very large. As described in Section 2.5.1, a
coarse subscription mapping reduces the number of dz-expressions. However, it induces
false positives and hence its applicability depends on the bandwidth constraints of the
subscriber.

A simple modification in the representation of dz-expressions can reduce their number
without changing their accuracy. A dz-expression is redefined to include the wild-card
∗ which stands for “0 and 1”. Two dz-expressions that differ in only one place can be
combined by replacing this place by “∗”. For example, the subscription in Figure 2.6
can be represented by one dz-expression “∗0∗0”.

Dz-expressions of that form are created by a modified spatial indexing mechanism.
The decomposition procedure works mainly as before. Only if the subscription covers
the complete domain of the dimension to be divided, then instead of creating two
dz-expression for the smaller sub-spaces (ending with 0 and 1), ∗ is added to the dz-
expression.
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The containment relationship defined on dz-expressions as well as the subscription
mapping and bandwidth estimation mechanisms work with the modified technique.
Furthermore, the modification allows subscribers to define constraints only on a subset
of attributes in the event space.

2.7 Dealing with Real Delay Values

So far, we assumed that subscribers are arranged in the overlay network according to
their delay requirements, i.e., a peer p connects to a parent q only if ∆(q) ≤ ∆(p). How-
ever, connecting subscribers by their delay requirements may prevent the satisfaction
of their subscriptions in some scenarios. Consider an example with two subscribers,
s with ∆(s) = 5 and q with ∆(q) = 6, and a publisher p. The actual link delays
between them are dO(q, s) = dO(s, q) = 2, dO(p, q) = 3 and dO(p, s) = 5. The delay
constraints of q cannot be satisfied if the subscribers are connected according to their

delay requirements: p
5→ s

2→ q. However, placing q closer to the publisher results in

the satisfaction of both subscribers: p
3→ q

2→ s.

In general, the maximum experienced delay D(q) = max {D(p, q) | p ∈ Pq} of a
subscriber q to its relevant publishers Pq can be lower than its delay constraint ∆(q).
Another subscriber s can exploit this and connect to q if D(q)+dO(q, s) < ∆(s) even if
∆(q) ≥ ∆(s). The presented system can be easily extended to consider the experienced
maximum delay while deciding the child connections (cf. Algorithm 1).

The presented improvement, however, may lead to a violation of ∆(s) if D(q) increases.
Such violations can be easily detected during the dissemination of events (cf. Sec-
tion 2.4.4). More precisely, end-to-end delay experience by an event e is updated on
each overlay hop during its dissemination (cf. Algorithm 1, line 5 ). A subscriber s on
receiving event e from its parents q increments the end-to-end delay D(e) of the event
by adding the overlay link delay between q and s, i.e., D(e) = D(e) + dO(q, s). If the
delay experienced by the received event violates ∆(s), subscriber s disconnects from
its parent.

2.8 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the presented algorithms according to
the following criteria: i) convergence to subscription and delay constraint satisfaction,
ii) control overhead, iii) adaptability to dynamic conditions, iv) scalability in terms of
number of peers and attributes, and v) effect of bandwidth consumption and out-degree
constraints on the satisfaction of subscribers.
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Figure 2.7: Convergence to subscription and delay constraint satisfaction.

2.8.1 Experimental Setup

Simulations are performed using PeerSim [JMJV], a large-scale P2P discrete event
simulator. Each peer relies on Gossip-based peer sampling service [JVG+07] to maintain
its partial view (pV iew) of 5% other peers in the system. Simulations are performed
for up to N = 7000 peers. Unless otherwise stated, out-degree constraints of the
peers are chosen as m = log2(N). The event space has up to 10 different attributes.
The data type of each attribute is Integer†, and the domain of each attribute is the
range [1, 128]. We evaluated the system performance under uniform (WL1) and skewed
(WL2) subscription workloads; and with skewed and uniform event distributions. Skew
is simulated using the widely used 80%-20% Zipfian distribution with 4− 6 hot spots.

We use the following performance metrics in our evaluations:

1) Percentage of converged peers : The fraction of peers out of the total population
which have found a suitable set of parents that cover their subscription.

†Spatial indexing can work with any ordered data type with a known domain [MJ07]. Evaluation
results are not sensitive to the choice of data type and therefore, similar to [MJ07] only integer data
types are considered.
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2) Percentage of notified peers : The fraction of peers which are receiving events from
all the relevant publishers without violating their delay constraints.

3) Construction time: Logical time needed to complete the construction of the overlay
topology.

2.8.2 Convergence

In this experiment, moderate delay requirements are assigned to the peers such that
convergence can be achieved. Figures 2.7(a)-(b) show the construction time for the
overlay topology. For all of the workloads, the percentage of notified peers is always
less than that of converged peers until 100% convergence is achieved. The reason is that
the peers opportunistically connect to other peers in order to cover their subscriptions
and satisfy their delay constraints. Therefore, during the evolution of the overlay
topology, many separate isolated groups of peers may exist. Some of these groups
may not have found a connection to the relevant publishers. Eventually, all the groups
converge to one overlay topology.

The overlay construction time for workload WL2 is higher due to the fact that there
is very little overlap between the subscriptions of peers assigned to different hotspots.
This results in subscribers with coarser subscriptions occupying all the places near the
publishers, forwarding events that only correspond to a portion of the event space.
Therefore, the subscribers with finer subscriptions (to uncovered portions of the event
space) have to increase their subscription to compete with subscribers with coarser
subscriptions.

Figure 2.7(c) shows the control overhead incurred by the peers in order to find suitable
parents. It shows the percentage of the affected peers as a function of the number of
connection request messages sent by them. It is clear from the figure that for WL2

workload higher percentage of peers directly connects to the appropriate parent. This
is due to high similarity between the subscriptions that belong to the same hotspot.
However, some peers incur more control overhead to find suitable parents (i.e., spread
of control overhead distribution is wider in case of WL2) because of very little overlap
between the subscriptions of peers assigned to different hotspots as discussed above.

2.8.3 Adaptability to Dynamic Conditions

First, we study the dynamic resilience of the system in the presence of continuously
joining and leaving subscribers. The percentage of churn is relative to the total of all
peers in the system. For instance, for a total number of 1000 peers, a churn of 2.5%
means that in each time step, 25 online peers leave and the same number of new peers
with different subscriptions and delay requirements join the system. Figures 2.8(a)-(b)
show the percentage of converged and notified peers for different percentages of churn
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Figure 2.8: Adaptability to continuous and rapid churn.

along with the standard deviation. The reason for the gradual degradation in the
percentage of notified and converged peers is the fact that a high churn rate increases
the probability that peers placed near the publishers leave the system, affecting the
delay constraint satisfaction of all their descendant subscribers. The lower percentage
of notified peers in WL2 (in comparison to WL1) is due to the fact that the subscription
distribution is skewed and some subscribers may need to increase their subscriptions
as discussed in the convergence evaluations.

Next, we evaluate the dynamic resilience of the system to sudden massive churn. Once
the system converged to a stable state, massive churn is introduced in the system, i.e.,
10%, 25% and 40% of the online peers leave and an equal number of peers join the
system. Figures 2.8(c) shows that the system can tolerate and recover from massive
occurrences of churn. The reason for sudden degradation in the percentage of notified
peers is the same as in the case of continuous churn. A large percentage of churn in-
creases the probability that peers with tight delay constraints and coarser subscriptions,
and thus are ancestor to many other peers, may leave.
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Figure 2.9: Scalability w.r.t. no. of peers and attributes in the system.

2.8.4 Scalability

First, we study the scalability with respect to the number of peers in the system.
In all the experiments the out-degree constraints are chosen as log2(N) of the total
number of peers N . Figure 2.9(a) shows that up to 7000 peers the overlay construction
time almost stays the same. Furthermore, the overlay construction time for WL2 is in
general higher because some subscribers may need to increase their subscriptions as
discussed in the convergence evaluations.

Next, we study the effect of the number of attributes in the event space on the system’s
scalability. The number of dz-expressions needed for the accurate representation of
a user-level subscription generally increases with the number of attributes. A peer
maintains a suitable parent for each of its dz-expressions. Therefore, we study the
effect of an average increase in the number of dz-expressions on the average in-degree
for WL1 as shown in Figure 2.9(b). The averages are taken over all the peers in the
system. The results show a slight increase in the average in-degree with the number
of dz-expressions, i.e., increasing the average number of dz-expressions from 4 to 256
increases the average in-degree by just 1.2 to 3.1.

2.8.5 Effect of Bandwidth and Out-degree Constraints

In this experiment, we study the impact of bandwidth and out-degree constraints on
the satisfaction of delay requirements of subscribers. Two scenarios are evaluated: one
where the subscribers are assigned moderate delay requirements (S1) and the other
with tight delay requirements (S2). In both the scenarios, delay requirements of all the
subscribers cannot be satisfied without inducing false positives. All the subscribers are
assigned the same bandwidth constraints, specified in terms of allowed false positives
as a percentage of the overall event rate. For example, 3.1% of allowed false positives
mean that subscribers can increase their subscription till they are receiving 3.1% of
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Figure 2.10: Satisfaction of delay requirements in the presence of constraints.

overall events in the system as false positives.

Figure 2.10(a) shows the percentage of notified peers for different percentages of allowed
false positives and out-degree constraints. Figure 2.10(b) depicts the actual percentage
of false positives in the system for the scenarios S1 and S2. The figures show that it is of
advantage to increase the rate of false positives since it raises the overall percentage of
satisfied subscribers. In case of S1 with m = 6, only 65% of subscribers are notified in
the absence of false positives. However, allowing peers to receive up to 6.2% of overall
events as false positives increases the percentage of notified peers by 27.6% to 83%
with only 1.2% increase in the overall rate of false positives in the system. Moreover,
the figures show that the out-degree constraints have more profound impact on the
satisfaction of subscribers especially in the presence of tight delay requirements. For
example, in scenario S2 with m = 6, even when the subscribers are allowed to increase
their false positives up to 50% of overall event rate, only 64% peers are notified, mainly
due to the lack of available places to connect (in the overlay network). However,
increasing the value of m to 12, raises the percentage of notified peers by 28% to 82%.
Figure 2.10(b) also shows that the overall rate of false positives in the system is higher
for the scenario S2. The reason is that the delay requirements of subscribers in S2 are
very tight and that it is not possible to satisfy all of them. In this case, the unsatisfied
subscribers coarsen their subscriptions to get a better place in the overlay. However, as
all the subscribers have similar bandwidth constraints and there are limited places to
satisfy delay requirements, coarsening subscriptions does not give them any competitive
advantage. It just raises the overall rate of false positives.

2.9 Related work

Related work to the contributions in this chapter can be classified into the following
two areas.
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2.9 Related work

2.9.1 P2P-based Publish/Subscribe Systems

A number of content-based publish/subscribe systems without broker infrastructure
has been proposed in the past. The efficiency of event routing in such systems is very
sensitive to the organization of subscriber and publisher peers in an overlay network.
Typically, two approaches are used for organizing peers. The first approach uses dis-
tributed hash table (DHT) based overlays, such as Chord [SMLN+03], CAN [RFH+01],
Pastry [RD01] etc., to arrange peers. The content-based matching and filtering is im-
plemented as a separate layer on top of DHTs [PB02,TBF+03,MJ07,GSAA04,AT06,
YH07]. The efficiency of this approach is restricted as the overlay network is oblivious
to the dynamics in the upper content-based layer [JPMH07].

The second approach organizes peers in semantic communities according to the simil-
arities between their subscriptions, i.e., subscribers matching similar events are placed
in close proximity in an overlay network [AGD+06,VRKS06,CF05,APBSV10,BFG07,
PRGK09]. Such a semantic organization of peers is particularly good in reducing false
positives and therefore many recent systems have adopted this approach.

Sub-2-Sub [VRKS06] arranges subscribers with intersecting subscriptions into rings.
The events are only disseminated in relevant rings, thus completely avoiding false pos-
itives. The number of rings depends on run-time interactions between the subscribers
that are active in the system and are impossible to limit. Thus, even for a moderate
number of subscribers, the number of rings may quickly grow to a very large number,
limiting the scalability of the system [Que08].

DR-tree [BFPB10,APBSV10] extends R-tree [Gut84] to support content-based routing
in a distributed fashion. DR-tree inherits beneficial properties of R-tree such as a
low rate of false positives and a logarithmic event dissemination time. However, the
system induces higher load on the peers close to the root of the DR-tree: Peers closer
to the root experience more false positives without any possibility to change their rate
dynamically. Additionally, to reduce the overall rate of false positives, subscribers are
always inserted from the root.

In the work of Chand et al. [CF05], containment relations between the subscriptions
of subscribers are directly mapped to a tree structure. This results in as many trees as
there are subscriptions that are not contained in any other subscription [BDFG07]. To
avoid this problem, the authors propose a proximity metric to arrange subscribers in
a tree (instead of using the containment relations). However, event dissemination on
the tree constructed using proximity metric results in false negatives, i.e., subscribers
may not receive events matching their subscriptions.

Similarly, DPS [ADG+04] builds a separate tree for each attribute of the event space,
and a subscriber can join any tree for which it has specified an attribute filter (in
its subscription). A publisher publishes an event on all the trees associated with the
attributes in the event. This results in a large number of unnecessary messages on each
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tree, especially the undesired messages grow with the increase in number of attributes
in the event space.

Apart from the stated drawbacks, existing systems only focus on the overall reduction
of false positives without taking into account the heterogeneity of subscribers in terms
of QoS requirements to better utilize resources in a publish/subscribe system. In an
environment, where the capabilities of subscribers vary widely, it is important that
individual subscribers have the flexibility to locally adjust the accuracy of received
event messages according to their constraints.

2.9.2 Provision of QoS Requirements

Behnel et al. [BFM06] define a common meaning of different QoS metrics in the context
of publish/subscribe. Although it is easy to add QoS semantics into subscriptions
(IndiQos [CAR05]), only few systems actually cope with satisfying QoS requirements
in a loosely coupled environment of publish/subscribe [MKSB07].

Wang et al. [WZC+12] focus on providing QoS support on a single publish/subscribe
broker running on a commodity hardware with multi-core processors. In particular,
they propose intra-core scheduling and inter-core message dispatching mechanisms to
perform event matching in an efficient manner and thereby to avoid the violation of
delay requirements. However, satisfaction of delay requirements in the presence of a
network of brokers (i.e., distributed publish/subscribe system) is not addressed. A
similar work by Wang et al. [WCLW06] targets to achieve bounded delays on event
delivery in a broker network, by employing message scheduling strategies at each broker.
However, the authors assume a static broker topology and the system is unable to
provide QoS bounds in the presence of dynamic conditions.

IndiQoS [CAR05] addresses satisfaction of individual delay and bandwidth require-
ments of subscribers, but only provides limited form of event routing termed as type-
based routing. Moreover, IndiQoS uses network-level QoS architectures such as Integ-
rated services [BCS94] and Differentiated services [BBC+98] to reserve resources along
the communication links and guarantee end-to-end QoS. Resource reservation proto-
cols are not available on a global scale, which limits the applicability of the IndiQoS
system to heterogeneous network environments.

Some of the problems stated above are addressed by the work of Tariq et al. [TKKR09].
Instead of relying on reservation protocols, it provides probabilistic delay bounds.
Moreover, the expressiveness of content-based routing is preserved. The overall ap-
proach is to cluster subscribers into groups according to the available publishers in the
system. Within each group, subscription and advertisement forwarding is then used to
maintain probabilistic delay bounds. However, the clustering strategy is only sketched.

Systems from the domain of Application Layer Multicast (ALM) also address sat-
isfaction of QoS requirements [PWF07]. For instance, LagOver [DSF07] addresses
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individual delay requirements of peers in the presence of out-degree constraints. It
constructs a single-source multicast tree, where each peer in the tree is interested in
the same information and is placed according to its desired delay. This is not sufficient
to handle the complexity introduced by content-based publish/subscribe.

Finally, some existing publish/subscribe systems address QoS as a system properly
rather than requirements from the individual subscribers. For instance, Majumder et
al. [MSRS09] address construction of low stretch spanning tree to route events in a
broker network. Discussion about such systems will be presented in Section 4.7.

2.10 Summary

In this chapter, we have shown how the individual delay requirements of a large dy-
namic set of subscribers in a content-based publish/subscribe system can be satisfied
without violating their bandwidth constraints. In particular, subscribers are given the
flexibility to define their permissible rate of false positives according to their individual
bandwidth constraints. Additionally, we propose a subscriber-driven decentralized al-
gorithm to connect publishers and subscribers in an overlay network according to their
delay requirements so that subscribers with tight delay requirements are located closer
to the relevant publishers. The evaluation shows that the proposed algorithm converges
to the satisfaction of subscriber-specific delay constraints even in a very dynamic set-
ting.
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Chapter 3
Subscription Clustering

3.1 Introduction

Rather than accounting for individual QoS requirements and resource constraints
(cf. Chapter 2), the contributions in this chapter target scenarios where the main em-
phasis is to minimize the overall resource consumption in a publish/subscribe system.
For instance, Green IT initiative by many enterprises focuses on reducing the opera-
tional cost of the IT infrastructures and lowering the carbon footprint [CJ11, Ent09].
Publish/Subscribe is increasingly being used as a communication paradigm in many of
these enterprises. For example, Google uses GooPS – a topic-based publish/subscribe
system – to exchange information across Google services and applications residing
across different data centres [LHLJ12,Taj11]. Microsoft employs WSP (Web Solutions
Platform) event system – a content-based publish/subscribe – to provide very fast
communication infrastructure across 8, 000 servers in Microsoft Bing [Ham12]. Simil-
arly, Yahoo developed YMB (Yahoo Message Broker) – a topic-based publish/subscribe
system – to manage replication in a massive geographically distributed database of its
web applications [Taj11,CRS+08]. Therefore, in-line with the Green IT initiative, min-
imizing resource consumption in publish/subscribe systems is an interesting research
problem, as recently pointed out by Cheung et al. [CJ11].

False positives serve as one of the major contributors to the resource consumption
in publish/subscribe systems, as they increase network bandwidth utilization and in-
duce extra processing load on the peers in an overlay network [Que08]. However, false
positives cannot be avoided completely without sacrificing the scalability of a pub-
lish/subscribe system [CS04]. The interest of subscribers can be highly diverse and in
the worst case generate 2N − 1 distinct subscriber groups out of N subscribers.

Subscription clustering is one promising way to reduce the effect of false positives
by grouping subscribers with similar subscriptions in a limited number of clusters such
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that the event dissemination within each cluster can be very efficient w.r.t. the number
of false positives [CM07,PC05,MSRS09].

Subscription clustering in a publish/subscribe system is complicated due to the lack
of global knowledge, high dynamicity of subscribers and continuously evolving event
traffic. Existing approaches to clustering mostly consider the structural (absolute)
similarity between the subscriptions such as the area occupied by the intersection of
two subscriptions [BFPB10, APBSV10, TKK+10, VRKS06, CM07]. These approaches
restrict the expressiveness of the content-based model to predefined numeric attributes
and lack mechanisms to further reduce false positives by considering the similarities
between subscriptions according to the current event traffic. Only a handful of ap-
proaches take into account the current event load of the system to create clusters of
subscribers. These approaches either assume global knowledge [PC05,MSRS09,CJ11]
or rely on the presence of a network of reliable brokers [BBQV07].

This chapter presents an efficient and scalable approach to cluster management coping
with high workload variations [TKKR12]. We study its effectiveness in the context
of broker-less publish/subscribe systems. The approach preserves the expressiveness
of the content-based model and can work with any method to estimate similarities
between subscriptions. Techniques from spectral graph theory are used to perform
subscription clustering, because these techniques are proved to be more accurate in
finding clusters than traditional mechanisms such as k-means [Lux07]. This work is
the first to study spectral clustering in the context of content-based publish/subscribe
systems. Furthermore, the presented approach can be seen as a general framework
to perform distributed spectral clustering and can be applied to other areas, such as
document clustering, image segmentation or data mining etc. Spectral clustering in a
distributed setting is highly challenging and to the best of our knowledge has not been
previously addressed in literature.

3.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

Similar to Section 2.2, we consider a content-based publish/subscribe system without
broker infrastructure. Publishers and subscribers contribute as peers to the mainten-
ance of the system. Publishers disseminate events into the system, while the subscribers
specify filtering criteria for the selection of desired events using (possibly many) sub-
scriptions.

To avoid dependency on any particular subscription language and to preserve express-
iveness, we consider a generic content-based model [Tar08]. A subscription f is a
stateless boolean function that accepts an event e as an argument. An event e matches
a subscription f if f(e) = true. A containment relation can be defined on subscrip-
tions. Let Ef1 and Ef2 denote the set of events matching the subscriptions f1 and f2

respectively. Then f1 is said to be covered by the subscription f2, denoted by f1 ≺ f2,
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Figure 3.1: Clustering according to the current event load of the system.

iff Ef1 ⊆ Ef2 holds. Similarly, two subscriptions f1 and f2 are said to be overlapping,
denoted by f1 ' f2, iff Ef1 ∩ Ef2 6= ∅.

In a broker-less publish/subscribe system as described above, the main concern is to re-
duce the cost of event dissemination by avoiding false positives (events a peer is required
to forward while they do not match any of the peer’s subscriptions). Subscription clus-
tering is an effective approach for this purpose. It partitions the subscriber peers with
similar subscriptions into a small number of groups such that the event dissemination
within each group incurs few false positives.

To perform clustering, usually the absolute (structural) similarity between the sub-
scriptions, such as the overlap relation (') defined on Ef , is considered to calculate
their closeness in receiving the same events. However, the overlap relation does not take
into account the number of events recently matched by the subscriptions for calculating
the similarities. For instance, a low event rate causes little false positives in a cluster
of two similar, yet not identical subscriptions, while with a high event rate, the same
cluster encounters a large number of false positives, so that the two subscriptions had
better not be clustered. In Figure 3.1, subscriptions f1 and f4 should be placed in the
same cluster according to the absolute (structural) similarity between them, however,
considering the current event load of the system placing f1 and f2 in a cluster is more
beneficial in reducing the false positives. Therefore, to achieve good clustering that
minimizes false positives, the current event load of the system should be considered.

In more detail, let E
t

f be the set of last ψ events matched by the subscription f before
a given time t. Let sim(i, j, t) be a function that defines the similarity between two

arbitrary subscriptions fi and fj at time t using their recently matched events, i.e., E
t

fi

and E
t

fj
.

The set of N subscriptions in the system Π = {f1, ..., fN} and the pairwise similarities
between them can be represented by a similarity graph. A similarity graph denoted by
GS = (Π, ES, t) is a weighted undirected graph, where ES is the set of edges connecting
distinct subscriptions with non-zero similarity values, i.e., ES = {εsi,j : fi 6= fj ∧
sim(i, j, t) > 0}. The similarities between subscriptions and hence the similarity graph
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change over time, however, for the clearness in presentation we will omit time t in the
following. Using the adjacency matrix of the similarity graph, which is a symmetric
matrix we denote by W ∈ RN×N , we can define the weighted degree d of a subscription
fi as the sum of its pairwise similarities with all other subscriptions in the system, i.e.,
di =

∑N
j=1 wi,j. The degree matrix denoted by D ∈ RN×N is a diagonal matrix with

degrees (d1, ...dN) of all subscriptions on the diagonal. Let Π1, Π2 denote two groups of
vertices in GS. The inter-group weight or the sum of edge weights between the vertices
of Π1 and Π2 can be defined as W(Π1,Π2) =

∑
i∈Π1,j∈Π2

wi,j. Furthermore, the degree
of a group Π1 is defined as dΠ1 = W(Π1,Π).

Given a dynamic set of subscribers and continuously evolving similarity graph, our
objective is to maintain kS disjoint clusters of subscriptions (Π1, ...ΠkS ) in a pub-
lish/subscribe system so that,

1. inter-cluster weights are minimized, i.e., intersection (or commonality) between
the events in different clusters is minimized.

2. clusters are balanced in terms of their size to ensure even event dissemination
load on each cluster.

In the presence of only first criterion (i.e., minimization of inter-cluster weights), the
subscription clusters can be efficiently created by solving the minimum cut prob-
lem [Lux07]. However, in practice minimum cut does not lead to satisfactory results
because of its tendency to create singleton clusters, i.e., clusters consisting of only in-
dividual subscriptions. The second criterion is added to overcome this problem and
create clusters with sufficiently large number of subscriptions.

3.3 Centralized Subscription Clustering

In this section, we describe our approach to maintain the subscription clusters in a
centralized fashion. Similar to other state of the art centralized approaches [RLW+02,
PC05,MSRS09], the proposed centralized approach has potential to be used as a com-
petent method to perform subscription clustering in a content-based publish/subscribe
system. In particular, our contributions in this section are twofold. First, we select
different spectral methods (from the literature) that can effectively solve the subscrip-
tion clustering problem. Second, we show the capability of the selected methods to
produce clusters with improved quality in comparison to the related approaches.

3.3.1 Subscription Clustering using Spectral Methods

In the following, we describe the spectral methods and main steps needed to perform
subscription clustering.
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3.3 Centralized Subscription Clustering

3.3.1.1 Similarity Function

In order to perform clustering, the first step is to quantify the similarities between
the subscriptions by defining an appropriate similarity function sim(i, j). Intuitively,
the similarity between the two subscriptions increases with the increase in overlapping
events and decreases with the non-overlapping event traffic. Based on this intuition,
we propose to use the Jaccard∗ (in short Jac) similarity function [CC00], which is
defined as a ratio of overlapping event sets matched by the subscriptions to the union

of their overlapping and non-overlapping event sets, i.e., Jac =
|Etfi∩E

t
fj
|

|Etfi∪E
t
fj
|
. Similarities

are assigned in the range [0, 1], where 0 means complete disjointness.

3.3.1.2 Clustering as Graph Partitioning

Once the similarity function is in place and the similarity graph is calculated, the
subscription clustering is performed by partitioning the similarity graph into kS dis-
joint sub-graphs. We select two graph partitioning objective functions which fulfil our
requirements of strongly connected and balanced clusters:

Ratio Association = max
Π1,...ΠkS

kS∑
i=1

W(Πi,Πi)

|Πi|
(3.1)

Normalized Cut = min
Π1,...ΠkS

kS∑
i=1

W(Πi,Π \ Πi)

dΠi

(3.2)

The Ratio Association (in short RAssoc) objective [DGK07] aims to maximize the
association between the cluster members (intra-cluster), whereas the Normalized
Cut [DGK07] (in short NCut) tries to minimize the association between different
clusters (inter-cluster). Both objective functions strive to create clusters that are bal-
anced in terms of the number of vertices and the degree (edge weights) respectively.
Both objective functions are NP-hard to solve in the discrete domain. The relaxed
versions of these objective functions can be solved by spectral analysis of the similarity
graph.

3.3.1.3 Spectral Analysis

The spectral clustering consists of two main steps. In the first step, discrete graph par-
titioning problem is relaxed to obtain the global optimum in the continuous domain

∗We have evaluated many different similarity functions such as Russell [CC00], Dice [CC00],
Simpson [CC00] and Simple matching [CC00]. However, the results of the Jaccard function were
superior in consistency. Therefore, in this chapter we only focus on the properties of this function.
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3 Subscription Clustering

Algorithm 5 Centralized spectral clustering steps

1: Calculate the similarities between N subscriptions

Generate similarity graph GS

Apply Gaussian function on GS (NCut)

εsi,j = exp(
−‖sim(i,j)‖

σ2 )
2: Perform eigenvector decomposition

Y = ΛkS+V
T
kS+ : W = UΛVT (RAssoc)

Y = QT
kS− : (D−W)q = λDq ( NCut)

3: Apply k-means clustering algorithm
Cluster (Yi)i=1,..N ∈ Y into kS clusters

by solving a trace optimization problem [KCS11,Lux07]. The solution to trace optim-
ization problem leads to the eigen decomposition [Jol86,CC00] of the similarity graph
(or some variant of the similarity graph as described later). The eigen decomposition
assigns an eigenvector to each vertex of the similarity graph (i.e., subscriptions). As
these eigenvectors take arbitrary values in R, post processing (of the eigenvectors) is
required to obtain discrete partitions (or clusters). Therefore, in the second step a
k-means algorithm [KMN+02, HK07, DGK09] is used to get discrete partitions from
the real value eigenvectors.

Intuitively, the first step (eigen decomposition) embeds the vertices of a similarity
graph (i.e., the subscriptions) in a low-dimensional space such that the dimensionality
of the low-dimensional space is equal to the number of desired clusters, i.e., kS . The
geometrical coordinates of each vertex (of the similarity graph) in the low-dimensional
embedded space is provided by the eigenvector assigned to it. This step (i.e., first
step of spectral clustering) is termed as dimensionality reduction or embedding and is
beneficial in reducing the effect of noise and extracting the main features of the data
to cluster. This step depends on the partitioning objective function.

The Ratio Association function performs linear dimensionality reduction using Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) [Jol86,Hot33]. PCA performs dimensionality reduc-
tion by means of singular value decomposition (SVD) [EY39,KL80], i.e., W = UΛVT ,
where W is a centred matrix obtained by subtracting the mean of the similarity matrix
W from its columns, Λ = {λi, ..., λN} is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, and V and
U are the matrices of right and left singular vectors respectively. The kS-dimensional
coordinates are obtained as ΛkS+V

T
kS+, where the subscript kS+ identifies that only

the kS largest non-zero eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are used.

As an alternative, Normalized Cut embeds the coordinates in non-linear space which
only preserves the geometry of the local neighbourhood. To model neighbourhood,
the pairwise similarities between the vertices in the similarity graph are weighted by

Gaussian kernel, i.e., εsi,j = exp(−‖sim(i,j)‖
σ2 ), where σ controls the width of the neigh-

bourhood. The low-dimensional coordinates correspond to the kS eigenvectors (QT
kS−)

with smallest non-zero eigenvalues (represented by subscript kS−) obtained by solving
the generalized eigensystem. Algorithm 5 shows the overall steps needed to perform
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3.3 Centralized Subscription Clustering

spectral clustering.

3.3.2 Effectiveness of Spectral Clustering

We show the effectiveness of our approach w.r.t. the quality of the identified clusters
and reduction of false positives as compared to two related approaches.

3.3.2.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments are performed using PeerSim [JMJV]. We assume a content-based schema
with up to 5 integer attributes, where the domain of each attribute is in the range [0,30].
Our approach, however, is not limited to a certain number, type or domain of attributes.
Experiments are performed on two different models for the distributions of subscrip-
tions and events. The uniform model (WL1) generates random subscriptions/events
independent of each other. The interest popularity model (WL2) chooses five hotspot
regions around which subscriptions/events are generated using the widely used zipfian
distribution. For the experiments, up to 32, 000 subscriptions and 6, 000 events are
used. Each event matches 5% of subscriptions and each subscription maintains a list
of 20 most recently matched events.

We compare our work with two widely used related approaches. The first ap-
proach [CM07] (denoted as CK) clusters subscriptions according to the coordinates
of their centroid using a k-means algorithm. The second approach (denoted as OV ) is
a representative of many prominent publish/subscribe systems [BFPB10,RLW+02]. It
considers the absolute overlap between the subscriptions as a measure of their similarity
and uses k-means or R-tree [YB07] algorithms to cluster them.

3.3.2.2 Quality of Clusters

The employed spectral clustering mechanisms provide no guarantee on the quality of the
solution [Lux07]. We therefore evaluate the quality of generated clusters by measuring
their Entropy [CKVW06, Sha48, ZK04] and Accuracy [CKVW06, ST00, FSS10]. The
entropy specifies the disorder within the clusters, indicated by the distribution of ideal
subscription clusters on the generated clusters, whereas accuracy measures the extent
to which subscriptions are assigned to the correct clusters.

More precisely, for a given set of N subscriptions, let the correct (or optimal) classific-
ation of subscriptions into clusters be Π̂1, ...Π̂kS . We refer to each Π̂i as a class or an
ideal cluster. Let Π1, ...ΠkS be the clusters generated by performing spectral clustering.
The entropy [CKVW06, Sha48, ZK04] of a cluster Πj generated by spectral clustering
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Figure 3.2: Evaluations for centralized spectral clustering.

is calculated as:

Et(Πj) = − 1

log kS

kS∑
i=1

(
|Π̂i ∩ Πj|
|Πj|

) log (
|Π̂i ∩ Πj|
|Πj|

)

where |Π̂i ∩ Πj| is the number of subscriptions of class i in (generated) cluster j. The
overall entropy of kS clusters is the weighted sum of individual cluster entropies, i.e.,

Entropy =

kS∑
j=1

|Πj|
N

Et(Πj)

Similarly, the accuracy [CKVW06,ST00,FSS10] can be defined as:

Accuracy =

kS∑
j=1

|Πj|
N

Ac(Πj) , Ac(Πj) =
kS

max
i=1

(
|Π̂i ∩ Πj|
|Πj|

)

Entropy and accuracy obtain scores in the range of [0,1]. A lower entropy and higher
accuracy score imply better clustering.
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3.3 Centralized Subscription Clustering

Figures 3.2(a) and (b) show that for both of the alternative partitioning functions
(RAssoc and NCut) in Algorithm 5, the quality of clusters improves with the increase
in the dimensionality of the embedded space. It is shown that sufficiently good qual-
ity clusters can be obtained with just 20-dimensional space. Moreover, the proposed
mechanisms perform reasonably well for both workloads (WL1 and WL2). In case of
WL2, which is the more realistic of the two workloads, clusters of almost all the sub-
scriptions are identified correctly. However, the quality is not at its optimum for WL1

because the subscriptions are uniformly distributed and some subscriptions may not
share event traffic with any other subscription, making it hard to cluster them.

3.3.2.3 Reduction in False Positives

The reduction in the false positives is measured as the percentage improvement to the
related centroid (CK) and overlap (OV ) based clustering approaches. In all the ex-
periments, subscriptions are generated using only uniform (WL1) distribution, whereas
events follow uniform (WL1) and zipfian (WL2) distribution. In these experiments we
focus on studying the benefit (in terms of reduction is false positives) of clusters created
according to the likeliness of subscriptions to receive similar event traffic in compar-
ison to the related (CK and OV ) approaches which do not take into account the event
traffic. Generating subscriptions according to the zipfian distribution (WL2) gives CK
and OV approaches an unfair edge because of the presence of inherent clusters in the
subscription workload, i.e., hotspot regions around which subscriptions are generated.
Therefore, to quantify the actual benefit of creating clusters according to the event
traffic based similarities only uniform subscription workload is used.

Figures 3.2(c) and (d) show that in the case of zipfian event distribution (WL2) there
is a considerable (up to 30%) improvement in reducing false positives in comparison to
both the related approaches. However, for uniformly distributed event traffic the im-
provement drops to just 6−9% for NCut and under 5% for RAssoc, which is predictable
as there is no advantage of taking into consideration the event load based similarity
in comparison to the absolute similarity metrics. Figures 3.2(c) and (d) indicate that
RAssoc is better at reducing false positives in case of zipfian event distribution, whereas
NCut performs better in case of uniform event workload.

3.3.3 Properties of Centralized Clustering

In practice, subscriptions of peers as well as event traffic change dynamically and
therefore, over time the previously calculated clusters may become suboptimal. In
order to adapt to the changes, a central coordinator periodically collects information
about the events matched (in the recent time window) by the subscriptions of the peers
and repeats the clustering process.
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Figure 3.3: Hierarchical organization of subscribers.

The centralized subscription clustering approach, although still widely researched in lit-
erature [RLW+02,PC05,MSRS09], has some scalability issues. First, periodic fetching
of the event histories, calculation of clusters and distribution of cluster membership in-
formation incurs significant overhead (in terms of bandwidth and processing resources)
for the central coordinator. Second, the centralized spectral clustering is very expensive
in terms of time and memory requirements. The calculation of the similarity graph en-
counters quadratic computational and memory requirements. Similarly, the calculation
of kS eigenvectors (of a dense matrix) involves O(N3) operations [FBCM04].

3.4 Distributed Subscription Clustering

In the previous section, we have described an approach to create and maintain the sub-
scription clusters in a centralized fashion. In particular, we have identified centralized
spectral methods that can solve the subscription clustering problem and have shown
the effectiveness of those methods to produce good quality clusters in comparison to
the related approaches.

Now, our aim is to develop an efficient and scalable approach to perform spectral
clustering in a distributed fashion that can compute clusters with accuracy closely
approximating the accuracy of the proposed centralized solution. In the subsequent
sections, we will first describe the organization of the subscriber peers in an overlay
(cf. Section 3.4.1) and afterwards present methods to perform dimensionality reduction
(cf. Section 3.4.2) and k-means algorithm (cf. Section 3.4.3) in a distributed manner,
exploiting the overlay organization.
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3.4 Distributed Subscription Clustering

3.4.1 Organization of Subscriber Peers

Subscriber peers are arranged into a multilevel hierarchy of small manageable groups as
shown in Figure 3.3. The levels are numbered sequentially, with zero being the lowest
level (denoted as l0). All subscribers participate in the lowest level (l0) groups such
that the similarity graph formed by the subscriptions of the members of a l0 group is
connected.†

Each group selects a coordinator peer that joins the higher level group. A group at
level l with coordinator p is denoted as Gl

p and the number of subscriptions maintained
by this group is denoted by |Gl

p|. In the subsequent formulation, the subscript (p) will
be dropped if it can be inferred from the context. At each level l, a coordinator p
maintains a list of subscriptions (along with their matched events) called landmarks,
which are selected uniformly at random from the members of group Gl

p. The landmarks
participate in the higher-level group to create the similarity graph. For example, in
Figure 3.3, coordinator c maintains three landmark subscriptions (from the peers a,
d and z) which become part of the level l1 group. The landmarks are used during
distributed dimensionality reduction and for an accurate calculation of low-dimensional
embedding the number of landmarks should be higher than the dimensions (kS) of
the embedded space. This condition is necessary because to obtain kS-dimensional
coordinates (of subscriptions) in the embedding space the eigen decomposition of the
similarity matrix must result in kS non-zero eigenvalues (cf. Section 3.3.1). However,
the number of non-zero eigenvalues computed as a result of eigen decomposition (of
similarity matrix) depends on the rank of the similarity matrix. In case the number
of landmarks is less than kS the resultant similarity matrix will be rank deficient and
thus kS-dimensional coordinates cannot be obtained for the landmarks.

Maintaining a hierarchical overlay network as described above in dynamic conditions
is a well-researched topic [BBK02, BFPB10]. For this reason, we will not discuss the
maintenance algorithms in this chapter, but rather focus on the more challenging issue
of performing distributed spectral clustering.

3.4.2 Dimensionality Reduction

To perform dimensionality reduction (low-dimensional embedding, (cf. Section 3.3.1) in
a distributed manner, three main issues should be considered. First, the resulting low-
dimensional space should be consistent so that the coordinates of different subscriptions
can be compared. Second, the embedding should adapt to reflect dynamic changes
in the similarities between the subscriptions. Third, the error induced due to the
distributed calculation of the embedding should be small.

†A subscriber with completely dissimilar (disjoint) subscriptions may participate in multiple lowest
level groups.
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3 Subscription Clustering

Our approach for distributed dimensionality reduction addresses the above issues and
comprises two steps: i) separate (local) embedding of a small subset of subscriptions in
low-dimensional space and, ii) transformation of these independently generated local
embeddings into a globally unified coordinate system.

Each group in the hierarchical organization separately calculates low-dimensional co-
ordinates of its subscriptions. The local coordinates (embeddings) are calculated in
isolation from each other and therefore use different coordinate systems. As a con-
sequence, similarities between the subscriptions with different local embeddings are
not preserved, and thus the k-means algorithm cannot be applied. To overcome this
problem, local embeddings are transformed (projected) into a globally unified coordin-
ate system. The landmarks of the highest level (root) group define the basis of the
global coordinate system. The global basis is progressively projected to adjust the local
embeddings level by level (by traversing the hierarchy) until the lowest level groups are
reached.

Each group Gl at level l maintains a projection matrix w.r.t. the parent group at level
l+ 1. The projection matrix is used to transform the local coordinates of the group Gl

to global coordinates as follows:

YGl = MGlXGl (3.3)

where YGl ∈ RkS×|G
l| are the projected (global) coordinates of the members of group

Gl, XGl ∈ RkS×|G
l| are the local coordinates and MGl ∈ RkS×kS (in short M) is the

projection matrix. The calculation of local coordinates and the projection matrix
depends on the properties of the low-dimensional space (i.e., linear or non-linear) as well
as on the partitioning objective function. In the following, we will describe mechanisms
for both the objective functions (RAssoc and NCut).

3.4.2.1 Ratio Association (Linear Embedding)

Again, the low-dimensional coordinates are calculated using PCA [CC00] to compute an
explicit linear mapping between the original space (similarities between subscriptions)
and the embedded space. In our distributed organization, we avoid the use of a global
projection matrix in favour of separate matrices for each group which are maintained
based only on the similarities between the groups’ member subscriptions and local
landmarks.

Local Embedding: The local coordinates of the landmark subscriptions (XLM
Gl

) main-
tained by the coordinator p of a group Gl are obtained by using the standard technique
(cf. Algorithm 5, line 2 ). The local coordinates of all other subscriptions (XGl) of the
group Gl are calculated w.r.t. these landmarks. Let WGl→LM ∈ R|LM |×|G

l| denote the
similarities between the subscriptions of Gl and the landmarks. The local coordinates
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XGl can be calculated using Nyström Approximation [FBCM04] as follows:

XGl = U
T
LMWGl→LM

Global Embedding: In order to convert the local coordinates (XGl) to the global co-
ordinates (YGl), a projection matrix is calculated by the coordinator. The landmarks
maintained by the coordinator of a group Gl also participate in the parent group Gl+1.
The projection matrix is calculated as a basis change matrix between the coordinates
of the landmarks at two levels by solving a linear least square problem, i.e.,

min ||(XLM
Gl )TM− (Y LM

Gl+1)
T ||

The matrix (XLM
Gl

)T can be decomposed intoUΛVT using singular value decomposition
(SVD) (cf. Section 3.3), where U ∈ R|LM |×kS , Λ ∈ RkS×kS and V ∈ RkS×kS . Thus the
projection matrix is calculated as follows:

UΛVT
M = (Y LM

Gl+1)
T

M = VΛ†UT (Y LM
Gl+1)

T

If the matrix XLM
Gl

is rank deficient then Λ has some diagonal elements that are zero
and cannot be inverted. Hence, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [CC00] Λ† is used
in the calculations.

3.4.2.2 Normalized Cut (Non-linear Embedding)

In the case of Normalized Cut, the dimensionality reduction step embeds the coordin-
ates in a non-linear space. The reduced space does not preserve the global struc-
ture, it rather captures the geometries at a local neighbourhood in the similarity
graph. Let yi be the kS-dimensional coordinates associated with the ith subscrip-
tion, then the dimensionality reduction minimizes the following cost function [Lux07]:
Φ =

∑N
i,j=1 wi,j‖

yi√
di
− yj√

dj
‖2

2. The cost function ensures that neighbours with larger

weights in the similarity graph stay close in the low-dimensional space.

Local Embedding: Let WGl denote the similarities between the subscriptions of group
Gl, and DGl is the corresponding degree matrix (cf. Section 3.2). The local coordinates
(XGl) of the subscriptions of Gl can be calculated by performing generalized eigen
decomposition and selecting the kS smallest non-zero eigenvectors (cf. Algorithm 5,
line 2 ).

Global Embedding: The projection matrix of a group Gl is calculated by minimizing
the cost function of Normalized cut, i.e.,

Φ =
∑
i∈Gl+1

∑
j∈Gl

wi,j||(
yi√
di
− Mxj√

dj

)||2 (3.4)
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Equation 3.4 calculates the projection matrix M such that the error between the sum
of squared distances of the projected coordinates of the subscriptions of Gl and sub-
scriptions of the parent group Gl+1 is minimized. In particular, to minimize Φ we set
the first-order derivative of Equation 3.4 to zero so that the projection matrix M can
be obtained as:

M = YGl+1D
− 1

2

Gl+1W
T
D
−1
D

1
2

Gl
X†
Gl

where W ∈ R|Gl|×|Gl+1| is the weight matrix which specifies similarities between the
subscriptions of the groups Gl+1 and Gl, and D ∈ R|Gl|×|Gl| is the degree matrix ob-

tained by summing the row of weight matrix W. Moreover, D
1
2

Gl
∈ R|Gl|×|Gl| and

D
1
2

Gl+1 ∈ R|G
l+1|×|Gl+1| represent the degree matrices of the groups Gl and Gl+1 respect-

ively.

Once the projection matrix M is calculated, Equation 3.3 can easily convert local
low-dimensional coordinates into global coordinates.

3.4.3 Distributed K-means Algorithm

After low-dimensional embedding, the next step is to partition the subscriptions into
clusters by performing a k-means algorithm. We propose two methods to obtain sub-
scription clusters. Both methods benefit from the hierarchical organization of sub-
scriber peers (cf. Section 3.4.1).

3.4.3.1 Sampling Method

In the hierarchical organization, landmark subscriptions maintained by a parent group
are representative of the subscriptions in the sub-tree. Similarly, subscriptions of the
root group represent the uniform sample of all the subscriptions in the system. There-
fore, in the sampling method only the subscriptions maintained by the coordinator of
the root group take part in the creation of k-means clusters. The rest of the subscrip-
tions in the system are only placed in the created clusters without changing them, i.e.,
changing their centres.

Figure 3.4 shows the distributed k-means clustering using sampling method. The
coordinator of the root group performs the k-means algorithm on its landmark sub-
scriptions using their global coordinates. The resultant cluster centres are treated as
the centres of the global clusters and distributed in the system. Finally each subscrip-
tion (in the system) is placed in the global cluster whose centre is nearest to its global
coordinates (cf. Section 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Distributed k-means clustering using sampling method.

3.4.3.2 Hierarchical Method

This method is adapted from the HP2PC [HK07] approach. In HP2PC each base (l0)
group in the hierarchy independently performs k-means algorithm to calculate local
clusters. The locally calculated clusters are then merged (level by level) by their parent
(higher level) groups until the global clusters are obtained at the root. We extended
the HP2PC approach to enable the selection of good initial cluster centres to perform
k-means at each l0 group. The k-means algorithm is very sensitive to its initialization
and therefore, selection of good initial cluster centres is important for the generation
of good quality clusters.

The method works in two phases namely Selection and Merge. The selection phase
provides good initial cluster centres for the k-means clustering performed at each l0
group. In the hierarchical organization subscriptions of a parent group are representat-
ive of the subscriptions in the sub-tree, therefore cluster centres obtained by clustering
subscriptions of a parent group provide good estimate of the initial centres for the child
groups. The selection phase starts at the root and propagates down the hierarchy (cf.
Algorithm 6, lines 5-10 ). While the root uses random initialization, each subsequent
group uses the cluster centres calculated by its parent group to initialize its k-means
clustering and then forwards the adjusted centres to its child groups.

The merge phase is initiated by the l0 groups (cf. Algorithm 6, lines 7-8 ). During
the merge phase, each intermediate parent group at level l combines the clustering
information from the child groups and forwards it to the parent at level l + 1 (cf.
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Algorithm 6 Hierarchical k-means algorithm

1: YM represents kS -dimensional global coordinates of cluster members
2: yc represents kS -dimensional global coordinates of the cluster centre

3: CL = {yc, YM , nCM} // Entry for each cluster

4: CS =
⋃kS
i=1(CLi \ CLi.YM ) // Set of kS clusters without membership information

5: upon receive KMEAN SELECT(p, l, CSp) at peer q do
6: cSet = {CL} = centralizedKmean( CSp )

7: if Glq is leaf group then
8: send (KMEAN MERGE, q, l + 1, CSq = {CLi ∈ cSet : CLi \ CLi.YM}) to parent group at l + 1
9: else // Send to all child groups

10: ∀pi ∈ Glq, send ( KMEAN SELECT, q, l − 1, CSq = {CLi ∈ cSet : CLi \ CLi.YM} )

11: upon receive KMEAN MERGE(p, l, CSp) at peer q do
12: CS = CS ∪ CSp
13: if CS is updated for all child groups then
14: CSq from Selection phase provides initial centres
15: repeat // perform weighted k-means
16: for all cs ∈ CS do
17: c = mincm∈CSq

|cs.yc − cm.yc|
18: LSc+ = cs.yc × cs.nCM // Weighted linear sum of global coordinates of the cluster centres
19: c.nCM+ = cs.nCM
20: Recalculate cluster centres ∀c ∈ CSq,i.e., LSc

c.nCM
21: until No change in the cluster centres of CSq
22: if Glq is not a root cluster then
23: send(KMEAN MERGE, q, l + 1, CSq) to parent group at l + 1

Algorithm 6, lines 11-23 ). Parents do not have the actual membership information
of the clusters from the child groups. Therefore, the clusters from the child groups
are treated as kS-dimensional points and the weighted k-means algorithm is performed
such that the weight of each cluster point is determined by the number of members
(i.e., subscriptions) associated with it (cf. Algorithm 6, lines 15-21 ). Finally at the
end of the merge phase, the root obtains the information about the global clusters.

3.5 Cluster Creation and Maintenance

Once the global clusters are obtained at the root by means of distributed k-means
algorithm, the information about the new cluster centres is distributed among the sub-
scribers by transferring this information along the hierarchical organization (cf. Sec-
tion 3.4.1). In addition, bootstrap peers to join the clusters are announced along with
the cluster centres. On reception of this information, each subscriber peer joins the
cluster Πj whose centre is nearest to the global coordinates of its subscription f (i.e.,
|yf − yΠj | is minimum, where yf and yΠj are kS-dimensional coordinates associated
with the subscription f and the centre of cluster Πj respectively). If the subscriptions
of a subscriber are dissimilar and match different set of events, then the subscriber may
join more than one cluster. Each cluster is maintained separately. Existing techniques
such as IP multicast [Dee88] or Application layer multicast (ALM) [BBK02,RKCD01,
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HASG07] can be used to disseminate events within each cluster. Furthermore, addi-
tional mechanisms such as subscription forwarding [CS04,BBQV07,JE11,CRW04] can
be performed within each cluster to even further reduce the rate of false positives.

P2P systems are very dynamic in nature and therefore, it is infeasible to completely
recalculate the clusters for every minor change in the set of subscriptions. Thus, upon
arrival of a new subscription fn in the system, its subscriber sn first contacts the
coordinator p of its group Gl in the hierarchical organization to obtain the global co-
ordinates of the subscription fn (i.e., yfn) by means of the locally maintained projection
matrix MGl . For instance, in the case of RAssoc the global coordinates of subscription
fn is calculated locally by the coordinator p by performing the following two steps:

xfn = U
T
LMWfn→LM (1. Local embedding)

yfn = MGlXfn (2. Global embedding)

where UT
LM ∈ R|kS |×|LM | is the matrix of left singular vectors obtained by the SVD of

landmarks, MGl ∈ RkS×kS is the projection matrix, Xfn ∈ R|kS |×1 is the column vec-
tor of the local coordinates of subscription fn, and Wfn→LM ∈ R|LM |×1 is the column
vector of similarities between the subscription fn and the landmarks. Once the global
coordinates of subscription fn are obtained, the subscriber sn joins the cluster whose
centre is nearest to the global coordinates of fn. Similarly, to counter the effect of
minor changes in the events’ distribution, the coordinator p of each group Gl locally
updates the local XGl and global YGl coordinates of its member subscriptions (i.e., sub-
scriptions maintained by the members of the group Gl) using the (locally maintained)
projection matrix MGl . More precisely, coordinator p of group Gl collects the events
recently matched by the member subscriptions and computes the similarity matrix
WGl . Afterwards, local coordinates XGl of the member subscriptions are calculated by
performing generalized eigen decomposition for NCut (cf. Section 3.4.2.2, Local Em-
bedding) or singular value decomposition (and Nyström approximation) for RAssoc (cf.
Section 3.4.2.1, Local Embedding). Finally, the local coordinates XGl are converted to
global coordinates YGl by using the projection matrix (i.e., YGl = MGlXGl) and newly
computed global coordinates are distributed to the group members. The new global
coordinates of a subscription may change its nearest cluster centre; the subscriber of
the corresponding subscription then joins the new cluster.

The dynamic changes in the subscriptions, as well as the event workload, can accu-
mulate over time, so that the current set of clusters becomes suboptimal. In order
to adapt to the subscription and event workload changes, the coordinator of the root
group periodically starts the clustering process by sending a control message towards
the base l0 groups. The clustering process comprises two steps: i) embedding step,
i.e., recalculation of projection matrices and global coordinates (cf. Section 3.4.2) and,
ii) k-means step, i.e., creation of new clusters using distributed k-means algorithm (cf.
Section 3.4.3).
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Figure 3.5: Clustering process using hierarchical k-means method.

Embedding Step: On receiving the control message, coordinator p of each group Gl

(on the path towards the base l0 groups) updates the projection matrix MGl and
recalculates the global coordinates YGl of its member subscriptions using Equation 3.3,
as shown in Figure 3.5. The calculation of the projection matrix is very fast as each
group accommodates only a small percentage of the overall subscriptions in the system
(cf. Section 3.6). Furthermore, to expedite the embedding step the local coordinates
(i.e., local embedding)‡ XGl are pre-calculated asynchronously, independent of the
control message. Finally, each member peer q in the group Gl receives the newly
calculated global coordinates of the subscriptions maintained by it.

K-means Step: To speed up the clustering process, the k-means step is performed
simultaneously along with the embedding step. In case sampling method is used to
create k-means clusters, only the subscriptions maintained by the coordinator of the
root group take part in the creation of clusters (cf. Section 3.4.3.1) and therefore,
information about the (global) clusters is distributed along with the control message
for the embedding step. In contrast, the hierarchical k-means algorithm works in two
phases, i.e., Selection and Merge (cf. Section 3.4.3.2). The selection phase is performed
simultaneously along with the embedding step, whereby the coordinator p of each group
Gl on receiving control message from its parent group, i) updates its projection matrix
and calculates global coordinates of members subscriptions as mentioned above, ii) uses
the cluster centres calculated by its parent group to initialize its k-means clustering on
newly created global coordinates, and iii) forwards the adjusted cluster centres to its
child groups along with the control message. Subsequently, the merge phase is started
by the coordinators of the base l0 groups and propagates towards the root group, as
shown in Figure 3.5.

Finally, it is important to mention that installing new clusters in the system incurs

‡The calculation of the embedding (cf. Step 2, Algorithm 5) is the most expensive operation
(cf. Section 3.6.4).
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control overhead and therefore, once the (global) clusters are obtained at the root
group (as a result of sampling method or merge phase of hierarchical method), the
coordinator of the root group compares the centres of the newly obtained clusters
with the centres of the currently deployed clusters. Only if the new centres deviate
more than a predefined threshold allows, new clusters will be installed, i.e., subscribers
receive information about the new clusters and join their subscriptions one by one with
the cluster whose centre is nearest to the subscription’s global coordinates.

3.6 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate four aspects of our distributed approach: i) accuracy of the distributed
dimensionality reduction, ii) quality of clusters created by the distributed k-means
algorithm, iii) effectiveness of the overall distributed approach to reduce the cost of
event dissemination under dynamically changing workload and in comparison to the
related P2P-based approach, and iv) scalability of the cluster management in terms of
computational time and load on peers.

The experimental setup is the same as described in Section 3.3.2. We modified the
NICE protocol [BBK02] to use it for managing the hierarchical organization of sub-
scribers. The number of peers in the experiments ranges from 1000 to 2000, with
different percentages of churn. Moreover, Lvs denotes the number of levels in the hier-
archical organization, LM denotes the percentage of subscriptions selected as landmarks
in each group, and Gps denotes the number of l0 groups.

3.6.1 Accuracy of Distributed Dimensionality Reduction

Two separate metrics are adopted to measure the accuracy of linear (RAssoc) and
non-linear (NCut) dimensionality reduction. The stress [TC03,CC00] metric evaluates
the quality of linear embedding by calculating the sum of squares of relative errors in
the similarities of the subscriptions between the original space and the low-dimensional
embedded space, i.e.,

Stress =
∑
i∈Π

∑
j∈Π

(
wi,j − wi,j
wi,j

)2

where wi,j is the similarity between the subscriptions i and j in the low-dimensional
space. The linear embedding is accurate if the value of stress is zero.

To measure the quality of non-linear embedding, we evaluate trustworthiness [VK06,
VK01, FSS10] and continuity [VK06, VK01, FSS10] of the neighbourhood relationship
between the original and the embedded space. More precisely, let rkO(i, j) denotes
the rank of a subscription i, when the subscriptions are ordered according to their
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Figure 3.6: Effect of no.of l0 groups and landmarks on the accuracy of embedding.

similarities from j in the original space. Likewise, rkE(i, j) defines ordering in low-
dimensional embedded space. Moreover, let NeighOη (i) and NeighEη (i) denote the set
of subscriptions which are η nearest neighbours of the subscription i in the original and
the embedded space respectively. The trustworthiness (denoted as Tw) measures how
far the neighbourhood in the embedded space differs to the original neighbourhood and
is defined as:

Tw(η) =
2

Nη(2N − 3η − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈NeighEη (i)

(rkO(i, j)− η)

The continuity (denoted as Cn) quantifies the deviation of the original neighbourhood
from the embedded space neighbourhood and is calculated as:

Cn(η) =
2

Nη(2N − 3η − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈NeighOη (i)

(rkE(i, j)− η)

The harmonic mean [FSS09] (denoted as HScore) of the trustworthiness and continuity
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Figure 3.7: Influence of the levels of hierarchy on the embedding accuracy.

is expressed as:

HScore =
2.Tw(η).Cn(η)

Tw(η) + Cn(η)

Higher values of HScore indicate a better embedding accuracy. The upper bound is 1,
which indicates that the η nearest neighbours of every subscription are exactly the same
in the original and the embedded space. In our experiments, we used a neighbourhood
size of 50.

Figures 3.6(a) and (b) show the effect of the number of l0 groups on the accuracy of
the (linear and non-linear) embedded space in comparison to the centralized approach.
All the l0 groups have the same number of subscriptions. For instance, a total of 8
groups means that each group maintains 12.5% of the overall subscriptions in the sys-
tem. The following conclusions can be drawn from the figures. First, the accuracy of
the distributed approach with two levels of hierarchy closely resembles the accuracy of
the centralized method for both types of embeddings. Second, the accuracy decreases
slightly with the increase in the number of groups due to the corresponding decrease
in the number of subscriptions per group. Third, the centralized and the distributed
approaches produce embedding with better accuracy if the subscription workload con-
centrates on spots of interests (WL2).

Figures 3.6(c) and (d) show the accuracy of the embedding as a function of the per-
centage of landmark subscriptions per group. In general, the accuracy increases with
the increase in the percentage of landmarks. This behaviour is more significant with
the increase in the levels of the hierarchy because each additional intermediate level
decreases the overall percentage of subscriptions managed by the higher level groups by
a factor of the number of subscriptions managed in the current level and the percentage
of allowed landmarks in each group. Therefore lower percentages of landmarks result
in significantly smaller numbers of subscriptions managed by the higher level groups.
For instance, in case of 50% landmark subscriptions per group, the root of a 3-level
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Figure 3.8: Quality of k-means clustering.

hierarchy manages 25% subscriptions, whereas with 10% landmarks, it manages just
1% subscriptions, decreasing the accuracy of the overall embedding. Figures 3.7(a) and
(b) show that the accuracy decreases with the increase in the levels of the hierarchy.
However up to 4 levels of hierarchy the embedding can be performed with reasonable
accuracy. We argue that a 4-level system with 30% landmark subscriptions per group is
very promising to perform good low-dimensional embedding. First of all the accuracy
is only slightly decreased as compared to the centralized approach. Second, a 4-level
system can handle subscriptions in a scalable manner. For instance, in the evaluated
scenario, the groups at the intermediate levels manage 30% and 9% of subscriptions
respectively, and the root group only manages 2.7% subscriptions. In Section 3.6.4, we
show that 4-level system with only 25% landmark subscriptions can easily scale well
beyond 32, 000 subscriptions.

3.6.2 Effectiveness of Distributed K-means Algorithm

We compare the quality of clusters obtained by the two proposed approaches, Sampling
method (Sample) and Hierarchical method (Hierarchy), with the related distributed
clustering approach HP2PC [HK07]. The quality of clusters is evaluated by Entropy
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Figure 3.9: Evaluations for distributed clustering approach.

and Accuracy (cf. Section 3.3.2). Figures 3.8(a) and (b) show the values of entropy and
accuracy versus the percentage of landmark subscriptions. As expected, the quality of
clusters improves with the higher percentage of landmarks due to the corresponding
increase in the accuracy of the low-dimensional embedded space. Moreover, the figures
depict that the selection phase (cf. Section 3.4) is beneficial in improving the quality of
clusters by providing a good estimate of the initial cluster centres. Figures 3.8(c) and
(d) evaluate the effect of the number of levels on the quality of clusters. The trend shows
that the quality of clusters gradually degrades with increasing levels of the hierarchy.
There are many reasons for such a degradation: i) decrease in the accuracy of the low-
dimensional embedding (cf. Figures 3.7(a) and (b)), ii) less accurate estimation of the
initial cluster centres due to the decrease in the percentage of landmarks maintained
by the root, and iii) loss of cluster quality at higher levels of hierarchy as a result of
the merging of clustering information from the lower level groups [HK07].

3.6.3 Effectiveness of Overall Distributed Approach

We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed clustering approach w.r.t. i) the cost of
event dissemination, ii) the adaptability to dynamic changes in the event workload and
iii) the resilience to peer churn. Similar to the work of Baldoni et al. [BBQV07], we
define notification cost as the ratio of the complete traffic generated in the system to the
number of subscriptions matched by the disseminated events. The traffic includes all
the control overhead due to hierarchical organization, distributed embedding, k-means
algorithm, maintenance of dissemination structure for each cluster and subscription
forwarding. The notification cost expresses the efficiency of the event dissemination
such that lower cost means higher efficiency. We compare two variants of our proposed
approach (with and without event filtering in the clusters) with an overlap metric (OV)
based approach. The non-filtering variant uses multicast to disseminate events within
each cluster, whereas the filtering variant uses subscription forwarding to further re-
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Parameter Value

Dim. of embedded space 50
% of landmarks 25%
No. of clusters 50
Max. levels of hierarchy 4
Max. no. of l0 Gps 64
Clustering method Hierarchical

Table 3.1: Parameters for scalability evaluations.

duce false positives. Both variants use a two-level hierarchical organization to perform
dimensionality reduction and calculate subscription clusters. The OV-RTree approach
implements a distributed R-tree [BFPB10, YB07], such that non-leaf nodes can have
maximum of 4 children. Figure 3.9(a) shows the notification cost during the evolution
of the system as more and more events are disseminated. The measurements are taken
after every 50 events. To evaluate adaptability, the hotspots of the event distribution
are completely changed after every 2, 000 events. The figure shows that immediately
after the change in event workload, the notification cost of the proposed variants rises
significantly for a small transient period, mainly because of the control overhead to cal-
culate and install new clusters. However, the new clusters obtained after the transient
period provide almost identical performance increase. Moreover, the figure depicts that
the OV-RTree approach shows almost unchanged performance and is not responsive to
the changes in the workload. Nevertheless, the proposed filtering and non-filtering vari-
ants shows 34% and 18% improvement in the cost of event dissemination (accounting all
the control overhead associated with the P2P-based implementation of the approach)
respectively in comparison to the OV-RTree approach.

Figure 3.9(b) shows the average notification cost experienced by the OV-RTree and our
proposed approach in the presence of continuously arriving and leaving subscriptions.
The churn percentage is relative to the total number of peers in the system. For
instance, for a total of 2, 000 peers, a churn of 10% means that in each time step, 200
online peers leave the system and the same number of new peers joins the system. The
churn percentages of 10% and 16% can be seen as worst case scenario that puts the
system under very stressing condition. The figure shows that the performance of both
the approaches degrades gracefully with the increase in continuous churn. However,
our proposed approach is more resilient to churn than OV-RTree, the reason being that
the OV-RTree degrades over time (especially, if the newly arriving subscriptions are
not added from the root) resulting in a higher rate of false positives and thus higher
notification cost. In our proposed system, the periodic recalculation and installation of
new clusters avoids the gradual degradation and thus the rate of false positives remains
low over time.
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Figure 3.10: Time to perform dimensionality reduction.

3.6.4 Scalability of Cluster Management

In the previous section, we have shown the scalability of the system in terms of the
cost of event dissemination under dynamically changing workload. In this section,
we evaluate the scalability of our proposed mechanisms w.r.t. i) the overall time to
cluster increasingly large number of subscriptions, and ii) the computational load on
the peers participating in the hierarchical organization. Furthermore, we compare the
computational times and the quality of clusters obtained by the linear and non-linear
methods.

The matrix algebra needed to perform clustering is implemented using the JAMA
library [HMW+05], a linear algebra package for Java. All the measurements are made
on a 2.7 GHz Intel core i7 CPU with 4GB RAM, running a 64 bit Windows 7 operating
system. The delays between the communication links are chosen rather conservatively
in the range [224 ms, 384 ms].

Figure 3.10 shows the cost in terms of time to perform the dimensionality reduction§

for different percentages of landmark subscriptions and levels of hierarchy (one level
means the centralized approach). For a hierarchy with 2 or more levels, the time is
measured from the instant the root starts the dimensionality reduction process till the
low dimensional coordinates of all the subscriptions are calculated. Thus the overall
cost includes the time to perform local and global embeddings as well as communication
delays between the peers along the longest (or the slowest) branch of the hierarchy. The
number of subscriptions is fixed to 2, 000 for this experiment. In the figure, some values
for linear embedding (RAssoc) are not visible because of their smaller magnitude. The
figure shows that the distributed approach drastically decreases the time to perform

§In this experiment, we solely focus on dimensionality reduction because it is computationally the
most expensive operation.
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Figure 3.11: Scalability in terms of clustering time and computational load on peers.

dimensionality reduction in comparison to the centralized case. For instance, even for
2-level hierarchy with 50% landmarks the calculation time is decreased by 86% and
90% for linear (RAssoc) and non-linear (NCut) methods respectively. More than 99%
decrease in time can be achieved with 4-level hierarchy. Moreover, the Figure 3.10 shows
that the calculation time in general decreases with a decreasing percentage of landmark
subscriptions and with an increasing number of levels of the hierarchy. Because of the
decrease in landmarks and increase in levels, this reduction in time comes with a slight
decrease in accuracy (cf. Section 3.6.1). However, with up to 4 levels of hierarchy and
with only 25% landmark subscriptions, the clustering can be performed with reasonable
accuracy (cf. Figures 3.12(a) and (b)). Another important observation is that the
linear embedding (RAssoc) is less expensive compared to the non-linear embedding
(NCut). For instance, in the centralized scenario RAssoc takes approximately 18%
less time. The computationally intense generalized eigensystem problem is mainly
responsible for the additional time in case of NCut. The difference in time (to perform
dimensionality reduction) between RAssoc and NCut widens with the increase in levels
of hierarchy. The reason is that in RAssoc, only landmark subscriptions are used to
calculate the projection matrix, whereas in NCut, the projection matrix is calculated
by performing least square optimization w.r.t. all the subscriptions in the parent group
(cf. Section 3.4.2).

Figure 3.11(a) shows the overall time to perform dimensionality reduction and clus-
tering in a distributed manner for different numbers of subscriptions. The parameters
used in the experiment are specified in Table 3.1. The time is measured from the in-
stant the root starts the clustering process till the clusters are calculated and clustering
information is distributed among subscriber peers. This does not include the time to
perform local embeddings because of the fact that the local embeddings are not cal-
culated during the clustering (and projection) process (cf. Section 3.5). Figure 3.11(a)
shows that even for computationally expensive NCut, up to 32, 000 subscriptions can
be clustered in less than 15 seconds including the communication delays. On the other
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Figure 3.12: Quality of clusters created during the evaluations of Figure 3.11.

hand, clustering using RAssoc is very efficient and takes approximately 5 seconds. The
time efficiency of RAssoc is due to the computationally less expensive eigen decom-
position problem and the use of only landmark subscriptions for the calculation of
the projection matrix, as mentioned above. Moreover, Figure 3.11(a) depicts that the
distributed k-means clustering itself is computationally inexpensive and most of the
clustering time comprises communication delays during the merge and selection phases
(cf. Section 3.4.3), and the distribution of the cluster centres among subscribers.

Figure 3.11(b) shows the computational load experienced by different peers participat-
ing in the hierarchical organization w.r.t. the total number of subscriptions to cluster.
The computational load of a peer is calculated by adding up times to perform local
embedding, projection (global embedding) and clustering at each level of the hierarchy
where the peer participates. In particular, the computational load of the root which
participates at all levels of the hierarchy is compared with the load on the coordinators
of lowest-level (l0) groups. Figure 3.11(b) shows that the l0 coordinators experience
a computational load of less than 5 seconds in the case of NCut, whereas the load is
negligible for RAssoc. Moreover, the load for l0 coordinators stays constant with the
number of subscriptions. This behaviour occurs because the peers can scale up the
hierarchy to manage only a moderate number of subscriptions e.g., by dividing a group
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into two groups, each managing a smaller number of subscriptions¶. The root, on the
other hand, participates at higher level groups and the number of subscriptions man-
aged at each higher group depends on the subscriptions in the sub-tree. For instance,
in case of 4, 000 subscriptions in the system, 25% landmarks and 4-level hierarchy, the
highest-level (root) group manages only 63 subscriptions, whereas for 32, 000 system
wide subscriptions, the number rises to 500. Therefore, the computational load of the
root rises with the increase in the number of subscriptions. We argue that even for
32, 000 subscriptions, the computational load of the root is negligible in case of RAssoc
and is easily manageable (under 25 seconds) for NCut. However, if the reduction in
the load of the root (or the coordinators at the intermediate levels) is still desirable,
there are two possible strategies that can be employed. First, the requirement that all
the embedding calculations are performed by the coordinator of a group can be easily
removed by allowing the coordinator to assign another participant peer from the group
to perform calculations‖. This way the root can offload its computational load to dif-
ferent peers at different levels of the hierarchy. Second, the computationally expensive
local embedding calculations can be optimized to reduce their time. The local embed-
dings are calculated by the coordinator peers in a centralized fashion (cf. Section 3.4.2)
and therefore the optimizations available for reducing the time of centralized spectral
methods [NXC+10,DGK07] can be directly applied.

Figures 3.12(a) and (b) show the quality of the clusters created during the evaluations
of Figure 3.11(a). It is clear from the figures that the quality of clusters obtained
by NCut decreases slightly with the increase in the number of subscriptions. NCut
preserves the geometries at local neighbourhood and is sensitive to the weights between
the neighbours in the similarity graph (cf. Equation 3.4). With the increase in the
number of subscriptions, the number of groups in the hierarchical organization also
increases (to scale with the computational load as mentioned above) and therefore the
neighbourhood information across the groups at the same level degrades, resulting in
some loss of cluster quality. However, the quality of clusters obtained by NCut can
be enhanced by increasing the percentage of landmark subscriptions. In the case of
RAssoc, the quality of the clusters improves with the number of subscriptions. This
is because RAssoc does not preserve the geometries at the neighbourhood but rather
captures the global structure and therefore benefits from the number of subscriptions
used as landmarks at the root. An increase in the number of subscriptions in the
system results in a large number of landmarks managed by the root and thus in an
improvement in the quality of clusters.

Finally, Figure 3.12(c) shows the quality of the created clusters w.r.t. the false positives
in the system. The figure displays similar behaviour as depicted by Figures 3.12(a) and

¶Dynamic group management in hierarchical overlay networks is a well-researched topic [BBK02,
BFPB10]. In our evaluations, a modified version of the NICE protocol [BBK02] is used for managing
hierarchy.

‖The selection of another peer can be done in a random fashion or by considering some appropriate
performance metrics.
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(b). The evaluated scenario shows that NCut, which is computationally more expens-
ive, is slightly better at reducing false positives for a moderate number of subscriptions,
whereas RAssoc, which is computationally less expensive, performs relatively better in
the presence of a very large number of subscriptions.

3.7 Related Work

Related work to our contributions in this chapter can be divided into two categories: i)
subscription clustering in publish/subscribe systems, and ii) clustering using spectral
methods.

3.7.1 Publish/Subscribe Systems

In the past few years, many content-based publish/subscribe systems have been pro-
posed with scalability as the main design criterion [PC05,BBQV07,CS04,CJ11,CS05,
JE11,CM07,BKR08,SMK12]. In order to achieve scalability, a large number of unne-
cessary events (false positives) are clearly undesirable and should be avoided [Que08].
Traditional systems [CRW01, TE04, LMJ08, CDNF01, FCMB06] rely on subscription
forwarding and filtering mechanisms to restrict the dissemination of events to those
parts of the overlay network where there are interested subscribers. However, these
mechanisms introduce extra overhead and are not very efficient if subscribers that are
interested in similar events are widely dispersed in the network [Que08].

Clustering of subscribers has been identified as a promising technique to achieve scalab-
ility [BFPB10,RLW+02,CM07,PC05,MSRS09,CJ11,Tar08,GaR03,VRKS06,LHLJ12].
Clustering can be achieved in two ways, either based on similarity of subscriptions or
by partitioning the event space [WQA+02].

Kyra [CS04] partitions the event space into clusters, brokers are assigned to each cluster
and subscriptions are moved to relevant brokers. Each cluster maintains a separate
tree and performs filter-based event routing similar to Siena [CRW01]. However, the
approach is not dynamic, and when a broker joins or leaves, the whole partitioning
needs to be recomputed [ADG+04]. Additionally, no event partitioning criterion is
specified.

Cheung el al. [CJ11] address efficient utilization of resources to reduce the IT oper-
ational costs for the enterprises with Green IT initiatives. They propose three sub-
scription assignment strategies to minimize the total number of allocated brokers in a
publish/subscribe system. One of the proposed strategies, namely CRAM (Clustering
with Resource Awareness and Minimization), is capable of clustering subscriptions with
similar interests. However, CRAM experiences longer computational time compared
to prior subscription clustering approaches. Moreover, Cheung et al. only focus on a
centralized and static scenario.
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Riabov et al. [RLW+02] propose offline approaches to group subscribers into a lim-
ited number of multicast channels using the techniques from data mining such as
k-means, forgy k-means, pairwise grouping and approximate pairwise grouping. Sim-
ilarly, Semcast [PC05] groups subscribers into semantic multicast channels for dissem-
inating events, but this requires central coordination.

Our work differs from the current state of the art clustering approaches in four im-
portant ways. First, most of the existing approaches either assume point (topic-
based) subscriptions or only consider the structural (absolute) similarities between
the subscriptions. For instance, [PRGK09, GCV+10, BBQ+07, CMTV07, MNOP10,
MZV07, WKM00] address clustering in topic-based publish/subscribe systems. Simil-
arly, [APBSV10,RLW+02,VRKS06,CM07] assume a predefined set of numeric attrib-
utes restricting the expressiveness of the subscription model. Second, the current load
of the system in terms of event traffic is mostly neglected (especially in P2P-based
systems) [BFPB10,CM07,VRKS06] and thus the efforts to place two subscriptions in
a cluster are wasted if they will not be matched by any event [Que08]. Third, the
approaches which take into account the current event load of the system are central-
ized [RLW+02,PC05,MSRS09,CJ11,LHLJ12]. They assume the presence of a central
coordinator which keeps track of the changing subscriptions and event load in the
system. Furthermore, these approaches assume the presence of a dedicated network
of brokers [CJ11, MSRS09, BBQV07, BCM+99], which is fundamentally different from
the P2P architecture of our work. Fourth, spectral clustering in the context of pub-
lish/subscribe systems has not been addressed previously in the literature.

3.7.2 Spectral Clustering

Spectral clustering has been shown to be more effective than traditional mechanisms
such as k-means [Lux07]. However, nearly all existing spectral approaches are central-
ized and hence they cannot be directly applied in a distributed setting.

Dhillon et al. [DGK07] discuss the mathematical equivalence between weighted kernel
k-means and spectral clustering. They developed a centralized multilevel approach
to perform clustering using different graph partitioning objective functions without
eigenvector computation. Ning et al. [NXC+10] propose an incremental but central-
ized algorithm to project new samples (or data points) in non-linear space without
recalculating the whole embedding.

Fowlkes et al. [FBCM04] reduced the computational overhead of Normalized cut by
first solving the problem for a small random subset of data points and then extrapol-
ating this solution to the full data set. However, the orthogonalization of eigenvectors
requires complex calculations, which cannot be performed in a distributed manner.

Our approach for non-linear embedding is inspired from the work of Fang et al. [FSS10].
Similar to our work, Fang et al. perform non-linear dimensionality reduction by min-
imizing the least square error. However, Fang et al. approach is offline and centralized,
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which cannot be directly applied in distributed settings. Moreover, Fang et al. con-
sider Ratio Cut [DGK07] as a graph partitioning objective function, which results in
a different eigenvalue problem in comparison to the Normalized Cut and Ratio Asso-
ciation objective functions addressed in this work. Nevertheless, none of the spectral
clustering approaches is targeted to handle continuously evolving workloads as is the
case in P2P-based systems.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an approach to perform spectral clustering in a
distributed manner. Although we focused on subscription clustering in a content-based
publish/subscribe system, the proposed methods are general and can be applied to
other areas such as document clustering, image segmentation or data mining. We have
identified different spectral methods to perform subscription clustering and adapted
them to work in distributed settings. In particular, we have developed mechanisms to
perform linear and non-linear dimensionality reduction as well as k-means clustering
using the hierarchical overlay organization. The evaluations show that our distributed
mechanisms can i) drastically reduce the time by 86%− 99% to perform clustering, ii)
effectively identify good quality clusters, and iii) significantly reduce the cost of event
dissemination (18%− 34%) in a content-based publish/subscribe system.
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Chapter 4
Underlay Topology Awareness

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we focus on overlay-level mechanisms that use the inform-
ation about the event traffic and user subscriptions to organize peers in semantic (or
interest) communities, i.e., peers matching similar events are placed in close proximity
in an overlay network. Such a semantic organization of peers reduces the pure for-
warders, i.e., the peers which participate in forwarding an event without a matching
subscription, and as a consequence results in a decrease of overall message overhead
as well as an improvement in the average number of overlay hops to deliver events.
However, the overlay-level mechanisms alone may not provide desired benefits without
the knowledge of the underlying physical network topology (in short underlay). For
instance, two apparently independent overlay paths may share common underlying
physical links [JTC08a] and therefore, the selection of overlay paths solely based on
the semantic similarities between the peers may lead to multiple copies of the same
messages on the shared underlay links resulting in higher message overhead (band-
width utilization) and higher end-to-end delays, as illustrated in the following simple
example.

Example 1 Figure 4.1(a) shows a small scenario where five subscribers and a pub-
lisher are connected to different routers in an IP (Internet Protocol) network. The
subscribers have non-identical but overlapping subscriptions to a numeric attribute
A and thus receive intersecting (or overlapping) sets of event messages. The overlay
in Figure 4.1(b) organizes the subscribers according to the containment relationship
between their subscriptions without the knowledge of the underlying network. Clearly,
no extra message overhead is incurred (to deliver the events received by each subscriber)
at an overlay-level, each subscriber only receives the matching events and forwards a
subset of those events to its child subscribers. However, the communication cost in
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Figure 4.1: An example illustrating the benefits of underlay awareness.

terms of number of packets (or messages) travelled on each underlay link is high (i.e.,
327 messages are forwarded in total) because overlay paths induce duplicate messages
on common underlay links. Moreover, the delay penalty, i.e., delay in comparison to the
unicast delay from the publisher, for individual subscribers is very high e.g., s4 experi-
ence 3.9 times more delay. In contrast, the overlay in Figure 4.1(c) takes into account
both the underlay topology and the containment relation between the subscriptions for
its organization. Here, the subscriber s2 has to receive and forward additional events
to satisfy the subscriptions of s3 and s5 resulting in an overhead of 10 overlay-level
messages. However, the delay penalty of subscribers is reduced to at most 1.2 and the
communication cost is lowered to 246 underlay messages, which clearly shows that the
semantic arrangement alone is not always beneficial in reducing message overhead and
delay.

In this chapter, we present a novel scheme that exploits the knowledge of event traffic,
user subscriptions, and the router-level topology of the underlying network to construct
an efficient routing overlay, which minimizes the overall cost of disseminating events
in a content-based publish/subscribe system [TKR13]. Our main contributions can be
summarized as follows. First, we develop methods to discover the underlay topology
among the peers participating in a publish/subscribe system. The proposed methods
incur low overhead by reducing the number of measurements to discover the topology
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and maintain the topology information in a distributed manner by constructing a
Topology Discovery Overlay (in short TDO), whereby peers are connected such that the
overlap between the underlay routes (mapped by the overlay links between the peers)
is minimized (cf. Section 4.4). Second, we propose different strategies to construct
a cost efficient publish/subscribe routing overlay on a TDO, taking into account the
underlay topology as well as the event traffic matched between the subscriber peers
(cf. Section 4.5). Finally, through extensive evaluations, we show that the proposed
approach performs well on Internet-like topologies, by leading to substantially low
routing cost in terms of message overhead and end-to-end delays (cf. Section 4.6).

4.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

We consider a content-based publish/subscribe system consisting of a set of N dis-
tinct peers. The peers have unique identifiers and are connected to the underlying
(IP) network at different points through access links. The underlay is modelled as an
undirected graph GU = (VU , EU), where VU = (R∪P) represents the set of routers R
and peers P , and EU ⊆ (P × R) ∪ (R ×R) ∪ (R × P) represents the set of physical
links. Each link εui,j = (i, j) ∈ EU from i ∈ VU to j ∈ VU is associated with a delay
value dU(εui,j).

The overlay network is the virtual topology induced by the peers on the underlay. It can
be modelled as a graph GO = (P , EO), where EO ⊆ P×P is the set of overlay links∗. An
overlay link is the point-to-point connection between two peers p and q. It is mapped
to an underlay route consisting of a sequence of physical routers ri ∈ R and physical
links determined by IP routing, i.e., 〈p, q〉 = {(p, ri), (ri, rj).....(rm, q)}. The delay of an
overlay link 〈p, q〉 corresponds to the unicast path delay from peer p to q, i.e., dO(p, q) =∑

εu∈〈p,q〉 d
U(εu). Note that the IP network routing is usually asymmetric [JTC08a] and

therefore, the underlay route from a peer p to another peer q (i.e., 〈p, q〉) may not be
the reverse of the route followed by 〈q, p〉. The methods developed in this chapter, work
with asymmetry by treating 〈p, q〉 and 〈q, p〉 as two separate overlay links. However,
for the ease of presentation, we assume that the underlay routes are symmetric and
dO(p, q) = dO(q, p). A prefix relation can be defined between peers w.r.t. the overlay
links from a common ancestor peer. Let 〈p, q〉 = {(p, rq,1), (rq,1, rq,2), ...., (rq,j, q)} and
〈p, s〉 = {(p, rs,1), (rs,1, rs,2), ...., (rs,j+1, s)} represent overlay links of p with q and s
respectively. Then 〈p, q〉 is said to be a prefix of 〈p, s〉 w.r.t. p, denoted by q  p s, iff
rq,i = rs,i,∀i ∈ {1, ..., j} holds. Moreover, the neighbourhood of a peer p in the overlay
network is defined as the set of peers to which this peer has direct point-to-point
connections (overlay links) and is denoted by NG(p).

Peers act as publishers and/or subscribers, and run a content-based publish/subscribe
protocol to exchange events. The publish/subscribe overlay is maintained as a spanning

∗Some overlay links may not be possible to establish due to administrative or security reasons.
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tree T of GO, i.e., T = (P , EOT ), where EOT ⊆ EO. In the following, we will refer to
T as publish/subscribe overlay or tree. A path in T connects a peer p to another
peer q over intermediate peers and is defined by a set of overlay (tree) links, i.e.,
path(p, q) = {〈p, pi〉, 〈pi, pj〉, ..., 〈pm, q〉}. Furthermore, each path is associated with
a delay value D(p, q) =

∑
〈i,j〉∈path(p,q) d

O(i, j). The dissemination of an event over
T induces routing cost in terms of delay and message overhead. The routing cost is
influenced by three factors, i) rate of false positives, ii) stress on physical links, and iii)
relative delay penalty.

False positives measure the excess bandwidth consumption (in terms of extra messages)
induced by the publish/subscribe tree T during the dissemination of events. They
are defined as the rate of events that peers receive and forward without a matching
subscription. Let Eξ be the set of last ψ events published in the system. Each event
e ∈ Eξ published by a peer pe is delivered to a set of matching (subscriber) peers Se by
traversing only those links in T that lie on the paths between pe and Se. The routing
load of a link 〈i, j〉 ∈ EOT , denoted by Υ(i, j), is defined as the number of overlay
paths that pass through the link for the dissemination of all the events in Eξ, i.e.,
Υ(i, j) =

∑
e∈Eξ |{q ∈ Se : 〈i, j〉 ∈ path(pe, q)}|. Ideally to avoid false positives, the

routing load on each link should be induced by the dissemination of only those events
that are matched by the subscriptions of both of its adjacent peers.

The Stress of a physical link (i, j) is defined as the number of identical copies of a mes-
sage sent over that link. Similar to false positives, stress measures the excess bandwidth
usage and is influenced by the organization (topology) of peers in the publish/subscribe
tree T . Ideally, a message should traverse each physical link at most once.

Relative delay penalty (in short RDP) measures the additional delay introduced by the
publish/subscribe tree T on the delivery of an event from a publisher to all relevant
subscribers. It is defined as the ratio of the delay experienced when sending events using
the overlay to the delay experienced when sending events using the direct unicast path
in the underlay [JMWB02]. The RDP value of 1.0 means that the delay at the overlay
and the underlay is exactly same.

Given a dynamic set of (subscriber and/or publisher) peers P and continuously evolving
event traffic Eξ, our objective is to maintain a publish/subscribe tree T such that

1. the stress induced by the publish/subscribe tree on the links in the underlay is
minimized, and

2. the cost for disseminating events is minimized in terms of false positives and
delay, i.e., cost(T,P) = min

∑
〈p,q〉∈EOT

Υ(p, q) dO(p, q).

It is interesting to observe that the above problem statement involves three contradict-
ing goals, i.e., i) to lower RDP, ii) to minimize stress, and iii) to reduce false positives.
For instance, lowering RDP may increase stress on some links in the underlay. Consider
a mesh overlay where all the peers have point-to-point connections (overlay links) with
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each other. In this case, RDP between all pairs of peers is 1.0, however, the stress
on the physical links close to the peers is very high [JMWB02]. Similarly, organizing
subscribers (according to the similarity of their received events) to avoid false positives
conflicts with the other two goals (cf. Example 1).

So far in our discussion, we have only considered the maintenance of a single routing
tree T to distribute events to all subscribers in a publish/subscribe system. However,
it is interesting to point out that the cost to disseminated events (in terms of false pos-
itives) can be lowered by partitioning subscriptions into multiple clusters (according
to their affinity to receive similar events) and maintaining a separate tree to distrib-
ute events in each cluster, as mentioned in the previous chapter (cf. Chapter 3). In
the presence of such multiple (clusters) trees, the overall cost for routing events in
a publish/subscribe system is given as: cost(T,P) = min

∑kS
i=1 cost(TΠi ,P), where

T = {TΠ1 , ..., TΠkS
} represents the set of trees that are associated with the subscription

clusters (Π1, ...,ΠkS ). The approach presented in this chapter is independent of the
fact that whether subscription clustering is employed or not. Therefore, in the rest of
the chapter we assume the presence of a single cluster.

4.3 Approach Overview

Meeting the objectives presented in Section 4.2 amounts to finding a trade-off between
three contradicting goals: i) to lower the relative delay penalty (RDP), ii) to reduce the
rate of false positives, and iii) to minimize stress on underlay links. We therefore pro-
pose to address the problem by decomposing it into two layers, the topology discovery
layer and the routing layer, as shown in Figure 4.2.

The topology discovery layer focuses on minimizing RDP and link stress without taking
into account the subscriptions of peers and the event traffic matched by them. This
layer maintains a topology discovery overlay network (TDO), which connects all the
participants of a publish/subscribe system. In general, TDO can use any overlay link
from EO = P × P . However, to lower the delay penalty and limit the duplicate
packets on the underlay, only those overlay links are selected, which minimize the
overlaps between the mapped underlay routes, i.e., minimize sharing of underlay links
or in other words connect peers according to their location in the underlay topology
(GU). Figure 4.2 shows that the peers are arranged in TDO such that the underlay
routes mapped by the corresponding overlay links have minimum overlap. For instance,
q  p s and therefore path(p, s) (overlay path from p to s) in TDO passes through q.
Connecting subscribers according to the underlay topology may induce higher stress
on the last mile links e.g., (s, r) has a stress of 3. To alleviate this problem, peers
actively monitor the bandwidth of their last mile links† and impose limits on their

†Bandwidth estimation tools such as pathchar [Jac97], clink [Dow99b,Dow99a], pchar [Mah00] or
nettimer [LB01], can measure the available bandwidth of individual underlay links between any source
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Figure 4.2: Decomposition into different layers.

degrees (neighbours in TDO).

In general, organizing peers in TDO according to the underlay topology requires tools
(or techniques) to infer the underlay route among all pairs of peers in the system. A
number of underlay route inference tools and techniques are discussed in Section 4.4.3.
However, these tools are expensive in terms of time and control traffic. Therefore,
the topology discovery layer employs methods to limit the underlay route inferences
between the peers without much degradation in the quality of TDO in terms of min-
imizing stress and RDP.

The routing layer on the other hand runs on top of the TDO and maintains a spanning
tree to distribute events (using a subset of overlay links from the TDO), as shown in
Figure 4.2. To reduce the cost of event routing, the selection of links from the TDO
is based on end-to-end delays between the peers as well as event traffic consumed or
produced by them. In particular, a core-based approach is employed, whereby a small
set of peers that experience higher routing load and have low delay paths (in the TDO)
act as cores. The remaining non-core peers connect to their closest cores by using the
lowest cost paths (in terms of dissimilarity of received events and end-to-end delays) in
the TDO. The cost of event routing is sensitive to the selection of cores and therefore,
various core selection strategies with different performance benefits are developed with
complexity ranging from the use of global knowledge to only local neighbourhood-based

and destination on the internet. These tools can be employed to monitor the bandwidth of last mile
links. Other bandwidth estimation tools maintained by MLab [Too12] and CAIDA [fIDA12] projects
can also be used.
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voting mechanisms.

In the subsequent sections, we first describe the construction of TDO (cf. Section 4.4)
and afterwards present the maintenance of a cost efficient publish/subscribe routing
tree on the TDO (cf. Section 4.5).

4.4 Topology Discovery Overlay

In this section, we tackle the problem of constructing a topology discovery overlay
(TDO) with low stress and RDP. In particular, we will describe two approaches to
maintain the TDO in a dynamic manner, the landmark approach and the random
walk approach. The landmark approach extends the work of Kwon et al. [KF05] on
underlay-aware single source multicast to support multiple sources in a scalable manner,
whereas the random walk approach is more sophisticated, it overcomes the limitations
of the landmark approach and addresses the trade-off between stress and RDP.

4.4.1 Landmark Approach

The landmark approach is inspired from the work of Kwon et al. [KF05], which ad-
dresses underlay-aware overlay creation with respect to only a single source. However,
in a publish/subscribe system, every peer can be a publisher and a subscriber at the
same time, and hence the TDO should reflect (discover) the underlay topology w.r.t.
all the peers participating in the system. For this reason, the direct use of the approach
of Kwon et al. [KF05] is not suitable and would result in an overhead of N2 underlay
route inferences, i.e., detection of router-level underlay path between all pairs of peers.

It is a known fact that the router-level network forms a sparse graph [FFF99] and
therefore, underlay route inference between all pairs of peers is not necessary to con-
struct a TDO that reflects a highly accurate underlay topology among publishers and
subscribers [JTC08a]. For this reason, the landmark approach selects a small set of kL
peers as pivots (or landmarks), i.e., kL � N , and the underlay topology between the
peers is discovered only with respect to the selected landmarks.

The set of landmarks is fixed and globally known to all peers in the system. Moreover,
landmarks in the set are selected uniformly and independently from each other. Each
peer individually picks a random number ρ in [0, 1] and decides to become landmark if
ρ < kL

N
.‡ To estimate the total number of peers N in a distributed and scalable manner,

a gossip-based aggregation algorithm [JKS04, ZLP09] is used. The same algorithm
serves the purpose of distributing the set of landmarks among other peers.

‡The accuracy of the discovered topology depends on the selection of landmarks. In general, the
landmarks should be well distributed to discover high number of underlay links and routers. We used
a lightweight selection method which gives reasonable performance, however, more expensive methods
such as k-means, spectral clustering or maximum distance can also be employed [MSS06].
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The TDO is maintained as a virtual forest of kL logical trees, where each tree is
associated with a landmark. Each landmark acts as the root of its associated tree
while all other peers (including other landmarks) join the tree. In other words every
peer in the system joins the tree of each landmark.

4.4.1.1 Joining a Landmark Tree

In order to connect to a tree associated with a landmark sk, a newly arriving peer sn
sends a connection request to the root of the tree (i.e., sk). On receiving the request,
the root sk discovers the underlay route mapped by the overlay link 〈sk, sn〉 by using
one of the underlay route inference techniques described later in Section 4.4.3. Once
the underlay route for 〈sk, sn〉 is discovered, the peer sn is placed in the tree such that
the newly discovered underlay route has minimum overlap with the underlay routes of
other members of the tree. This is accomplished by comparing the underlay route of
〈sk, sn〉 with the routes of the neighbours (children) of the current peer at each level
of the tree and performing one of the following three mutual exclusive actions [KF05]
until the desired parent is reached.

Let st be the current peer in the tree which is processing the connection request from
sn. The algorithm deals with three possible cases as follows:

• Case 1: ∃p ∈ NG(st) : p sk sn

In this case, the connection request is forwarded to peer p as it shares a part of
the underlay route from sk to sn and hence is a more appropriate parent (for
sn) than st. For instance, if 〈sk, p〉 = {(sk, ri), (ri, rj), (rj, p)} and 〈sk, sn〉 =
{(sk, ri), (ri, rj), (rj, ro), (ro, sn)}, then placing sn as a child of p in the tree reduces
overlapping among the underlay links.

It is important to mention here that every parent st maintains information about
the underlay route of each of its children p on the landmark tree from the root sk,
i.e.,〈sk, p〉. When a join request from a new peer sn arrives, this information is used
to determine the prefix relation between p and sn w.r.t. the root sk, i.e., p sk sn.

• Case 2: ∃p ∈ NG(st) : sn  sk p

In this case, the underlay route of sn is a prefix of the route mapped by 〈sk, p〉 and
hence, sn should become a child of st and adopt p as its own child.

• Case 3: Neither Case 1 nor Case 2 evaluates to true.

If no prefix relationship can exist between the underlay routes of sn and the neigh-
bours of st, then sn joins st as a child.
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Figure 4.3: Selection of target peers vs. percentage of underlay links discovered.

4.4.2 Random Walk Approach

The TDO maintained by the landmark approach reflects the underlay topology among
the participating peers with reasonable accuracy (cf. Figure 4.3). However, there are
some drawbacks associated with the landmark approach. First, the stress induced by
the TDO on the underlay links close to the landmark peers is high.§ Second, the
landmark approach is not very resilient against churn and the failure of an existing
landmark requires all the peers to join a new landmark tree.

The above drawbacks can be avoided, if the landmarks are not fixed. Each peer join-
ing TDO is allowed to infer underlay routes to kL different peers (termed as target
peers) and use the inferred routes to find a suitable position (to connect) in the TDO.
An important consideration in this regard is how each peer selects its target peers?
Clearly, the selection of target peers affects the discovery of the underlay topology
(among the peers participating in the TDO) and thereby influences the stress and
RDP. Figures 4.3(a) and (b) show the impact of the selection of target peers on the
accuracy of discovered underlay topology, i.e., percentage of links discovered in the un-
derlay. The figures depict the percentage of the discovered underlay links on GT-ITM
Transit-Stub [ZCB96] and BRITE Multi-level [MLMB01] topologies, for two target
peer selection criteria and the landmark approach. The nearest and the farthest cri-
teria make use of round trip delays for the selection of target peers. The figures show
that selecting kL peers with the lowest delays as targets consistently performs better
than the landmark approach. The farthest target selection criterion on the other hand,
performs worst because the peers with high delays are usually in different Autonom-
ous systems (AS). Inferring underlay routes between the peers in different AS discover
the same backbone links repeatedly and consequently the TDO may results in higher
stress on the underlay links as well as an increase in RDP [JTC08b]. The links within

§For instance, in a much skewed underlay topology, all the peers in the system may be directly
connected to a landmark peer.
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Algorithm 7 Random walk approach

1: upon event Receive(RANDWALK, p, D(p, q), kL , TTL) at peer q do
2: TTL = TTL −1
3: selectionCriteria()
4: if |NG(q)| > `(q) then

5: peerToRemove = {s1 : ∀a ∈ NG(q) dO(q, s1) > dO(q, a)}
6: trigger Send(DISCONNECT, peerToRemove)
7: if kL > 0 ∧ TTL > 0 then
8: peers[] = randomlySelectNeighbours (NG(q), σ × |NG(q)|)
9: for all t ∈ peers do

10: delay= D(p, q) + dO(q, t)− 2× last mile delay of q

11: trigger Send(RANDWALK, t, delay, b kL
|peers|c)

12: procedure selectionCriteria do
13: switch (heuristic) do
14: case DWorst:
15: delay = {dO(q, s2) : ∀a ∈ NG(q) dO(q, s2) > dO(q, a)}
16: case DBest:
17: delay = {dO(q, s1) : ∀a ∈ NG(q) dO(q, s1) < dO(q, a)}
18: case MLink:
19: delay = D(p, q) // Obtained in the RANDWALK message

20: if dO(q, p) <delay then
21: kL = kL − 1
22: Infer underlay route: 〈q, p〉 = {(q, ri), (ri, ri+1), ...., (rj , p)} using tools from Section 4.4.3.
23: if ∃s1 ∈ NG(q) : s1  

q p then // Case 1
24: trigger Send(CONNECT, s1, p, 〈q, p〉)
25: else if ∃s1 ∈ NG(q) : p q s1 then // swap s1 and p, Case 2
26: NG(q) = {NG(q) \ s1} ∪ p
27: trigger Send(NEWPARENT, s1, p)
28: trigger Send(DISCONNECT, s1)
29: else // Case 3
30: NG(q) = NG(q) ∪ p
31: if p ∈ NG(q) then
32: trigger Send(ACK, p)

a single AS are more diverse and therefore, peers with low delays should be preferred
as targets¶.

The evaluations in Figures 4.3(a) and (b) use global knowledge to select the peers
with lowest delays. However, finding kL nearest peers of a particular peer accurately
in a distributed system is very expensive [CCRK04]. For this reason, our distributed
approach does not focus on finding kL nearest peers, but rather proposes three simple
heuristics to select the target peers using random walk on the TDO.

A newly arriving peer p joins the TDO by sending the connection request to any
existing peer. The connection request follows the protocol mentioned in Section 4.4.1.1
to find an appropriate place (neighbours in the TDO) for the new peer. Once joined,
the peer p initiates a random walk (RANDWALK message) on the TDO. The number
of peers visited by the random walk is controlled by the Time-to-Live (TTL) value and
the neighbourhood selectivity factor (σ). The TTL value determines the number of
forwarding hops, while the selectivity factor (0 < σ ≤ 1) specifies the percentage of

¶Similar conclusions are drawn by the work of Jin et al. [JTC08b].
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Figure 4.4: MLink heuristic.

the neighbours to be included in the random walk at each forwarding hop.

Upon the reception of a random walk (RANDWALK) message from a peer p, the peer
q employs one of the following three heuristics to determine its feasibility as a target
to infer the underlay route to p (cf. Algorithm 7, lines 13 - 19 ):

• DWorst Heuristic: This heuristic selects q as a target if the unicast path delay from
q to p (i.e., dO(q, p) ) is lower than the delay dO(q, a) to any existing neighbour a of
q.‖

• DBest Heuristic: This heuristic is more restrictive than DWorst and selects q as a
target only if dO(q, p) improves on the existing neighbour of q with the lowest delay.

• MLink Heuristic: This heuristic selects q as a target if some underlay links between
p and q with lower delays are not discovered yet, i.e., not mapped by the overlay
paths in the TDO. The peers are arranged in the TDO according to the prefix relation
between their underlay routes and therefore, existence of undiscovered underlay links
between p and q can be checked by comparing the delay on the path(p, q) in the
TDO (excluding the last mile delays of the intermediate peers) and the unicast
delay dO(q, p), as shown in Figure 4.4. A smaller unicast delay dO(q, p) predicts
the existence of undiscovered underlay links, which if included in the TDO leads to
smaller delay on the path(q, p).

In case peer q is selected as a target, it infers the underlay route of 〈q, p〉 using tools
described in Section 4.4.3, compares it with the routes to other neighbours, and fol-
lows one of the three mutually exclusive cases mentioned in Section 4.4.1.1 (cf. Al-
gorithm 7, lines 22 - 30 ). Following case 2 or 3 results in the acceptance of peer p as
a neighbour of q. However, accepting peer p as a neighbour may violate the degree
constraints (i.e., `(q)) imposed by peer q (to avoid bandwidth bottleneck on the last

‖The unicast delay dO(q, p) can be measured using ping tool, while the unicast delay to the
neighbours NG(q) is already known by each peer (as a result of previous join processes).
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mile link) and therefore, an existing neighbour with the highest delay may be selected
for disconnection (cf. Algorithm 7, lines 4 - 6 )∗∗ Finally, the random walk message
is forwarded to σ × |NG(q)| randomly selected neighbours along with the number of
remaining targets to be selected. (cf. Algorithm 7, lines 7 - 11 ).

4.4.3 Techniques for Underlay Route Inference

Until now, we assume the availability of some tool to infer the underlay route between
the peers. In this section, we give an overview of different techniques and tools which
can be used for this purpose.

In general, the techniques to infer the underlay route (or topology) between a pair (or
group) of peers mainly fall in two categories [ZP11]: tomography-based and router-
assisted. The tomography-based techniques only discover the logical topology between
the peers, induce high computation and communication overhead, and have limited
accuracy due to certain assumptions about the statistical properties of the underly-
ing network [ZP11, JTC08a]. We therefore propose to use router-assisted techniques.
These techniques take advantage of the routers’ response to the Internet Control Mes-
sage Protocol (ICMP) based probe messages to infer the underlay route between the
pair of peers. In particular, a peer can find the underlay route to other peers using tools,
such as traceroute, tracepath, tcptraceroute etc. These tools have been extensively used
for underlay topology discovery [KF05, DF07, WCVY03, SMWA04]. Recently, many
new tools are proposed to overcome the limitations (e.g., due to load balancing in
ISPs [KKSB07] or Multi-protocol Label Switching – MPLS [RVC01]) and increase the
efficiency (especially the probe redundancy) of the standard tools [DRFC06,ACO+06].
A problem with router-assisted techniques is that roughly 1/3 of routers (termed as
anonymous routers) do not respond to ICMP messages [KF05, ZP11, JTC08a]. These
anonymous routers appear distinct in different underlay routes and therefore, inflate the
discovered underlay topology [JTC08a]. Several merging techniques [JYCW06, GS08]
are proposed to detect and collapse the anonymous occurrences of the same router.
All these techniques are orthogonal to our work in this paper and can be integrated.
Moreover, a reasonable percentage of routers respond to ICMP messages [KF05,ZP11,
JTC08a] and thereby the inferred underlay routes (with distortions induced by an-
onymous routers) can still suffice to arrange peers in the TDO minimizing RDP and
stress.

Another possibility is to rely on the data available from the internet topology discov-
ery projects [SMW02, HPMC02, fIDA12]. Topology servers such as OSPF [SGG+02,
GSB+11] can also be used to obtain ISP level (intra-domain) underlay routes by us-
ing simple network management protocol (SNMP) [CFSD90]. Moreover, as pointed

∗∗To avoid partitions in the TDO, each peer additionally maintains a small set of overlay links to
distant peers. Our evaluations show that maintaining a single link to a distant peer is adequate for
this purpose.
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out by Kwon et al. [KF05], the periodic logs of router configuration can be employed.
However, underlay route information obtained from these techniques may not be very
accurate due to dynamic nature of the internet [ZP11].

4.5 Event Routing

Until now, we have described the maintenance of the topology discovery layer. In
this section, we address the problem of constructing a cost efficient routing tree T on
a TDO, additionally taking into account the end-to-end delay and the event traffic
matched between the subscriber peers.

The basic idea of our approach is to reduce the distance (delay) between the peers
that consume or produce similar events by placing them nearby in the routing tree T
(or in other words, to place peers matching dissimilar events away from each other).
Therefore, the first step is to quantify the (dis)similarities between the peers to produce
or consume similar events. We used the Jaccard function†† defined in Section 3.3.1, for
this purpose. Let Epi and Epj denote the events matched (or produced) from the set
Eξ by the peers pi and pj, respectively. Then the similarity between the peers pi and

pj is calculated as: sim(pi, pj) =
|Epi∩Epj |
|Epi∪Epj |

. Accordingly, the dissimilarity between the

peers can be derived as: dsim(pi, pj) = [1 − sim(pi, pj)] × β. The dissimilarity values
are normalized in the range [0, β], where 0 means that peers consume/publish exactly
same events and β is a constant that penalizes the dissimilarities.

Consequently, each overlay link in the TDO is weighted according to the delay (in-
duced by the underlay) as well as the dissimilarity of its adjacent peers pi and
pj to receive/publish same events, i.e., w(pi, pj) = dO(pi, pj) + dsim(pi, pj). Simil-
arly, the weight of a path in the TDO, i.e., path(pi, pn), is defined as: W (pi, pn) =∑
〈i,j〉∈path(pi,pn) w(i, j). The links with smaller weights w(pi, pj) should be preferred

in T to reduce the routing cost. However, taking into account the weights of the
links alone, for instance, by connecting peers in a minimum (weighted) spanning tree
(MST), may results in a very high routing cost (cf. Section 4.6.3). The reason is that
the structure of a tree, i.e., organization of peers, influences the routing load (defined
in Section 4.2) on each (overlay) link and is therefore crucial for achieving lower routing
cost. For instance, a tree where all peers are connected in a line induces higher load
on the links O(N3) in comparison to the routing load (on the links) in a star tree with
one internal peer O(N2) [WC04]. Similarly, source-based trees (i.e., separate shortest
weighted path tree for each publisher peer) are not desirable as they impose serious
scalability issues in terms of control overhead and size of the routing tables.

†† The Jaccard function assigns similarities in the metric space [Cla06], i.e., similarities are non-
negative, symmetric and obey triangular inequality.
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Figure 4.5: Core-based tree for event routing.

We therefore employ a core-based approach to build the publish/subscribe routing tree
T . The approach selects a small set of peers, denoted by C, as cores. In general, any
peer in the system can be selected as a core. However, only those kC peers which have
low delay paths in the TDO and participate in the dissemination of many events are
selected as cores. The core peers are connected with each other using the minimum
weighted paths in the TDO. A separate shortest path tree (using link weights) is
maintained by each core peer c, denoted as SPTc. Each non-core peer p selects one of
the core peers as its relay, denoted as rel(p), such that W (p, rel(p)) = minc∈C W (p, c),
and joins the shortest path tree rooted at rel(p) (i.e., SPTrel(p)). A path in T between
two peers p and q with different relays is composed of three sub-paths: from p to rel(p),
from rel(p) to rel(q) and, finally from rel(q) to q, as shown in Figure 4.5.

Clearly, to realize core-based approach three main issues should be addressed: i) se-
lection of good candidate peers to act as cores (cf. Section 4.5.1), ii) discovery and
connection to the closest relays by non-core peers (cf. Section 4.5.2) and, iii) main-
tenance of the routing tree T in the presence of dynamics that arise due to changes
in the event traffic and the subscriptions as well as churn/failures of the core and the
non-core peers (cf. Section 4.5.3).

4.5.1 Core Selection

The core selection in a distributed environment mandates: i) election of a leader to
decide the set of cores (C) and, ii) a structure (e.g., tree) to communicate between the
leader and the peers in the system. For this purpose, the peers maintain a spanning
tree, denoted as T C, on the TDO such that the root of the spanning tree acts as
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a leader‡‡. Maintaining a distributed spanning tree in dynamic conditions is a well-
researched topic [Awe87,CCK88]. For this reason, we will not discuss the maintenance
algorithm in this chapter.

In the following, we present various core selection strategies with the variations in selec-
tion criteria, required knowledge and performance under different workload scenarios.

4.5.1.1 Strategies Based on Global Knowledge

These strategies assume that the leader has knowledge about the shortest (weighted)
paths between all pair of peers in the system (All pairs shortest path – APSP). To
acquire APSP knowledge at the leader we used the algorithm of Kanchi et al. [KV04].
The Kanchi’s algorithm works on T C and has a complexity of O(N) message over-
head and O(N2) message size. Once APSP information is available at the leader, two
different core selection strategies can be employed.

Maximum Path Count (MaxPath): This strategy selects the peers with higher routing
load as cores. In particular, first kC highest loaded peers which participate in the
dissemination of most events, i.e., a number of shortest paths pass through the peers,
are selected as cores.

Shortest Path Cost (SPath): This strategy prefers those peers as cores, whose shortest
path trees result in lower routing cost. More precisely, for each peer p, the weights
along the shortest paths to all other peers are summed (i.e.,

∑
∀q∈PW (p, q)) and the

first kC peers with the lowest values are selected as cores.

4.5.1.2 Strategies Based on Local Knowledge

Maintenance of APSP information (required by the strategies based on global know-
ledge) utilizes messages of very large size, i.e., O(N2), especially on the links near the
root of T C [KV04]. To overcome the problem, we employ voting-based mechanism
where each peer votes for potential candidates to be selected as cores according to its
local knowledge. In particular, each peer either votes for itself or its neighbour. The
votes are aggregated towards the root (leader) of T C. To reduce the message size, a
small (constant) number of core candidates with higher votes are kept at each aggreg-
ation step ( each level of T C). Finally, the root selects the kC peers with the highest
votes as cores. Two different voting strategies are considered.

Closest Neighbour (CNeigh): This strategy promotes peers which are connected by low
delay links and receive events similar to their neighbours (in the TDO) as cores. In
this strategy, each peer votes for its neighbour with the lowest weight (i.e., neighbour
with low delay and receiving similar events).

‡‡The problems of finding a spanning tree and electing a leader are closely related, and can be
solved simultaneously [Awe87].
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Algorithm 8 Core discovery and connection

1: ∀c∈C w(c) =∞ // Initialization performed at each peer q

2: upon event Receive(CORE SPT, ci, W (ci, q), p ) at peer q do
3: w(ci) = W (ci, q)
4: Rcv(ci) = Rcv(ci) ∪ p // msg for core ci is received from p
5: if ∀t∈C w(ci) < w(t) then
6: trigger Send(JOIN CORE, ci, p )
7: for all v ∈ NG(q) : v /∈ Rcv(ci) do
8: weight = W (ci, q) + w(q, v)
9: trigger Send(CORE SPT, ci, weight, q , v)

Selection Potential (SPotent): This strategy is inspired from the centralized heuristic
developed by Campos et al. [CR08] for the construction of a minimum cost multicast
tree. In this strategy, each peer votes for itself by measuring its potential to be selected
as a core. The selection potential of a peer p is determined by considering three
characteristics: i) number of neighbours in the TDO (i.e., NG(p)) , ii) sum of weights
to all the neighbours ( i.e.,

∑
q∈NG(p) W (p, q)) and, iii) worst delay to a neighbour (i.e.,

DW = {dO(p, q) : ∀a ∈ NG(p) dO(p, q) > dO(p, a)}). More precisely, the selection
potential of a peer p is calculated as follows§§:

NG(p) +
NG(p)∑

q∈NG(p) W (p, q)
+

1

DW

4.5.2 Core Discovery and Connection

Once the core peers are selected and distributed by the leader (root of T C), the next step
is to connect all the non-core peers to their relays (i.e., closest cores) using minimum
weighted paths in the TDO. To accomplish this, each core ci initiates the construction
of a shortest path tree (SPTci) by sending CORE SPT message to its neighbours in
the TDO. Upon the reception of a CORE SPT message for SPTci from a peer p,
the peer q checks whether the minimum weight path to ci improves on the weight
of the shortest paths to other cores. If there is no improvement then the message
is dropped from further forwarding (to reduce control overhead), otherwise the peer q
joins SPTci by sending join (JOIN CORE) message to its parent p on SPTci . Moreover,
the CORE SPT message for SPTci is propagated to only those neighbours that have
not received it yet (cf. Algorithm 8).

To avoid partitions in T , all the cores should also be connected with each other. During
the core selection, the leader selects a core with the highest votes (similarly highest
load or lowest cost in the case of MaxPath and SPath respectively) as the root core.
All other cores connect to the shortest path tree of the root core similar to the non-core
peers, as described in Algorithm 8.

§§ Note that the inverse of last two terms, i.e., sum of weights to all the neighbours and worst delay
to a neighbour, assures that the peer with the higher value is better.
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4.5.3 Handling Dynamics

P2P systems are very dynamic in nature and therefore, complete recalculation of rout-
ing tree for every minor change in the event traffic or the set of peers (P) is not
feasible.

A newly arrived peer requests its neighbours on the TDO to forward the CORE SPT
messages and joins the SPT of the closest core (cf. Algorithm 8, lines 1 - 6 ). Similarly,
disconnections (due to leaves/failures) of existing core and non-core peers are handled
locally. A peer p on discovering the disconnection of parent q (which may be core itself)
on SPTrel(p), joins the SPT of the second closest core. However, if the information
about the minimum weight paths to other cores is not available (due to pruning of
CORE SPT message in Algorithm 8), the peer p requests its neighbours on the TDO
to forward the CORE SPT messages and joins similar to the arrival of new peer¶¶.
Moreover, the CORE SPT message of the selected core is forwarded to the child peers
( on the SPT of previous rel(p) ) to detect cycles and update weights to the new core.

The dynamic changes in the subscription and event workload as well as changes in the
TDO due to arrivals/disconnections of peers, accumulate over time, so that the current
routing tree T becomes suboptimal. In order to adapt to the changes, the leader of T C

periodically starts the core selection process and a new routing tree T is constructed.
The time period for the construction of new routing tree T is a system parameter,
which is specified by the administrator of the system.

4.6 Performance Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the topology discovery layer and the
event routing layer under different physical network topologies, dynamically changing
workload, and in comparison to different baseline and related approaches.

4.6.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments are performed using PeerSim [JMJV]. Physical network topologies are
generated using BRITE [MLMB01] and GT-ITM [CDZ] tools. BRITE generates a
non-hierarchical Waxman topology [Wax88] (in short Wax) with 1640 routers. GT-
ITM generates two layer hierarchy of transit and stub domains [ZCB96] (in short TS)
comprising 1584 routers. Up to N = 1024 peers are used in the experiments, which are
connected to random routers ( stub domain routers for TS topology).∗∗∗ The last mile

¶¶In case TDO is partitioned due to disconnection, the peer p first initiates a join request on the
TDO (cf. Section 4.4.2) and joins the routing tree T only afterwards.
∗∗∗The accuracy of the topology discovery increases with the increase in the number of peers (cf.

Section 4.6.2.3) and therefore, to mimic conservative (strict) settings moderate number of peers are
used in the experiments.
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delays (between the peers and their access routers) are set to be 5−10% of the average
delay between all the routers in the system. To avoid bandwidth bottlenecks on the
last mile links, the limits on the degree constraints of the peers are chosen as log2N
(denoted as LG1), 2 × log2N (denoted as LG2) and

√
N (denoted as SQ). Moreover,

NC represents the scenario where no degree constraints are imposed on the peers. For
all the experiments, each peer performs only a single random walk. Unless otherwise
stated, the neighbourhood selectivity factor is set to 0.1 and the number of target peers
are chosen as 10.

The content-based schema contains up to 5 integer attributes, where the domain of
each attribute is in the range [0, 10]. We would like to stress that in our system, simil-
arities between the peers are calculated according to the recently matched events and
therefore, results presented in this chapter are of general validity and are not limited
to a certain number, type or domain of attributes. Experiments are performed on two
different models for the distributions of subscriptions and events. The uniform model
(in short WL1) generates random subscriptions/events independent of each other. The
interest popularity model (in short WL2) chooses five hotspot regions around which sub-
scriptions/events are generated using the widely used zipfian distribution [CMTV07].
For the experiments, up to 5000 events are used and each event matches 5% of sub-
scriptions.

4.6.2 Performance of Topology Discovery Overlay (TDO)

We evaluate the effectiveness of the TDO to discover underlay topology, minimize stress
and lower RDP w.r.t. i) number of target peers, ii) size of overall peers participating in
the system and, iii) neighbourhood selectivity factor. Moreover, we analyse the control
overhead induced by the TDO and its resilience to peer churn.

We compare our work with two baseline approaches. The first approach maintains
TDO by inferring underlay routes to kL arbitrary target peers (chosen randomly) and
is denoted as TarRand. The second approach (denoted as DOnly) organizes peers in
the TDO solely based on their end-to-end delays to the target peers without using the
underlying topology information and is a representative of many systems [PWF07].

4.6.2.1 Influence of Target Peers

Figures 4.6(a) and (b) show the percentage of discovered underlay links versus the num-
ber of target peers (kL), for different (target) selection heuristics and degree constraints.
As expected, the percentage of discovered underlay links increases by relaxing the de-
gree constraints, for both types of topologies and all selection heuristics. Moreover,
DBest heuristic performs slightly better by discovering higher percentage of underlay
links. It is also worth noting that DBest and DWorst heuristics show similar results in
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Figure 4.6: Influence of number of target peers and selectivity factor.

the absence of degree constraints. TarRand on the other hand performs poor, which
shows that the proposed heuristics are beneficial for the selection of good target peers.
Figures 4.6(a) and (b) depict that for transit-stub topologies, the percentage of dis-
covered underlay links improves by increasing the number of target peers under all
degree constraints. But in contrast, the percentage of discovered links decreases very
slightly in the presence of degree constraints, for waxmann topologies. An explanation
for such behaviour lies in the structure of the topologies. Transit-stub (TS) topologies
have hierarchical structure with higher diversity of links within each stub domain and
all the inter-stub domain links are channelled through the few backbone links in the
transit domain. Peers connected to the routers in the same stub domain have low delays
between them (due to underlay routes of shorter length) and therefore, increasing the
number of target peers results in the discovery of more intra-stub domain links (as
the proposed selection heuristics favour targets with low delays) improving the overall
percentage of discovered links. Waxman topologies (Wax) on the other hand are flat
and the underlay links are uniformly distributed among the routers, i.e., multiple un-
derlay paths may exist between distant peers. Increasing the number of target peers in
case of waxmann topologies results in an improved discovery of links between nearby
peers in the underlay topology (similar to TS), but at the same time some links to
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the distant peers are disconnected due to degree constraints, slightly decreasing the
overall percentage. However, in the absence of any degree constraints, the percentage
of discovered underlay links improves with the increase in the number of target peers
similar to TS, as shown in Figure 4.6(b). Nevertheless, the slight loss in accuracy (for
Wax topologies) in the presence of degree constraints does not affect the corresponding
RDP and Stress. Figure 4.6(c) plots RDP achieved by the TDO for different num-
bers of target peers and selection heuristics. RDP is measured as the ratio of delay
experienced between all pairs of peers on the TDO to the delay experienced between
them using the direct unicast paths in the underlay. It is clear from the figure that
for Wax topologies, RDP decreases slightly with the increase in the number of target
peers. Moreover, RDP is lowered quiet significantly by relaxing the degree constraints
as expected. For instance, in the absence of degree constraints and 10 target peers, the
RDP is 1.19 for Wax topologies. Furthermore, DOnly approach which does not utilize
topology information results in higher RDP.

4.6.2.2 Impact of Neighbourhood Selectivity Factor

Figure 4.6(d) shows the influence of neighbourhood selectivity factor (σ) on the dis-
covery of underlay links. Selectivity factor controls the spread of random walk. Higher
selectivity values indicate that the peers nearby (in close neighbourhood) in the TDO
are visited more by the random walk to find the target peers. The figure depicts that
the percentage of discovered links increases with the increase in selectivity factor for
TS topologies. This is because the peers are organized in the TDO according to their
location in the underlay and therefore, with higher selectivity values peers connected
to the same stub domain are mostly chosen as targets, which results in the discovery
of greater number of new underlay links due to higher diversity of intra-stub domain
links in TS topologies. However, the percentage of discovered links decreases slightly
in the case of Wax topologies. This behaviour is due to the random nature of Wax
topologies, as described in the previous section.

4.6.2.3 Effect of Number of Peers Participating in the System

Figures 4.7(a) and (b) illustrate the effectiveness of TDO to lower RDP and minimize
stress, for different size of peers participating in the system. It is clear from the
Figure 4.7(a) that RDP decreases gradually with the increase in the number of peers.
The reason is that the percentage of access routers (i.e., routers directly attached to
the peers through the last mile links) increases with the increase in the number of peers
and therefore, the organization of peers in the TDO resembles underlay topology more
accurately, enabling messages to follow overlay paths which are similar to the underlay
routes (except the last mile links to intermediate peers in the TDO), decreasing the
delay penalty. For the same reason, only moderate number of peers (up to 1024 )
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Figure 4.7: Impact of varying number of peers participating in the system.

are used in the evaluations. Figure 4.7(b) shows the impact of the number of peers
(participating in the system) on stress. Clearly, the total stress introduced by the
TDO increases in proportion to the number of participating peers, since more identical
messages traverse physical links when more peers join the TDO. In order to compare
the effectiveness of the TDO to reduce stress across different peer sizes, Figure 4.7(b)
plots the ratio of total stress introduced (as a result of communication between all pairs
of peers) by sending messages on the TDO to the stress introduced when the messages
are routed directly on the underlay. The lower value of stress ratio represents higher
effectiveness in minimizing stress. Figures 4.7(a) and (b) show that the performance
of all three selection heuristics becomes almost similar with the increase in the number
of peers and the relaxation of degree constraints. The DOnly approach which does not
take into account the underlay topology experiences up to 39% higher RDP and 30%
rise in stress. For instance, in the presence of 1024 peers and SQ degree constraints
on Wax topologies, DOnly induces 3, 703, 702 more messages on the physical links in
comparison to MLink.

Figure 4.7(c) shows the influence of the number of peers on the control overhead due
to the inference (discovery) of underlay routes between the peers. Underlay route
inference techniques are very expensive in terms of computation and communication
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Figure 4.8: Adaptability of TDO to continuous churn.

cost (cf. Section 4.4.3) and therefore, number of underlay route inferences should be
minimized. The figure plots the percentage of underlay route inferences in comparison
to the naive approach, whereby underlay routes are discovered between all pairs of
peers. The percentage of inferences decreases with the increase in the number of peers
mainly because the number of targets is kept constant. Figure 4.7(d) displays the
control overhead due to peer joins during the construction of the TDO. In general,
MLink performs slightly more underlay route inferences and produces higher control
overhead. This is because in MLink target peers are selected according to the difference
between the delays on the paths in the TDO (excluding the last mile delays) and the
unicast delays. This may results in TDO connections between arbitrary peers which
have high delays or are not located nearby in the underlay topology and hence, resolves
in comparatively higher number of disconnections (e.g., when a peer with lower delay
sends join message, the neighbour with the highest delay is disconnected), producing
slightly more underlay route inferences and join messages.

4.6.2.4 Adaptability to Dynamics

We next quantify the resilience of the system in the presence of continuously joining
and leaving peers. The churn percentage is relative to the total number of peers in
the system. For instance, for a total of 500 peers, a churn of 10% means that in
each time step almost 50 online peers leave the system and same number of new peers
( connected to different routers with different delays) join the system. The churn
percentages of 10% and 12% can be seen as worst case scenarios that put the system
under very stressing conditions. Figures 4.8(a) and (b) plot RDP and stress achieved
by TDO in the presence of different percentages of churn. The figures show that the
ability of the TDO to lower RDP and minimize stress degrades slightly with increasing
churn. Moreover, the degradation is more prominent in the presence of tighter degree
constraints. The reason for the slight degradation (in RDP and stress) is that during
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Figure 4.9: Routing efficiency of core selection strategies.

the experiments only the peers joining and leaving the system (as a result of churn)
are allowed to perform random walk to find target peers and improve their position in
the TDO. The random walks by the rest of the peers are not permitted to simulate
conservative conditions and hence, overtime the organization of peers in the TDO does
not resemble their positions in the underlay topology accurately resulting in higher
RDP and stress. Further experiments show that if other peers are also allowed to
perform random walks periodically the degradation can be avoided.

4.6.3 Performance of Event Routing

We evaluate three aspects of our event routing approach: i) capability of the proposed
core selection strategies to reduce cost of event dissemination (routing cost) in com-
parison to the baseline approaches, ii) impact of increase in number of cores on the
routing cost and the control overhead and, iii) adaptability to dynamic changes in the
workload.

We compare our work against three baseline approaches: i) random (Rand), ii)
similarity-based (Sim), and iii) delay-based (MST ). The first two are core-based ap-
proaches. Rand selects kC random peers as cores, whereas Sim selects cores solely
based on the similarity between the peers to produce/consume similar events. The
third approach MST maintains a minimum delay spanning tree for the routing of
events. Moreover, we implement an optimal routing (OPT ) algorithm that uses separ-
ate shortest path routing trees for the dissemination of each published event [MSRS09].

4.6.3.1 Core Selection Strategies

Figure 4.9 shows the routing efficiency of the proposed core selection strategies and the
baseline approaches in comparison to OPT. More precisely, the efficiency of a routing
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approach (or a strategy) is defined as the ratio of the event routing cost (cf. Sec-
tion 4.2) incurred by the approach (or the strategy) to the cost of routing events using
OPT. To measure the routing cost around 2000 events are disseminated in the sys-
tem. Clearly, a lower value for routing efficiency means better approach. The figure
depicts that SPath performs better than all other strategies mainly because it uses
the global knowledge. However, interestingly SPotent strategy which only exploits the
local knowledge to select cores, performs almost similar to the global knowledge based
MaxPath strategy. Moreover, all the approaches perform consistently better in case
the subscription/event workload follows interest popularity model (i.e., WL2). This is
because the subscriptions associated with an interest hotspot consume similar events
and placing such subscriptions nearby in the routing tree limits event dissemination to
a certain region saving routing cost, whereas for uniformly distributed workload the
improvement from nearby placement of the subscriptions consuming similar events is
relatively small. For the same reason, Sim achieves better efficiency than Rand for
zipfian workload (WL2), whereas both Sim and Rand perform almost same in the case
of uniform workload (WL1). Another interesting observation is that MST performs
even worse than Rand. This is because MST only considers the TDO links with lowest
delays, while Rand additionally takes into account the even traffic consumed by the
peers (for connecting them to the closest cores) to further reduce the cost of event
dissemination.

4.6.3.2 Impact of Core Size

Figure 4.10(a) depicts the influence of the number of cores on the communication cost
to forward subscriptions as well as route events from the publishers to the interested
subscribers. The trend shows that the cost increases with the increase in the number
of cores. This is because all the cores in C are connected with each other through
the shortest weighted path tree rooted at the core ch with the highest votes (cf. Sec-
tion 4.5.2). The SPTch may not represent shortest (weighted) paths between all pairs of
cores in C and therefore, the communication (such as event dissemination or subscrip-
tion forwarding) between two peers p and q with different relays (cores) incurs higher
cost due to higher weight (delay and dissimilarity in event traffic) on the path between
rel(p) and rel(q). Certainly, the communication cost can be decreased, if the cores
are connected with each other through shortest weighted paths. Figure 4.10(b) illus-
trates this point by showing that in the presence of APSP (All pairs shortest weighted
paths) between the cores, the communication cost decreases significantly with the in-
crease in the number of cores. Clearly, this reduction in cost comes at the expense
of additional control overhead due to the maintenance of kC shortest weighted path
trees. It is worth mentioning that the cores represent only a small fraction of peers
in the system (i.e., kC � N ) and therefore, control overhead is much lower in com-
parison to the maintenance of APSP w.r.t. all peers in the system. Figure 4.10(c)
depicts the control efficiency of the proposed core selection strategies w.r.t. different
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Figure 4.10: Influence of varying number of cores.

core sizes. The control efficiency is defined as the ratio of the complete message traffic
generated in the system to the number of matching events received by the peers (i.e.,
events which are matched by the subscriptions of the peers). The traffic includes all
the control overhead induced in the system during leader election, selection of cores,
maintenance of SPTs to connect peers and cores in the routing overlay, subscription
forwarding and event dissemination. The control efficiency of 1.0 indicates ideal sys-
tem, whereby events are directly delivered to all the peers with matching subscriptions
without incurring any unnecessary message overhead. Figure 4.10(c) shows that the
control efficiency decreases (or in other words more control overhead is generated)
with the increase in core size, mainly due to the maintenance of kC shortest path trees.
However, the control efficiency of the proposed core selection strategies is still better
than MST approach. This is because MST approach does not take into account the
event traffic consumed/produced by the peers during the construction of routing over-
lay and therefore, experiences high control overhead during subscription forwarding
and event dissemination. Figure 4.10(d) depicts that RDP experienced by the routing
overlay lowers with the increase in core size, as expected. Interestingly, MST approach
although maintaining low delay links experiences significantly high RDP e.g., 93% in-
crease in RDP in comparison to CNeigh strategies with 32 cores. This is due to the
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Figure 4.11: Adaptability of routing overlay to continuous churn.

fact that the selection of minimum delay links alone does not guarantee low end-to-end
delays between the peers [WC04]. Finally, Figures 4.10(b) and (d) show that SPo-
tent outperforms CNeigh for smaller number of cores, while the later performs slightly
better with the increase in core size.

4.6.3.3 Adaptability to the Changes in Workload

Figures 4.11(a) and (b) show the behaviour of the system in the presence of continu-
ously arriving and leaving subscribers. The churn is introduced in the system after
the dissemination of every 100 events. The percentage of churn is relative to the total
number of peers in the system, as described in Section 4.6.2. During the experiment,
SPotent is used as the core selection strategy and subscriptions/events workload is gen-
erated using zipfian distribution (WL2). Nevertheless, similar trends are observed for
other core selection strategies and uniformly distributed subscriptions/events workload
(WL1).

Figure 4.11(a) shows that the cost of event routing increases as more and more events
(up to 2000) are disseminated in the system. This is because the joins and leaves of
peers (due to churn) are only handled locally to reduce the control overhead (cf. Sec-
tion 4.5.3) and as a consequence, the routing overlay degrades overtime resulting in
higher routing cost. Figure 4.11(b) shows the control overhead in terms of the number
of overall messages in the system. A slight increase in the control overhead for higher
percentages of churn is due to the local handling of peer dynamics, as mentioned above.
After every 2000 events, complete recalculation of the routing overlay is initiated by
the leader, which significantly lowers the routing cost, as shown in Figure 4.11(a).
Moreover, Figure 4.11(b) depicts that immediately after the leader initiated recalcula-
tion of the routing overlay, the control overhead rises considerably for a small transient
period. However, the new routing overlay obtained after the transient period consumes
almost identical control traffic.
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4.7 Related Work

The related work to our contributions in this chapter can be classified into three areas:
i) publish/subscribe systems, ii) topology-aware overlay networks, and iii) spanning
tree optimizations in graph theory.

4.7.1 Publish/Subscribe Systems

In the recent past, several content-based publish/subscribe systems have been proposed
with the aim to provide communication efficient routing of events from the publishers
to the subscribers. Many of these systems [BFPB10, VRKS06, LHLJ12, GaR03] focus
on minimizing bandwidth usage by clustering subscribers according to their interests,
without taking into account the properties of the underlying physical network. As
shown in Example 1, these systems could be suboptimal with respect to the com-
munication overhead and end-to-end delays. We omit the details of these clustering
systems here, since they have been discussed comprehensively in the Section 3.7. Few
systems [MSRS09, JPMH07, PAc+06, YAY11] consider underlay related QoS metrics
such as end-to-end delay, data rate, loss rate etc., to optimize publish/subscribe over-
lay for efficient routing of events.

Jaeger et al. [JPMH07] address organization of brokers in an overlay network to achieve
better (event routing) efficiency on both, the content-based and the network layer.
They prove that finding the optimal broker network is NP-hard even in static settings
and develop a distributed heuristic that continuously adjusts the position of brokers
in an overlay network based on the i) communication cost of the underlay links, ii)
processing cost of the brokers, and iii) event traffic matched between the brokers. The
heuristic relies on the local knowledge available to each broker and runs in two phases.
In the evaluation phase, each broker independently decides about the possibility of
adding or removing a link in the overlay network, whereas the consensus phase is
required to implement the decisions made during the evaluation phase in a distributed
manner. The proposed heuristic however, assumes that the brokers cannot fail or
leave the system, e.g., during the consensus phase, which is not true for P2P-based
environments.

Majumder et al. [MSRS09] propose an approach that constructs multiple trees to dis-
tributed events in a content-based publish/subscribe system, in an efficient and scalable
manner. Subscriptions are partitioned into groups by using a greedy clustering strategy
and a separate tree is maintained for each subscription group. The construction of a
tree is formulated as a generalized Steiner tree problem and an approximation al-
gorithm is developed to build trees with communication cost at most poly-logarithmic
factor of the optimum. However, the proposed approach assumes the availability of
the content-based workload (subscriptions and matched events) and the properties
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of the underlying network at a central coordinator, which hinders its applicability in
P2P-based publish/subscribe systems.

Similarly, XPort [PAc+06] targets the construction of an event distribution tree that
can be optimized according to the application-defined metrics. Applications specify
optimization metrics as a combination of network and processing costs, e.g., minimize
average path delay to the root. XPort develops a two level aggregation framework to
calculate the (event distribution or routing) cost of the tree for a given optimization
metric. The first level computes the local (network and/or processing) cost of each
node (or broker) in the system. The second level calculates the overall cost of the
tree as an aggregation e.g., sum, average, min, variance etc., of the local node costs.
Subsequently, XPort provides a set of transformation rules, which iteratively adapts the
structure of the tree to converge to a minimal cost configuration. The transformation
rules however, can only work for a single source publish/subscribe system.

Finally, some existing publish/subscribe systems [SB07,SDB08,ECG09] address reliable
delivery of events by explicitly taking into account the router-level topology of the
underlying network. Generally, these systems rely on the redundancy in the underlay
paths between publishers and subscribers to provide resilience against the network
failures. In contrast to our work, these systems assume that the topology information
is somehow available. Moreover, the QoS metrics such as delay and bandwidth which
are focused in this chapter are not addressed.

4.7.2 Topology-aware Overlay Networks

Previous research in the area of Application Layer Multicast (ALM) has shown that
the knowledge of the underlying (router-level) network topology is beneficial to achieve
low physical link stress, low RDP and high bandwidth data dissemination [JTC08a,
JYCW07, JWC05, KF02, CN05, PWF07, ZL08]. Likewise, Abboud et al. [AKG+09]
highlight the impact of underlay-awareness on different performance aspects of P2P
overlay networks.

Zhu et al. [ZLP09] address the problem of constructing a high bandwidth overlay for
ALM. The links in an overlay network are usually correlated and share the capacities
(bandwidth) of the underlying physical links. The authors introduce an overlay model
(named as linear capacity constraints – LCC) that incorporates the capacity correl-
ations between the overlay links to identify hidden shared bottlenecks [ZL08]. They
prove that the problem of constructing a high bandwidth tree using LCC model is
NP-hard and propose a distributed heuristic, which incrementally improves the band-
width of the ALM tree by replacing the lower bandwidth overlay links with the higher
bandwidth links.

Similarly, Jin el al. [JYCW07] also target the problem of maximizing the bandwidth
for P2P video streaming. In particular, two closely related problems are addressed, i.e.,
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the maximum bandwidth multicast tree (MBMT) and the minimum stress multicast
tree (MSMT). The authors prove that both the problems are NP-hard and propose
approximation algorithms. However, the approximation algorithms are centralized and
assume the availability of the complete knowledge about the router-level topology of
the underlying network.

FAT (FAST Application-layer Tree) [JWC05] uses underlay route inference tools such
as traceroute, to discover router-level underlay topology and build a multicast tree
on top of discovered topology to achieve high bandwidth and low RDP. A heuristic,
named Max-Delta, is employed to discover the underlay topology in an efficient and
scalable manner. The Max-Delta heuristic utilizes network coordinate systems such
as Vivaldi [DCKM04], Lighthouses [PCW+03] or ICS [LHC03], to detect undiscovered
links in the underlay and thereby avoids unnecessary overhead by performing only
those traceroute measurements, which increase the accuracy of the discovered underlay
topology, i.e., increase the discovery of new underlay links. For its correct functioning,
Max-Delta heuristic requires global knowledge about the already discovered underlay
topology and the network coordinates of the peers, which hinders its scalability to
large scenarios. MLink heuristic proposed in this chapter is adopted from the Max-
Delta heuristic. In particular, we modified the Max-Delta to operate in a completely
decentralized environment and without the use of network coordinates.

4.7.3 Graph Theory

A huge amount of graph theory literature is available on spanning tree related optimiz-
ation problems [WC04] such as Minimum Routing Cost Spanning Tree (MRCT) [CR08]
or Optimum Communication Spanning Tree (OCT) [Hu74]. The event routing problem
(cf. Section 4.2) addressed in this chapter is a generalization of MRCT problem and
can be mapped to an OCT problem.

The most comprehensive work in this context is performed by Wu el al. [WCT00b,
Wu02, WCT00a, Wu04]. The authors develop several approximation algorithms for
MRCT and OCT problems. However, the main motivation of their work is to prove the
existence of several approximation ratios, rather than to develop efficient algorithms.

Wong et al. [Won80] develop a 2-approximation algorithm for the MRCT problem.
The Wong’s algorithm computes shortest path tree for all vertices (or nodes) in the
input graph and selects the tree with the lowest cost as MRCT. Similarly, Grout et
al. [Gro05] propose a greedy algorithm for building the MRCT that minimizes the
number of relay vertices by promoting the vertices with higher degree (higher adjacent
edges) to be included in the spanning tree. The Grout’s algorithm however, only gives
good result for homogeneous graphs where all the edges have unit distance (or weight).
Most recently, Campos et al. [CR08] propose a centralized heuristic, which modifies the
Prim’s well known minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm to construct MRCT. The
Prim’s algorithm uses only distances between the vertices in the graph to construct
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MST. The authors change the Prim’s algorithm to use three parameters, i) degree of
a vertex, ii) sum of adjacent edge distances and iii) maximum adjacent edge distance,
for the selection of vertices to be included in the spanning tree.

Nevertheless, all these MRCT approaches cannot be applied for event routing in a
content-based publish/subscribe system, because their focus is to minimize the pairwise
distances between the vertices in the input graph without any consideration to the
traffic requirements between those vertices. Moreover, these approaches are centralized
and are not targeted to handle continuously evolving workload as is the case in P2P-
based systems.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an approach that exploits the knowledge of event
traffic, user subscriptions and the router-level topology of the underlying physical
network to achieve scalable and communication efficient dissemination of events in
a content-based publish/subscribe system.

For this purpose, we have developed methods to discover underlay topology between
subscribers and publishers in the system. To reduce discovery overhead and main-
tain topology information in a distributed manner, our proposed methods construct
a Topology Discovery Overlay (TDO), whereby peers are connected according to the
overlapping in the underlay routes.

Afterwards, the information of the discovered topology and the proximity between the
peer to receive or produce similar events is used to build publish/subscribe routing
overlay. In particular, we have proposed different core selection strategies (exploiting
global and local knowledge) to facilitate the construction of a communication efficient
event routing overlay on top of TDO.

The evaluations show that for Internet-like topologies, the proposed topology discovery
methods are capable of modelling an underlay in an efficient and accurate manner.
For instance, the baseline approach which does not take into account the underlay
topology experiences up to 39% rise in RDP and 30% higher stress on the physical
links. Moreover, the proposed core-based approach yields a significant reduction in
event routing cost in comparison to the state of the art. For example, the routing cost
is lowered up to 34% and 30% for the SPotent and the CNeigh strategies with single
cores respectively, as compared to the widely used minimum spanning tree (MST)
based routing approach. Nevertheless, the routing cost is further decreased up to 47%
and 49% for the two respective strategies (SPotent and CNeigh) in the presence of 32
cores.
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Chapter 5
Security

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we focus on providing the basis security mechanisms such as access
control, confidentiality and integrity in a content-based publish/subscribe system.

Access control in the context of publish/subscribe system means that only authentic-
ated publishers are allowed to disseminate events in the network and those events are
only delivered to authorized subscribers. Similarly, the content of events should not
be exposed to the routing infrastructure and a subscriber should receive all relevant
events without revealing its subscription to the system. These security issues are not
trivial to solve in a content-based publish/subscribe system and new mechanisms are
needed to route encrypted events to subscribers without knowing their subscriptions
and to allow subscribers and publishers authenticate each other without knowing each
other.

In the past, most research has focused on providing expressive and scalable pub-
lish/subscribe systems. So far little attention has been given to security issues. Exist-
ing approaches towards secure publish/subscribe systems mostly rely on the presence
of a traditional static broker network [RR06, BESP08, IRC10, SLI11, CGB10, PEB07,
NSB12]. These either address security under restricted expressiveness by providing se-
curity for topic-based publish/subscribe [SL05,SÖM09] or rely on a network of trusted
brokers [Pie04,OP01,PEB07,Khu05]. Few recent systems target security in untrusted
broker environments [SLI11,CGB10]. However, as mentioned by Nabeel et al. [NSB12],
these support weaker security and provide inaccurate event routing due to limited abil-
ity of brokers to perform content-based matching. Furthermore, existing approaches
use coarse grain epoch-based key management and cannot provide fine grain access
control in a scalable manner [SL05, RR06, SL07]. Nevertheless, security in broker-less
publish/subscribe systems, where the subscribers are clustered according to their sub-
scriptions have not been discussed yet in literature.
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In this chapter, we present a new approach to provide authentication, confidentiality
and integrity in a broker-less publish/subscribe system [TKAR10]. Our approach al-
lows subscribers to maintain credentials according to their subscriptions. Private keys
assigned to the subscribers are labelled with the credentials. A publisher associates
each encrypted event with a set of credentials. We adapted Identity-based encryption
mechanisms [BSW07, GPSW06], i) to ensure that a particular subscriber can decrypt
an event only if there is a match between the credentials associated with the event
and the key and, ii) to allow subscribers to verify the authenticity of received events.
Furthermore, we address the issue of subscription confidentiality in the presence of
semantic clustering of subscribers. A weaker notion of subscription confidentiality is
defined and a secure overlay maintenance protocol is designed to preserve the weak
subscription confidentiality. Finally, the evaluations demonstrate the viability of the
proposed security mechanisms.

5.2 System Model and Background

5.2.1 Content-based Publish/Subscribe

For the routing of events from publishers to the relevant subscribers we use the content-
based data model, which is similar to that defined in Section 2.2. The event space,
denoted by Ω, is composed of a global ordered set of d distinct attributes (Ai): Ω =
{A1, A2, . . . , Ad}. Each attribute Ai is characterized by a unique name, its data type and
its domain. The data type can be any ordered type such as integer, floating point and
character strings. The domain describes the range [Li, Ui] of possible attribute values.
A subscription filter f is a conjunction of predicates, i.e., f = {Pred1 ∧ Pred2... ∧
Pred j}. Pred i is defined as a tuple (Ai,Opi, v i), where Opi denotes an operator and v i
a value. The operator Opi typically includes equality and range operations for numeric
attributes and prefix/suffix operations for strings. An event consists of attributes
and associated values. An event is matched against a subscription f (and subsequently
delivered to the subscriber), if and only if the values of attributes in the event satisfy the
corresponding constraints imposed by the subscription. The subscription containment
relationship can be defined similar to Section 3.2. Let Ef1 and Ef2 denote the sets of
events matching the subscriptions f1 and f2, respectively. Then f1 is said to be covered
by the subscription f2, iff Ef1 ⊆ Ef2 holds.

We consider publish/subscribe in a setting where there exists no dedicated broker
infrastructure. Publishers and subscribers contribute as peers to the maintenance of a
self-organizing overlay structure. Peers can join the overlay by contacting an arbitrary
peer and thereafter subscribe and publish events. In order to authenticate publishers
we use the concept of advertisements in which a publisher announces beforehand the
set of events which it intends to publish.
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5.2.2 Attacker Model

Our attacker model is similar to the commonly used honest-but-curious model [SL06,
SL07, SÖM09]. There are two types of entities in the system: publishers and sub-
scribers. Both types of entities are computationally bounded. Moreover, all the peers
(publishers or subscribers) participating in the publish/subscribe overlay network are
honest and do not deviate from the designed protocol, i.e., they route the events accord-
ing to the protocol and do not drop events or forward them in a wrong manner [SÖM09].
Likewise, authorized publishers only disseminate valid events in the system. However,
malicious publishers may masquerade the authorized publishers and spam the overlay
network with fake and duplicate events. We do not intend to solve the digital copyright
problem. Therefore we assume that authorized subscribers do not reveal the content
of successfully decrypted events to other subscribers.

Subscribers are however curious to discover the subscriptions of other subscribers and
published events to which they are not authorized to subscribe. Similarly, curious pub-
lishers may be interested to read events published in the system. Furthermore, passive
attackers outside the publish/subscribe overlay network can eavesdrop the communic-
ation and try to discover content of events and subscriptions.

Finally, we assume presence of secure channels for the distribution of keys from the
key server to the publishers and subscribers. A secure channel can be easily realized
by using transport layer mechanisms such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) [DR08,
TP11] or Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [FKK11]. No other requirement is placed on the
underlying network infrastructure regarding confidentiality, authenticity or integrity of
exchanged data.

5.2.3 Security Goals and Requirements

The proposed secure publish/subscribe system has fundamentally two set of goals, i.e.,
security goals and scalability goals.

Authentication of Publishers and Subscribers: In order to avoid non-eligible publica-
tions only authorized publishers should be able to publish events in the system. Sim-
ilarly, subscribers should only receive those messages to which they are authorized to
subscribe.

Confidentiality and Integrity of Events: The events should only be visible to authorized
subscribers and should be protected from illegal modifications.

Confidentiality of Subscriptions: The authorized subscribers should receive events
matching their interests without revealing their subscriptions. Subscription integrity
mandates that a subscriber should receive all those events which match its subscription
and which are published by authorized publishers. In this chapter, we do not intend
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to solve event drop-based denial of service (DoS) attacks and therefore, we only focus
on providing subscription confidentiality.

Apart from the security goals, the secure publish/subscribe system should scale with
the number of subscribers in the system. Three aspects are important to preserve
scalability: i) the number of keys to be managed and the cost of subscription should
be independent of the number of subscribers in the system, ii) the key server and
subscribers should maintain small and constant numbers of keys per subscription, iii)
the re-keying overhead should be minimized without compromising the fine grained
access control.

5.2.4 Drawbacks of Traditional Security Mechanisms

Authentication using existing public key encryption mechanisms such as PKI allows a
party to encrypt data to a particular user. Senders and receivers are strongly coupled,
i.e., before a sender can encrypt a message, the receiver must generate a public/private
key pair, sign its public key by a certificate authority and communicate it to the sender.
Furthermore, PKI is inefficient for a large number of subscribers as each event needs
to be encrypted with each subscriber’s individual public key. Therefore, a mechanism
is needed to enable any pair of users to securely communicate and verify each other’s
signatures without the need to exchange private or public keys.

It is very hard to provide subscription confidentiality in a broker-less publish/subscribe
system, where the subscribers are arranged in an overlay network according to the
containment relationship between their subscriptions. In this case, regardless of the
cryptographic primitives used, the maximum level of attainable confidentiality is very
limited. The limitation arises from the fact that a parent can decrypt every event
it forwarded to its children. Therefore, mechanisms are needed to provide a weaker
notion of confidentiality.

5.2.5 Identity-based Encryption

While a traditional PKI infrastructure requires to maintain for each identity a pri-
vate/public key pair which has to be known between communicating entities to encrypt
and decrypt messages, Identity-based encryption [Sha84, BF03] provides a promising
alternative to reduce the amount of keys to be managed.

In Identity-based encryption (IBE), any valid string which uniquely identifies a user
can be the public key of the user. A key server maintains a single pair of public and
private master keys. The master public key can be used by the sender to encrypt and
send the messages to a user with any identity, e.g., an email address. To successfully
decrypt the message, a receiver needs to obtain a private key for its identity from the
key server. Figure 5.1 shows the basic idea of using Identity-based encryption.
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Figure 5.1: Identity-based encryption.

We want to stress here that although Identity-based encryption at the first glance,
appears like a highly centralized solution, its properties are ideal for highly distributed
applications. A sender needs to know only a single master public key in order to
communicate with any identity. Similarly, a receiver only obtains private keys for its
own identities. Furthermore, an instance of central key server can be easily replicated
within the network. The replicas can function independently without having to interact
with each other. This enables key servers to be created on demand for load balancing
and reliability. Finally, a key server maintains only a single pair of master keys and
therefore, can be realized as a smart card, provided to each participant of the system.
It is interesting to note that in case of replicated key servers, changing master key
pair requires one secure transfer to each replica and therefore, the cost is in order of
the number of replicas. Smart cards on the other hand should be physically replaced.
However their use is still practical as the master key pair is usually secure and is seldom
changed.

Although Identity-based encryption has been proposed in 1984 [Sha84], only recently
pairing-based cryptography has laid the foundation of a practical implementation of
Identity-based encryption [BF01]. The main idea behind pairing-based cryptography
is to establish a mapping between two cryptographic groups. This allows reduction
of one problem in one group to a different usually easier problem in another group.
The mapping between cryptographic groups is achieved by means of bilinear maps, a
technique we also apply subsequently for establishing the basic security mechanisms in
the publish/subscribe system and therefore, introduce here the main properties.

Let G1 and G2 be cyclic group of order q, where q is some large prime. A bilinear map
is a function ê : G1 ×G1 → G2 that associates a pair of elements from G1 to elements
in G2. A bilinear map satisfies the following conditions:
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1. Bilinearity: ê(ux, vy) = ê(uy, vx) = ê(u, v)xy, for all u, v ∈ G1 and x, y ∈ Z.

2. Non-degeneracy: ê(u, v) 6= 1, for all u, v ∈ G1.

3. Computability: ê can be efficiently computed.

Suitable bilinear maps can be constructed from elliptic curves such as y2 = x3 + 1 over
finite field Fq. The following properties of bilinear maps can be easily verified. For all
u, v, h ∈ G1 and x, y, a, b ∈ Z.

• ê(u, v)x.ê(u, v)y = ê(u, v)x+y

• ê(u, v)a+b = ê(u, v)a.ê(u, v)b

• ê(u.h, v) = ê(u, v).ê(h, v)

5.3 Approach Overview

For providing security mechanisms in publish/subscribe we rely on the methods of
Identity-based encryption and adapt it in order to support many-to-many interactions
between subscribers and publishers. Publishers and subscribers interact with a key
server by providing credentials to the key server. In turn they receive keys which
fit the expressed capabilities in the credentials and thus can subsequently be used to
decrypt and sign relevant messages in the content-based publish/subscribe system. In
this case we say the credential is authorized by the key server.

Consequently, a credential consists of two parts: first a binary string which describes
the capability of a peer in publishing and receiving events, and second a proof of its
identity. The latter is used for authentication against the key server and verification
whether the capabilities match the identity of the peer. While this can happen in
a variety of ways, e.g., relying on a challenge/response scheme, hardware support,
etc., we pay attention mainly at expressing the capabilities of a credential, i.e., how
subscribers and publishers can create a credential. This process needs to account for
the many possibilities to partition the set of events expressed by an advertisement or
subscription and exploits overlaps in subscriptions and publications. Subsequently, we
use the term credential only for referring to the capability string of a credential.

The keys allotted to publishers and subscribers, and the ciphertexts are assigned (or
encoded with) credentials. In particular, the Identity-based encryption ensures that a
particular key can decrypt a particular ciphertext only if there is a match between the
credentials of the ciphertext and the key. Publishers and subscribers maintain separate
private keys for each authorized credential.

The public keys are generated by a string concatenation of an credential, an epoch for
key revocation, a symbol ∈ {SUB ,PUB} distinguishing publishers from subscribers,
and some additional parameters described in Section 5.5. The public keys can be easily
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Figure 5.2: Approach overview: Publisher has credentials to publish events with two
attributes A and B, Subscriber s6 has credentials to receive events with
attribute A.

generated by any peer without contacting the key server or other peers in the system.∗

Similarly, encryption of events and their verification using public keys do not require
any interaction.

Due to the loose coupling between publishers and subscribers, a publisher does not
know the set of relevant subscribers in the system. Therefore, a published event is
encrypted with the public key of all possible credentials, which authorizes a subscriber
to successfully decrypt the event. The ciphertexts of the encrypted event are then
signed with the private key of the publisher, as shown in Figure 5.2.

The overlay network is organized according to the containment relationship between
the subscriptions. Subscribers with coarser subscriptions are placed near the root and
forward events to the subscribers with less coarser subscriptions. To maintain such a
topology each subscriber should know the subscription of its parent and child peers.
When a new subscriber arrives, it sends the connection request along with its subscrip-

∗The authenticity of the public keys is guaranteed implicitly as long as the transport of the private
keys to the corresponding users are kept secure.
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tion to a random peer in the overlay network. The connection request is forwarded by
possibly many peers in the overlay network before it reaches the right peer to connect.
Each forwarding peer matches the subscription in the request with the subscription of
its parent and child peers to decide the forwarding direction. Maintaining a relation-
ship between subscriptions clearly contradicts subscription confidentiality. Therefore,
we proposed an approach to ensure a weaker notion of subscription confidentiality in
Section 5.6.

This section has introduced only the main steps in establishing security. The sub-
sequent sections discuss i) how to create credentials systematically to support scalabil-
ity (cf. Section 5.4), ii) how the authentication of publishers and subscribers as well as
confidentiality and integrity of events is achieved (cf. Section 5.5), and iii) how the pub-
lish/subscribe overlay is maintained and a weak notion of subscription confidentiality
is preserved (cf. Section 5.6).

5.4 Creation of Credentials

In the following, we will first describe the creation of credentials for numeric and
string attributes. Further extensions to handle complex subscriptions are discussed
subsequently.

5.4.1 Numeric Attributes

The event space, composed of d distinct numeric attributes can be geometrically mod-
elled as a d-dimensional space such that each attribute represents a dimension in the
space (cf. Section 2.2). Subscriptions and advertisements are represented by hyper-
rectangles in the space, whereas published events represent points.

With the spatial indexing approach, the event space is hierarchically decomposed into
regular sub-spaces, which serve as enclosing approximations for the subscriptions and
advertisements, as detailed in Section 2.3. The decomposition procedure divides the
domain of one dimension after the other and recursively starts over in the created sub-
spaces. For example, a 2-dimensional event space is first divided in dimension d1 into
two sub-spaces, then in dimension d2 into four sub-spaces, then again in dimension d1

into eight sub-spaces and so on. In general, the number of finest granularity (smallest)
sub-spaces created by decomposing a d-dimensional space is equal to

∏d
i=1 Zi, where

Zi = Ui−Li
Granularity(i)

and Granularity(i) defines the smallest addressable value of the
attribute Ai.

Subscription or advertisement of a peer can be composed of several sub-spaces. A
credential is assigned for each of the mapped sub-space. An event can be approximated
by the smallest (finest granularity) sub-space that encloses the point represented by
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it. To deliver the encrypted event a ciphertext must be generated for each sub-space
that encloses the event so that the peer whose subscription mapped to any of these
sub-spaces should be able to successfully decrypt the event. An event dze matches
(is enclosed in) a sub-space dzs, if dze is covered by dzs. In general, the number of
sub-spaces matched by an event dze is in the order of log2(

∏d
i=1 Zi) and is equal to

|dze|+ 1. For example, an event 0010 is matched by the five sub-spaces 0010, 001, 00, 0
and ε.

For an event space with a large set of numeric attributes, the number of mapped sub-
spaces and therefore, credentials for a subscription can be very large. This affects the
scalability of the system in terms of space required to store the keys, computational
cost at the key server and communication cost between the key server and the peers.
There are three possibilities to mitigate this problem. The first possibility is to allow a
coarsening of individual subscriptions by mapping to a smaller set of bigger sub-spaces.
For example, f2 in Figure 2.2, originally mapped to the sub-spaces {000, 010}, can be
coarsened by mapping to the sub-space 0 (cf. Section 2.3). The coarsened sub-space
encloses more events and therefore, a peer can decrypt more events than authorized
by the original subscription. The second possibility is to reduce the granularity of
each attribute but it affects the expressiveness of all the subscriptions. For example, if
the finest addressable value of a numeric attribute is 8 then range such as [1, 5] is not
possible.

A third and better possibility to reduce the number of credentials is to decompose the
domain of each attribute into sub-spaces separately. The spatial indexing procedure is
the same as above; however, in this case a separate decomposition tree is built for each
attribute. Each peer receives credentials separately for each attribute in its subscrip-
tion. The number of credentials maintained for each subscription or advertisement is
bounded by

∑d
i=1 log2(Zi). Similarly, the number of sub-spaces matched by an event

are
∑d

i=1 log2(Zi). In our system, we used the third approach.†

5.4.2 String Attributes

The above spatial indexing technique can work with any ordered data type with a
known domain. String attributes usually have a maximum number of characters. This
allows them to have known bounds. They can be linearised by hashing or other linear-
isation mechanisms and thus can also be indexed [TKK+11,MJ07].

Credentials for more expressive string operations such as prefix matching can be gen-
erated using a trie. A trie is an ordered data structure for storing strings in a way
that allows fast string lookup and prefix matching. Each node in the trie is labelled

†Similar strategy is employed by Shi et al. [SBC+07] to provide multi-dimensional range queries
over encrypted data. However, their cryptographic methods are more costly than those proposed in
this chapter (cf. Section 5.8).
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Figure 5.3: Prefix matching.

with a string, which serves as a common prefix to all its descendants, as shown in
Figure 5.3. Each peer is assigned a single credential, which is the same as its subscrip-
tion or advertisement. Events correspond to the leaf nodes of the trie. To deliver an
encrypted event a ciphertext must be generated with the label of each node in the path
from the leaf to the root of the trie, so that a peer whose subscription matches any
of the labels should be able to successfully decrypt the event. In general, the number
of nodes on the longest path from a leaf to the root of a trie associated with a string
attribute Ai is equal to Li, where Li is the length of the longest label assigned to a
leaf node. Similar mechanism can be used to generate credentials for suffix matching.
Likewise, credentials can also be generated for other attribute types such as concept
hierarchies [SLI11], however, they will not be discussed in this chapter.

5.4.3 Complex Subscriptions

For a complex subscription with predicates on different attributes, a subscriber receives
separate credentials and thus keys for each attribute. Using these keys, a subscriber
should be able to successfully decrypt any event with the corresponding attributes if
it is authorized to read the values associated with the attributes. Any cryptographic
primitive can be easily used for this purpose. For example, similar to PSGuard [SL06],
the keys for individual attributes can be XORed together and hashed to get the actual
key for decrypting the event.

In a content-based publish/subscribe system, a subscription defines a conjunction on
predicates. An event matches a subscription if and only if all of the predicates in
the subscription are satisfied. To ensure event confidentiality, a subscriber must not
be able to successfully decrypt any event which matches only parts of its subscrip-
tions. However, assigning keys for individual attributes and XOR based decryp-
tion does not prevent this behaviour. For example, consider a subscriber with two
subscriptions f1 = {Area = [10, 20] ∧ location = Stuttgart} and f2 = {Area =
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[40, 80] ∧ location = London}. If the credentials and therefore keys are assigned
for individual attributes then the subscriber can also decrypt the events matching
the subscriptions f3 = {Area = [10, 20] ∧ location = London} and f4 = {Area =
[40, 80] ∧ location = Stuttgart}. Although he is not authorized to read events match-
ing the subscriptions f3 and f4. To properly ensure event confidentiality, all the keys
associated with a subscription should be bound together, so that keys associated with
different subscriptions should not be combined together.

5.5 Publisher/Subscriber Authentication and Event Confidentiality

In this section, we will describe the construction of security methods to achieve au-
thentication of publishers and subscribers as well as confidentiality and integrity of
events.

One naive solution would be to directly use the techniques from PKI by assigning
public/private key pair to each credential. Publishers and subscribers can contact
key server to obtain the public/private key pairs that corresponds to their credentials.
However, PKI does not provide a mechanism to bind together the public/private key
pairs associated with the same subscription (cf. Section 5.4.3) and therefore, cannot
be used.

The security methods described in this section are built upon Attribute-based en-
cryption [BSW07,GPSW06], which is a general form of Identity-based encryption. In
particular, we adapted the Ciphertext-policy Attribute-based encryption (in short CP-
ABE) scheme proposed by Benthencourt et al. [BSW07] to our requirements. More
precisely, our modifications, i) allow publishers to sign and encrypt events at the same
time by using the idea of Identity-based signcryption proposed by Yu et al. [YYSZ09],
ii) enable efficient routing of encrypted events (from publishers to subscribers) by using
the idea of searchable encryption proposed by Boneh et al. [BCOP04] and, iii) allow
subscribers to verify the signatures associated with all the attributes (of an event)
simultaneously. Our modifications do not change the basic structure of the CP-ABE
scheme and preserve the same security strength, as discussed in Section 5.5.6.

5.5.1 Security Parameters and Initialization

Let G1 and G2 denote the bilinear groups of prime order q, i.e., |G1| = |G2| = q,
ê : G1× G1 → G2 denotes an admissible bilinear map and g denotes a generator in G1.
Moreover, let H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nu , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}nm , H3 : {0, 1}∗ → G1,
and H4 : G2 → {0, 1}log q designate collusion resistant cryptographic hash functions.

The initialization algorithm i) chooses α, ϕ ∈ Zq, ii) computes g1 = gα and h = gϕ, iii)
chooses g2, u

′,m′ ∈ G1, and iv) selects vectors ~u = (ui) and ~m = (mi) of length nu and
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Figure 5.4: Key generation for publishers.

nm respectively with every element chosen uniformly at random from G1. The Master
Public Key MPu is published as:

MPu = (ê, g, g1, g2, h, u
′,m′, ~u, ~m)

This master public key is known to every peer in the system and is used for encryption
and signature verification. The Master Private key MPr is (ϕ, gα2 ), and is only known to
the key server. The master private key is used for generating private keys for publishers
and subscribers.

5.5.2 Key Generation for Publishers

Before starting to publish events, a publisher contacts the key server along with the
credentials for each attribute in its advertisement. If the publisher is allowed to publish
events according to its credentials, the key server will generate separate private keys
for each credential. Let Cred i,j denotes the credential with label j for the attribute Ai,
e.g., CredTemp,0 represents credential 0 of attribute Temp, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Public Key: The public key of a publisher p for credential Cred i,j is generated as:

Pupi,j := (Cred i,j || Ai || PUB || Epoch)

where the symbol PUB ∈ {SUB ,PUB} indicates that the public key is associated with
a publisher and the Epoch specifies the time window of key validity. As mentioned
later in Section 5.5.3, a different symbol SUB is used in the public keys for subscribers
to ensure that the keys used for the verification of valid events (i.e., authentication of
publishers) are different from the ones used to provide event confidentiality.

Private Keys: The key server will generate the corresponding private keys as follows.
For each credential Cred i,j and a publisher p, let vp = H1(Pupi,j) be a bit string of
length nu and let vp[k] denotes the kth bit. Let Γi,j ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , nu} be the set of all k
for which vp[k] = 1. The key server chooses γi,j ∈ Zq at random and computes:

Prpi,j :=

gα2
u′ ∏

k∈Γi,j

uk

γi,j

, gγi,j

 =:
(
Prpi,j[1], P rpi,j[2]

)
Figure 5.4 shows the generation of public and private keys for a publisher.

5.5.3 Key Generation for Subscribers

Similarly, to receive events matching its subscription, a subscriber contacts the key
server and receives the private keys for the credentials associated with each attribute
Ai.

Public Key: In case of subscribers, the public key for a credential Cred i,j is given as:

Pusi,j := (Cred i,j || Ai || SUB || Epoch)

Private Keys: The private keys are generated as follows. The key server chooses
γs ∈ Zq at random. The same γs is used for all credentials associated with a sub-
scription. For each credential Cred i,j, it calculates Γi,j similar to the publisher’s case
(cf. Section 5.5.2), chooses γi,j ∈ Zq and computes:

Prsi,j :=

gγs2

u′ ∏
k∈Γi,j

uk

γi,j

, gγi,j , H3

u′ ∏
k∈Γi,j

uk

ϕ =:
(
Prsi,j[1], P rsi,j[2], P rsi,j[3]

)

Furthermore, a credential independent key Prs[4] = g
γs+α
ϕ

2 is generated. Later we will
see that γs along with Prs[4] is needed to bind the keys/credentials of a subscription
together.
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It is worth mentioning that the key Prsi,j[3] (unlike other keys, i.e., Prsi,j[1], Prsi,j[2]
and Prs[4]) is not used to decrypt events. In our construction, both the content and
the credentials of an event are encrypted to ensure confidentiality, as described in
Section 5.5.4. This makes it infeasible to route events from publishers to subscribers
in a publish/subscribe overlay network. The Prsi,j[3] keys assigned to a subscription
f provide peers in the publish/subscribe overlay network the ability to make routing
decisions by testing (without decrypting an event) whether the credentials associated
with an encrypted event match the credentials of the subscription f (cf. Section 5.5.5).
In other words, Prsi,j[3] keys enable credential search on encrypted events.

5.5.4 Publishing Events

To ensure confidentiality a publisher p encrypts an event message before publishing
it. Moreover, to permit subscribers to verify the authenticity and integrity of the
encrypted event message, it is signed using the private keys of the publisher p. In the
following, we show the (cryptographic) steps performed by the publisher p to encrypt
and sign an event message M .

5.5.4.1 Encryption

To encrypt an event message M , a publisher p chooses bi ∈ Zq at random for each

attribute Ai of the event, such that b =
∑d

i=1 bi.
‡ These random values ensure that

only the subscribers who have matching credentials for each of the attributes should be
able to decrypt the event. Furthermore, the publisher generates a fixed length random
key SK for each event.

More precisely, the publisher uses parameters from the master public key MPu and
generates the ciphertexts for the event as follows.

• Step 1: Compute:

CT1 = ê(g1, g2)bSK, CT2 = hb and CT3 = BlockCipher(Msg ||0∗)SK

where Msg = (M, {Pupi,j}) defines a record that includes, i) the actual event message
M and, ii) the public keys of the credentials which authorize the publisher p to send
the event.

The cost of asymmetric encryption generally increases with the size of the plaintext.
Therefore, only a fixed length random key SK is encrypted using the private keys
of publisher. The record Msg is encrypted with a symmetric encryption algorithm
such as AES [MVM09], Serpent [KKS00] or Triple DES [BB12], using key SK.

‡Lagrange interpolating polynomial mechanism [GPSW06, CHH10] can also be used in place of
randomization.
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During decryption, a subscriber does not know about the credentials with which
the event is encrypted and cannot tell in advance whether he is authorized to read
the event message. Therefore, to enable the subscribers to detect the successful
decryption of events, Msg is appended with a predefined number of zeros (Msg ||0∗).
Alternatively, hash of Msg , i.e., H2(Msg), can be included in the ciphertext to serve
the same purpose.

Moreover, Msg includes the public keys of the publisher in addition to the event
message M , as mentioned earlier. The inclusion of these public keys increases the
efficiency of signature verification process (cf. Section 5.5.5.2) at the expense of a
small increase in the ciphertext size (one public key per attribute).

• Step 2: For each attribute Ai, compute CTi = gbi . The CTi ciphertexts along with
CT

′
i,j (created in Step 3 ) are used for the routing of encrypted events. In particular,

the ciphertexts CTi and CT
′
i,j are constructed according to the searchable encryp-

tion scheme of Boneh et al. [BCOP04] and hence enable credential search on encryp-
ted events. Peers in the publish/subscribe overlay network route encrypted events
by matching credentials hidden in Prsi,j[3] keys of subscriptions (cf. Section 5.5.3)
against the credentials encoded in these ciphertexts, as described in Section 5.6.4.

• Step 3: For each attribute of the event, a ciphertext should be created for every
credential that matches the value associated with that attribute, so that a subscriber
with any of these credentials should be able to decrypt the event. For example, in
case of a numeric attribute with value mapped to 0000, a ciphertext should be
disseminated for the credentials 0000,000,00 and 0.

For each credential Cred i,j that matches the value of the attribute Ai, compute

CTi,j =
(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,j
uk

)bi
and CT

′
i,j = H4

(
ê
(
H3

(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,j
uk

)
, hbi

))
, where Γi,j is

calculated, as described in Section 5.5.3.

The ciphertexts are ordered according to the containment relationship (in descending
order) between their associated credentials, e.g., for the above example the order is
[CTi,0, CTi,00, CTi,000, CTi,0000].

5.5.4.2 Signature

Finally, the publisher p signs the ciphertexts using its private keys. It computes vm =
H2(M) a bit string of length nm. Let vm[k] denotes the kth bit and Γm ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , nm}
be the set of all k for which vm[k] = 1. For each attribute, the credential Cred i,j that
authorizes the publisher p to send the corresponding attribute value, p computes:

CT signi,j [1] = Prpi,j[1]

(
m′
∏
k∈Γm

mk

)bi

and CT signi,j [2] = Prpi,j[2]
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Figure 5.5: An exemplary event encrypted and signed by a publisher.

The credentials Cred i,j used for signatures are same to those included in CT3, i.e., the
public keys (of the publisher p) associated with these credentials are already included
in Msg .

Figure 5.5 shows the steps followed and the ciphertexts generated by a publisher during
the encryption and signature of an exemplary event.

5.5.5 Receiving Events

On receiving the ciphertexts from a publisher p, a subscriber s tries to decrypt the
event using its private keys. If the decryption is successful, the subscriber s then
checks the authenticity of the decrypted event by verifying the signatures (associated
with the event) using the public keys of the publisher p. In the following, we show the
cryptographic steps performed by the subscriber s to decrypt the event message M
and verify its signatures.
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5.5.5.1 Decryption

The CTi,j ciphertexts for each attribute are strictly ordered according to the con-
tainment relation between their associated credentials (cf. Section 5.5.4.1, Step 3 ),
therefore a subscriber only tries to decrypt the ciphertext whose position coincides
with the position of its credential in the containment hierarchy of the corresponding
attribute. The position of a credential can be easily determined by calculating its
length. For example, for a numeric attribute, credential 0000 occupies 4th position in
the containment hierarchy, i.e., after 0,00 and 000. Subscribers decrypt the event in
the following manner.

• Step 1: The symmetric key SK is retrieved from the ciphertext CT1 by performing
the following pairing-based cryptographic operations.

DT =

(∏d
i=1

ê(Prsi,τi [1],CTi)
ê(Prsi,τi [2],CTi,τi)

)
CT1

ê (CT2, P rs[4])
= SK (5.1)

where τi is the credential assigned to the subscriber for the attribute Ai.
§ As men-

tioned above, for each attribute Ai only the ciphertext that corresponds to the cre-
dential assigned to the subscriber is used during decryption, i.e., CTi,τi . The security
intuition as well as the correctness of the operations performed by Equation 5.1 are
discussed in Section 5.5.6.

• Step 2: Symmetric key SK is then used to recover Msg = (M, {Pupi,j}) from CT3.
The successful decryption of Msg is detected by looking for predefined number of
zeros appending the Msg record or verifying the hash of Msg , i.e., H2(Msg).

5.5.5.2 Verification

A subscriber will only accept the message if it is from an authorized publisher. To
check the authenticity of an event, subscribers use the master public key (MPu) and
perform the following steps.

• Step 1: Compute: V TL = ê
(∏d

i=1CT
sign
i,j [1], g

)
, where

∏d
i=1 CT

sign
i,j [1] represents

the product of all received CT signi,j [1] ciphertexts.

• Step 2: Compute: V TR1 =
∏d

i=1 ê (g1, g2).

§A subscriber might have many credentials for a single attribute, e.g., log2(Zi) in the worst case for
a numeric attribute Ai. Our overlay topology maintenance (cf. Section 5.6.3) and event dissemination
(cf. Section 5.6.4) mechanisms ensure that a subscriber knows the exact credential needed to decrypt
the event.
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• Step 3: Compute: V TR2 = ê
(∏d

i=1

(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,j
uk

)
,
∏d

i=1CT
sign
i,j [2]

)
, where∏d

i=1

(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,j
uk

)
represents the product of all Pupi,j in CT3 and

∏d
i=1 CT

sign
i,j [2] is

the product of all received CT signi,j [2] ciphertexts.

• Step 4: Compute: V TR3 = ê
(
m′
∏

k∈Γm
mk,

∏d
i=1CTi

)
.

The received event is authentic if the following identity holds.

V TL = V TR1 × V TR2 × V TR3

Remember, the ciphertext CT3 contains the public keys of the credentials which author-
ize the publisher to send the event. If no such public keys are included in CT3, then the
subscriber should try to authenticate the event by checking for all possible credentials
which a publisher might hold to publish the event. For example, an event with a single
numeric attribute and a value mapped to 0000 can be published by the publisher with
credentials 0000,000,00 or 0. Similarly, for prefix matching an event with label ”sea”
can be published by the publisher with credentials ”sea”, ”se” or ”s”. Therefore, in the
absence of public keys of credentials in CT3, our approach is as follows: a subscriber
checks the authenticity of the event for each attribute Ai separately¶, by verifying that
for one of the possible credentials Cred i,τ the following identity holds:

ê
(
CT signi,τ [1], g

)
= ê (g1, g2) ê

u′ ∏
k∈Γi,τ

uk, CT
sign
i,τ [2]

 ê

(
m′
∏
k∈Γm

mk, CTi

)
(5.2)

In this case, the total verification cost is
∑d

i=1 log2(Zi) and
∑d

i=1 Li for numeric and
string attributes respectively. It is interesting to note that the separate verification
for each attribute can be performed, even if the public keys are included in CT3,
however, the combined approach as described above is better because (bilinear) pairing
operations are much more expensive than multiplications. The combined approach
performs only four pairing operations, whereas 3d + 1 pairing operations are needed
for separate verification.

Table 5.1 shows the asymptotic performance of the proposed security methods. For
numeric attributes, the number of security parameters in master public key MPu is
constant, i.e., O (1), whereas the cost to sign, decrypt and verify an (encrypted) event
increases with the number of attributes in the system, i.e., O (d). It is worth noting
that the linear verification cost (i.e., O (d)) is only achievable if CT3 contains the public
keys of the credentials which authorize the publisher to send the event, as mentioned
above. Moreover, the number of private keys assigned to a subscription, the number of

¶Combined verification, as mentioned above, is not feasible here and will result in a cost of∏d
i=1 log2 Zi and

∏d
i=1 Li for numeric and string attributes respectively.
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Table 5.1: Cost of security methods.

Public Private Ciphertext Encryption Decryption Sign Verification

params keys Size cost cost cost cost

Numeric O (1) O
(∑d

i=1 log2 Zi

)
O
(∑d

i=1 log2 Zi

)
O
(∑d

i=1 log2 Zi

)
O (d) O (d) O (d)

String O (1) O
(∑d

i=1 Li

)
O
(∑d

i=1 Li

)
O
(∑d

i=1 Li

)
O (d) O (d) O (d)

ciphertexts generated by the publisher (during encryption and signature) and the cost
to encrypt an event increases with the number of attributes in the system as well as the

domain and the granularity of each attribute (cf. Section 5.4.1), i.e., O
(∑d

i=1 log2 Zi

)
.

In the case of string attributes, the size of master public key, decryption cost, signature
cost and verification cost is same as that of numeric attributes. However, the private
key size, ciphertext size and encryption cost depend on the number of string attributes
in the system and the length of the (longest) label assigned to a leaf node of the prefix

trie of each attribute (cf. Section 5.4.2), i.e., O
(∑d

i=1 Li

)
.

5.5.6 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyse the strength of our proposed security methods. As men-
tioned earlier, the proposed methods are adapted from the ciphertext-policy attribute-
based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme and therefore, their strength essentially depends
on the security of CP-ABE. Bethencourt et al. [BSW07] proved CP-ABE scheme to
be secure against chosen plaintext attacks under the hardness of Decisional Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem. Moreover, Bethencourt et al. [BSW07] showed that
CP-ABE can also be secured against chosen ciphertext attacks by applying random
oracle technique such as Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [FO99].

In the following, we show that our modifications to the CP-ABE scheme preserve the
same security strength.

Binding Ciphertexts of an Event Using Randomness: During encryption our construc-
tion adds randomness to the ciphertexts associated with the attributes of an event,
i.e., a separate bi ∈ Zq is used in the generation of ciphertexts for each attribute Ai (cf.
Section 5.5.4). Here, we argue that the randomness can only be cancelled out, i.e., the
encrypted event can only be successfully decrypted, if the private keys of a subscrip-
tion possess correct credentials for each attribute of the event. Moreover, privates keys
should belong to the same subscription, i.e., keys from different subscriptions cannot
be used to decryption an event.
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In order to simplify our discussion, we label different parts of Equation 5.1, as follows.

DT =

DT ′′
=
DT

′
=
∏d

i=1

ê(Prsi,τi [1],CTi)
ê(Prsi,τi [2],CTi,τi)

ê (CT2, P rs[4])

CT1

To decrypt an event an attacker must clearly recover ê(g1, g2)b to retrieve SK from
CT1, i.e.,

CT1 = ê (g1, g2)b SK

ê (g1, g2)b
→ SK (5.3)

The group elements g1 and g2 used in the (bilinear) pairing ê(g1, g2)b are public para-
meters and therefore, the challenge for an attacker is to find b. For this purpose, the
attacker must compute DT

′
by pairing private keys Prsi,τi [1] and Prsi,τi [2] assigned to a

subscription with credential τi for each attribute Ai of the event with the corresponding
ciphertexts CTi and CTi,τi , so that the randomness attached to (the ciphertexts of)

each attribute during encryption is added up to retrieve b =
∑d

i=1 bi, i.e.,

DT
′
=

d∏
i=1

ê
(
Prsi,τi [1], CTi

)
ê
(
Prsi,τi [2], CTi,τi

) (5.4)

=
d∏
i=1

ê
(
gγs2

(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,τ
uk

)γi,τ
, gbi
)

ê

(
gγi,τ ,

(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,τ
uk

)bi) (5.5)
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In case the attacker uses private keys with a wrong credential τj for an attribute Aj, he

will not be able to recover ê(g2, g)γs.bj in Equation 5.7 because the term
(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,j
uk

)
cannot be cancelled out and thus ê(g2, g)γs.b cannot be correctly computed in Equa-
tion 5.8. Therefore, DT

′
can only be computed correctly if the private keys with correct

credentials for each attribute of the event are available.
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Moreover, the desired value b obtained by performing the cryptographic steps of DT
′

is blinded by some random γs and cannot be readily used to retrieve SK (cf. Equa-
tion 5.3). To detach γs, the attacker must compute DT

′′
, i.e.,

DT
′′

=
ê (g2, g)γs.b

ê (CT2, P rs[4])
(5.9)
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(5.10)

=
1

ê (g, g2)b.α
=

1

ê (gα, g2)b
=

1

ê (g1, g2)b
(5.11)

It is infeasible for an attacker to use credentials (private keys) assigned to different
subscriptions in order to recover ê(g1, g2)b from DT

′′
. This is because during key

generation private keys associated with different credentials of a subscription are tied
together by adding some random value γs (cf. Section 5.5.3). If private keys from
different subscriptions (that may or may not belong to the same subscriber) are used
together DT

′
cannot be computed correctly and thus γs cannot be cancelled out during

the cryptographic steps of DT
′′

(cf. Equation 5.10), preventing the decryption of the
event.

Finally, it is important to mention here that the original CP-ABE scheme targets
embedding complex access control policies in the ciphertext. The policies are described
by a monotonic access tree, where the nodes of the tree are composed of threshold gates
(such as AND, OR etc.) and the leaves describe attributes. The CP-ABE scheme
therefore uses Lagrange interpolation polynomial to bind access tree associated with a
policy in the ciphertext. Our construction borrows the randomization principle from
CP-ABE to bind together the ciphertexts associated with different attributes of an
event, however, we refrain from using Lagrange polynomial to avoid complexity.

Credential Search on Encrypted Events: In our construction, we integrate the public key
encryption with keyword search scheme (also known as searchable encryption scheme)
of Boneh et al. [BCOP04] to perform efficient routing of encrypted events, as described
later in Section 5.6.4. The scheme of Boneh et al. is already proved to be secure against
chosen plaintext (i.e., keyword) attacks in the random oracle model under the hardness
of Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem [BCOP04]. However, what is left is to show
that the combination of CP-ABE and searchable encryption scheme of Boneh el al. is
also secure.

First, we argue that the searchable encryption scheme does not undermine the security
strength of the (modified) CP-ABE scheme. Separate keys (i.e., Prsi,j[3]) are employed
to perform credential search on encrypted events. These keys cannot be used by an at-
tacker to decrypt events in the system because they are mapped to a random element of
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bilinear group G1 as a result of hash function H3. Likewise, information about the ex-
act credentials of an encrypted event is neither revealed from the ciphertexts CT

′
i,j and

CTi nor from the unsuccessful matches with the credentials of the subscriptions. This
is because an attacker (or a peer in the overlay network) can only detect that a creden-
tial τi associated with an attribute Ai of the encrypted event is same as the credential
of the subscription if the result of the cryptographic operation H4

(
ê
(
Prsi,τi [3], CTi

))
is equal to the ciphertext CT

′
i,τi

of the event, i.e.,
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Equation 5.15 clearly shows that if the credentials of the encrypted event and the
subscription do not match then CT

′
i,τi

cannot be recovered and hence the credential of

the encrypted event cannot be revealed. However, successful recovery of CT
′
i,τi

indicates
that the credential of the encrypted event is same as that of the subscription.

Second, we claim that our construction preserves the strength of the searchable encryp-
tion scheme of Boneh et al. [BCOP04] for two reasons: i) the original scheme of Boneh
et al. is incorporated in our construction without modifications, i.e., Prsi,τi [3] keys and

ciphertexts CTi and CT
′
i,τi

hold the same structure, and ii) the random exponential bi
employed by the ciphertexts CTi and CT

′
i,τi

cannot be revealed during the decryption
of events as per CP-ABE scheme.

Identity-based Signcryption: In our construction, we incorporate the Identity-based
signcryption scheme of Yu et al. [YYSZ09] to allow publishers to sign and encrypt
events at the same time. Yu et al. [YYSZ09] already proved that their Identity-based
signcryption scheme is secure against adaptive ciphertext attacks under DBDH and is
unforgeable under the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. In the following, we
show that the combination of CP-ABE and signcryption of Yu et al. is also secure.

We argue that the signcryption does not undermine the security strength of the (mod-
ified) CP-ABE scheme. More precisely, to provide signcryption two additional cipher-
texts, i.e., CT signi,j [1] and CT signi,j [2] are included in our construction. These signcryption

ciphertexts enclose private keys of publishers, e.g., CT signi,j [2] is equal to Prpi,j[2]. How-
ever, the private keys embedded in these signcryption ciphertexts cannot be utilized
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by an attacker to decrypt events in the system due to the fact that the public keys
encoded in the private keys of the publishers use a different symbol, i.e., PUB (cf. Sec-

tion 5.5.2) and therefore the term
(
u′
∏

k∈Γi,j
uk

)
cannot be cancelled out to recover

ê(g2, g)γs.b in Equation 5.8. Moreover, these signcryption ciphertexts clearly do not
reveal any information about the key parameters of the system as long as the security
strength of the original signcryption scheme of Yu et al. [YYSZ09] is preserved.

Likewise, it is easy to realize that our construction upholds the strength of the signcryp-
tion scheme of Yu et al. [YYSZ09], mainly for two considerations. First, private keys of
publishers enclosed by the signcryption ciphertexts are generated using the mechanism
proposed by Yu et al. Second, ciphertexts utilized during the verification of signatures
hold the same structure (as suggested by Yu et al.) and the random exponential in
those ciphertexts (i.e., bi in CT signi,j [1] and CTi) cannot be revealed during decryption
as per CP-ABE scheme. For the same reasons, separate verification of signatures for
each attribute of an event by Equation 5.2 is valid and secure, as proved by Yu et al.

Finally, we show the correctness of our approach to verify the signatures associated with
all the attributes of an event simultaneously. In this case, a received event is considered
to be published by an authorized publisher if the identity V TL = V TR1×V TR2×V TR3

holds (cf. Section 5.5.5.2). The correctness of the verification process can be established
as follows.
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5.5.7 Rekeying

When a subscriber arrives or leaves the system, the keys of all the subscribers with the
corresponding credentials should be changed in order to provide forward and backward
secrecy. The forward secrecy ensures that a subscriber who left the system cannot
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Figure 5.6: Fine grain key management within an epoch.

decrypt future encrypted events, whereas the backward secrecy guards that a newly
arrived subscriber cannot decrypt (encrypted) events published in the past. Changing
the keys for each incoming or outgoing subscriber impacts the scalability of the sys-
tem in terms of communication overhead and load on the key server. Therefore, our
approach is to use periodic rekeying by dividing the system time into epochs.

The length of the epoch is directly related to the overhead incurred due to rekeying. Big
length epochs are used because they require less frequent rekeying, however, they can
only provide coarse grain access control. Our approach enables fine grain access control
within big length epochs by the addition of a time attribute in the system. The time
attribute specifies credentials of peers to receive or send the events at finer granularity
within each epoch. For example, in Figure 5.6 the epoch length of one working day is
hierarchically divided into smaller time slots. Only the peers with the credentials of a
time slot can receive or send the event in that time slot. The time attribute is treated
like any other attribute in the system. Each encrypted event contains the ciphertexts
for each credential which authorizes a subscriber to receive events in the current time
slot. Similarly, for successful decryption of an event, a subscriber should use the private
key that corresponds to the required time credential. The construction of our security
methods guarantee that events cannot be retrieved without having required time keys.
Furthermore, the time keys from different subscriptions cannot be combined to retrieve
unauthorized events.

Of course, the flexibility of having fine grain access comes at the cost of managing more
keys. However, the overhead is small compared to the granularity of access, e.g., access
control at the granularity of a second for an epoch of one month, requires a subscriber
or a publisher to maintain 22 decryption keys in the worst case.

Each subscriber or publisher contacts the key server at the end of the epoch and receives
the private keys for the new epoch. It is interesting to note that in case of smart cards,
private keys are generated locally, without incurring any communication overhead.
Otherwise, the overhead for regenerating private keys and securely communicating
them to respective publishers or subscribers is shared between the replicas of the key
server.
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5.6 Subscription Confidentiality

In the previous section, we have proposed security methods to achieve authentication of
publishers and subscribers as well as confidentiality and integrity of events. Moreover,
we have analysed the performance and security strength of the proposed methods.

Now we focus on the goal of achieving subscription confidentiality. The subscription
confidentiality in a broker-less environment is highly influenced from the organization
of publishers and subscribers in the overlay network. Therefore, in the subsequent sec-
tions, we first introduce broker-less publish/subscribe overlay network (cf. Section 5.6.1)
and define weaker notion of subscription confidentiality (cf. Section 5.6.2). Afterwards,
we present secure overlay maintenance (cf. Section 5.6.3) and event dissemination pro-
tocols (cf. Section 5.6.4) to achieve the proposed weaker subscription confidentiality.

5.6.1 Publish/Subscribe Overlay

The publish/subscribe overlay is a virtual forest of logical trees, where each tree is
associated with an attribute (cf. Figure 5.7). A subscriber joins the trees corresponding
to the attributes of its subscription. Similarly, a publisher sends an event on all the
trees associated with the attributes in the event.

Within each attribute tree, subscribers are connected according to the containment
relationship between their credentials associated with the attribute. The subscribers
with coarser credentials (e.g., the ones mapped to coarser sub-spaces in case of numeric
attributes) are placed near the root of the tree and forward events to the subscribers
with finer credentials. A subscriber with more than one credential can be handled by
running multiple virtual peers on a single physical node, each virtual peer maintaining
its own set of tree links. For example, in Figure 5.7 the subscriber s3 has two credentials
{000, 010} and is connect to two places in the tree.

In order to connect to an attribute tree, a newly arriving subscriber sn sends the
connection request along with its credential to a random peer sr in the tree. The
peer sr compares the request credential with its own; if the peer’s credential covers
the request credential and the peer can accommodate more children, it accepts the
connection. Otherwise, the connection request is forwarded to all the children with
covering credentials and the parent peer with the exception of the peer, from which it
was received. In this way, the connection request might be forwarded by many peers
in the tree before it reaches the suitable peer with covering credential and available
connection. Figure 5.7 shows the path followed by a request from a subscriber sn until
it reaches the desired parent subscriber.

The drawback of maintaining separate trees for each attribute is that the subscribers
also receive events that match only a part of their subscription (false positives). How-
ever, it cannot affect event confidentiality because false positives cannot be decrypted
without having required credentials for each attribute.
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Figure 5.7: Publish/Subscribe system with two numeric attributes.

It is worth mentioning here that the publish/subscribe overlay network presented in
Chapter 2 also organizes subscribers according to the containment relationship between
their subscriptions. However, we decided against using the publish/subscribe overlay
organization from Chapter 2 because it enables subscribers to coarsen their creden-
tials (peer-level subscriptions) according to their delay requirements and bandwidth
constraints. The coarsening of credentials violates event confidentiality because a sub-
scriber whose credentials are coarsened can receive and decrypt unauthorized events
(i.e., events not matching its original credentials). Note that the secure overlay main-
tenance algorithm presented later in Section 5.6.3 mandates that only the subscribers
with valid private keys for their credentials are placed in the attribute trees and there-
fore coarsening of credentials is only possible if the corresponding private keys (from the
key server) are available. For the same reason, the publish/subscribe overlay presented
in this section prohibits satisfaction of individual delay requirements of subscribers in
certain scenarios. For instance, tight delay requirements of a subscriber s with finer
credentials may not be satisfied. This is because the subscriber s (with finer creden-
tials) may require to coarsen its credentials to be placed near the publishers in the
attribute trees, which is not allowed to ensure event confidentiality.

5.6.2 Weak Subscription Confidentiality

The broker-less publish/subscribe overlay introduced in the previous section organizes
peers (i.e., subscribers) according to the containment relationship between their sub-
scriptions (i.e., credentials). To maintain such an overlay network each peer should
know the subscriptions (credentials) of its children as well as its parent(s). This
makes provision of strong subscription confidentiality infeasible. We therefore pro-
pose a weaker notion of subscription confidentiality. The weaker confidentiality limits
the information leaked/inferred about the subscriptions of subscribers to the bare min-
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imum required for the proper functioning and maintenance of the publish/subscribe
overlay.

Definition 5.6.1 Let s1 and s2 denote two subscribers in a publish/subscribe system
which both possess credentials for an attribute Ai. Weak subscription confidentiality
ensures that at most the following information can be inferred about the credentials of
the subscribers:

1. The credential of s1 is either coarser or equal to the credentials of s2.

2. The credential of s1 is either finer or equal to the credentials of s2.

3. The credential of s1 and s2 are not in any containment relationship.

It is worth noting that broker-based publish/subscribe systems also rely on containment
relationships between the subscriptions to perform efficient content-based routing. This
implies that even though the subscriptions are encrypted, an untrusted broker can easily
determine the relationships between the subscriptions of different subscribers [RR06],
e.g., a broker can detect that the subscription of s1 is covered by (or coarser than)
the subscription of s2. Therefore, we argue that the Definition 5.6.1 is consistent with
the subscription security model used by the untrusted broker-based publish/subscribe
systems in the literature.

5.6.3 Secure Overlay Maintenance

In the following, we propose a secure protocol to maintain the desired publish/subscribe
overlay topology without violating the weak subscription confidentiality. For simplicity
and without loss of generality, here we discuss the overlay maintenance with respect to
a single tree associated with a numeric attribute Ai and each of the subscribers owns
a single credential.

The secure overlay maintenance protocol is based on the idea that in the tree sub-
scribers are always connected according to the containment relationship between their
credentials, e.g., a subscriber with credential 00 can only connect to the subscribers
with credentials 0 or 00. Therefore, the connection (or join) request from a newly
arrived subscriber s should only be deciphered by those (existing) subscribers in the
tree whose credentials cover the credential of s. The rest of the subscribers in the tree
even though participate in the maintenance protocol, i.e., forwarding of join request
to find an appropriate position for s in the tree, cannot gain information about the
credential of s.

More precisely, a new subscriber s generates a fixed length random key SW and en-
crypts it with the public keys Pusi,j of all credentials that cover its own credential, e.g.,
a subscriber with credential 00 will generate ciphertexts by applying the public keys
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Pusi,0 and Pusi,00. The generated ciphertexts are added to a connection request (CR)
and the request is forwarded to a random peer in the tree. A connection is established
if the peer can decrypt any of the ciphertexts using its private keys. To enable peers to
detect the successful decryption of any of the ciphertexts in the CR, either the SW is
appended with predefined number of zeros, i.e., (SW ||0∗) or hash of SW is included.

It is worth noting that a random key SW is used in the creation of connection request
(CR) instead of any deterministic string, e.g., identity of the subscriber s. This is
because an attacker can try to encrypt the known deterministic string using the public
keys of different credentials and compare the generated ciphertexts with the ciphertexts
in the connection request (CR) of the subscriber s to guess about the actual credential
of s. Moreover, we will discuss later that the use of a single random key SW during
the creation of CR is not enough to ensure security.

Filling the Security Gaps: By looking at the number of ciphertexts in the connection
request a peer can detect the credential of the joining subscriber s. For example, a
subscriber with credential 00 can only connect to 0 or 00 and therefore, a connection
request will have two ciphertexts, whereas the connection request for 000 will have three
ciphertexts. In the worst case, a subscriber has a credential of the finest granularity.
This can be covered by log2(Zi) and Li other credentials for the numeric and the string
attribute Ai respectively (cf. Section 5.4). Therefore, a connection request contains
in the worst case that many ciphertexts. To avoid any information leak, ciphertexts
in the connection request are always kept in O(log2 Zi) (O(Li) for prefix matching)
by adding random ciphertexts if needed. Furthermore, the ciphertexts are shuffled to
avoid any information leak from their order.

The use of a single random key SW for the generation of ciphertexts in CR is not
enough to ensure security and can leak information about the credential of the join-
ing subscriber s. This is because a peer which has successfully decrypted one of the
ciphertexts in CR of s can encrypt the (retrieved) SW using the public keys of differ-
ent credentials (i.e., O(log2 Zi) and O(Li) public keys for numeric and string attribute
Ai respectively) and compare the generated ciphertexts with the ciphertexts in CR to
determine the random ciphertexts in CR and thus can easily guess the credential of
the joining subscriber s. For example, a peer who successfully recovered SW from the
CR of a subscriber with credential 00, can easily detect that the ciphertext in CR that
corresponds to the credential 000 is random by encrypting SW with the public key
Pusi,000 and comparing the resultant ciphertext with the ciphertexts in CR. Therefore,
a different random key SW is used for the generation of each ciphertext in the CR to
avoid any information leak.

Finally, to avoid an attacker to generate arbitrary connection request messages and
try to discover the credential of other peers in the system, the connection request is
signed by the key server. This step needs to be performed only once, when a newly
arrived subscriber authorizes itself to the key server in order to receive private keys for
its credentials.
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Algorithm 9 Secure overlay maintenance protocol at peer sq
1: upon event Receive(CR of snew from sp) do
2: if decrypt request(CR) == SUCCESS then
3: if degree(sq) == available then // can have child peers
4: connect to the snew
5: else
6: forward CR to {child peers and parent} − sp
7: if decrypt request(CR) == FAIL then
8: if sp == parent then
9: Try to swap by sending its own CR to the snew.

10: else
11: forward to parent

Overall Algorithm: The secure overlay maintenance protocol is shown in Algorithm 9.
In the algorithm, the procedure decrypt request tries to decrypt one of the ciphertexts
in the connection request message.

A peer sq on receiving a connection request (CR) from a newly arrived subscriber snew
first runs decrypt request procedure. Upon the successful execution of the procedure,
peer sq can except the new subscriber snew as a child. However, due to degree con-
straints sq may not be able to accommodate snew and forward the CR request to its
parent and children on the attribute tree (cf. Algorithm 9, lines 1-6 ).

In case the procedure decrypt request fails, the connection request is only forwarded
to the parent. This is because peers are maintained in the tree according to the
containment relationship between their credentials and therefore, if a peer fails to
decrypt a CR its children would not be successful either.

Moreover, a child peer sq receives CR (of subscriber snew) from the parent sp only if
the parent cannot accommodate more children. If sq cannot be the parent of snew, i.e.,
snew’s credential is coarser than that of sq, then it tries to swap its position with snew
by sending its own connection request (cf. Algorithm 9, lines 7-9 ). However, if none of
the children of parent sp can connect or swap with snew, then there is no containment
relationship between the credentials of the children and snew. In this case, parent sp
connects the new subscriber snew, but tries to find a suitable position for one of its
existing children se down in the tree by forwarding the CR of se as mentioned above.

5.6.4 Secure Event Dissemination

In this section, we describe mechanisms to route events in the publish/subscribe overlay
network without violating the weak subscription confidentiality.

In a tree-based publish/subscribe overlay network, events are usually disseminated from
the root of the tree towards the leaf peers. Peers at each level of the tree except the
lowest level, i.e., leaf peers, know the subscriptions of their children. Upon receiving
an event, a non-leaf peer forwards the event to each child whose subscription matches
the event. This event dissemination strategy cannot be directly applied in our system
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because a parent peer should know the subscriptions (i.e., credentials) of its children
which violates the weak subscription confidentiality.

Cryptographic methods such as encrypted search [IRC10,WCEW02] can be employed
to allow a parent peer to check whether an encrypted event matches a hidden sub-
scription (credential) of a child peer without revealing any information. However, even
these cryptographic methods are not adequate to ensure weak subscription confiden-
tiality. This is because the secure overlay maintenance protocol (cf. Section 5.6.3)
ensures that the peers are arranged in a tree according to the containment relationship
between their credentials, i.e., credential of a parent peer covers the credentials of its
children. Therefore, a parent peer can decrypt every event, which it forwards to the
children. Regardless of the cryptographic methods, a parent can eventually discover
the credentials of its children, e.g., by maintaining history of the events forwarded to
each child. Two mechanisms can be used to avoid this problem.

5.6.4.1 One Hop Flooding

In one hop flooding (OHF), a parent assumes that the children have the same creden-
tials as its own and forwards each successfully decrypted event to all of them. In turn
the children forward each event which is successfully decrypted to all of their children
and so on.

The detailed mechanism works as follows. To publish an event, a publisher forwards
the ciphertexts of each attribute to the root of the corresponding attribute tree. All the
ciphertexts of an event are labelled with a unique value such as the sequence number
of the event. This helps subscribers to identify all the ciphertexts of an event (though
the ciphertexts for each attribute are received on a separate tree).

Upon receiving ciphertexts on the tree associated with an attribute Ai, a subscriber
may not be able to decrypt the event because the ciphertexts for other attributes
of the event may not be received at that time. However, the subscriber should still
decide whether to forward the received ciphertexts to its children on the attribute tree
of Ai. This is accomplished by using the ciphertexts CTi and CT

′
i,j generated by the

publisher of the event during encryption, as mentioned in Section 5.5.4. More precisely,
the subscriber checks whether it can generate ciphertext CT

′
i,j by i) performing bilinear

pairing of CTi with the private key Prsi,τi [3] of the credential Cred i,τi associated with

the overlay connection from which the ciphertexts are received,‖ and ii) applying the
hash function H4.

The decision to forward ciphertexts associated with an attribute Ai to the children can
be described as:

Routing Decision =

{
forward if H4

(
ê
(
Prsi,τi [3], CTi

))
= CT

′
i,τi

drop otherwise
(5.16)

‖A subscriber maintains separate connection for each credential (cf. Section 5.6.1).
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Figure 5.8: Example of one hop flooding (OHF) strategy.

The successful generation of CT
′
i,τi

means that the credential Cred i,τi assigned to the
subscription of the subscriber matches one of the credentials in the ciphertexts of the
event for attribute Ai and therefore, the ciphertexts should be forwarded to all children.
However, in the case of failure, the ciphertexts are dropped from further forwarding.
It is worth noting that the correctness and the security strength of the cryptographic
operations performed in Equation 5.16 is already discussed in Section 5.5.6.

Once the ciphertexts of all the attributes in the event are received, the subscriber tries
to decrypt the whole event and verify its authenticity using the cryptographic methods
described in Section 5.5.

Problem arises when the credential of a parent on an attribute tree is same as that of
its child. In this case, the child can successfully generate CT

′
i,τi

for (the ciphertexts
of) every event forwarded by the parent and thus can infer that the credential of the
parent is same as its own. To prevent this information leak, OHF strategy enforces
random link padding, i.e., each parent sends dummy ciphertexts (that cannot be de-
crypted by its children) according to the randomly generated schedule such as poison
distribution [WMS08].

Figure 5.8 shows secure event routing using one hop flooding (OHF) strategy on an
attribute tree associated with a numeric attribute.
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5.6.4.2 Multi-credential Routing

In one hop flooding (OHF) strategy, a child may have finer credential than its parent
on an attribute tree and thus may receive many false positives.

Multi-credential routing (MCR) strategy targets reduction in false positives by enabling
parents to forward only those events on each attribute tree that match the credentials
of their children. However, the parents are only informed about the hidden credentials
of their children and events are forwarded by matching credentials encoded in the
ciphertexts against the hidden credentials of the children by using Equation 5.16. In
particular, every child subscriber s on an attribute tree Ai informs each parent p about
the private key Prsi,τi [3] of the credential Cred i,τi associated with the overlay connection
to p.∗∗ Upon receiving an event on an attribute tree Ai, a parent p forwards the event
to a child s if Equation 5.16 verifies that one of the credentials under which the event
is encrypted matches the credential of the private key Prsi,j[3] submitted by the child
s.

Although the actual credentials of children are hidden from the parent peers by the
use of Prsi,j[3] keys. Nevertheless, the hidden credentials (i.e., Prsi,j[3] keys) are not
adequate to ensure weak subscription confidentiality. This is because a parent decrypts
every event which it forwards to its children and therefore, can eventually discover their
credentials. For example, a parent peer with credential 0 (i.e., authorized to decrypt
events encrypted with credential 0) can maintain a list of all events forwarded to a
child and can easily discover that the credential of the child is 01 if the Equation 5.16
only allows forwarding of the events encrypted with credential 01.

To preserve weak subscription confidentiality, subscribers divide the original creden-
tial(s) for each attribute of their subscriptions into a number of fine granular credentials
and Prsi,j[3] key for each (fine granular) credential is forwarded to a separate parent in
the corresponding attribute tree. For example, credential 1 for a numeric attribute can
be divided into three credentials 10, 110 and 111, and a separate parent connection
can be maintained (by forwarding Prsi,j[3] key) for each credential (obtained as a result
of division). This enables that the exact credential(s) of an attribute of a subscription
cannot be determined unless multiple parents (with knowledge about the individual
credentials) collude with each other. To ensure that a subscriber always connects to
a distinct parent for each of its credentials, techniques such as broadcast revocation
can be used [LSW10]. It is also important to mention that the subscribers cannot
generate Prsi,j[3] keys for the fine granular credentials obtained as a result of dividing
the original credential(s) and therefore, should contact the key server for the creation
of Prsi,j[3] keys. This step can be performed at the same time when a new subscriber
authorizes itself to the key server.

∗∗The Prsi,τi [3] keys of subscribers cannot be used to decrypt events. These keys are only created
to facilitate the routing of encrypted events from publishers to subscribers (cf. Section 5.5.3).
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A subscriber maintains atleast kD credentials for each attribute of its subscription.††

The parameter kD can be defined by the system or selected by each subscriber inde-
pendently depending on its confidentiality requirements. The complete subscription of
the subscriber cannot be determined unless d.kD parents collude with each other.

Problem arises when a subscriber already holds the finest granularity credential for an
attribute which cannot be further divided. This problem can be addressed in two ways.
First, by decreasing the expressiveness of subscriptions, i.e., restricting the finest (or
the smallest) value addressed by the credentials assigned to an attribute. For instance,
the smallest addressable value of a numeric attribute can be restricted to 4, so that a
credential (assigned to the attribute) can be further divided into kD = 4 credentials,
each addressing the value at the granularity of 1. Second, OHF strategy can be utilized
for hiding the finest granularity credentials, whereby a subscriber does not reveal the
(Prsi,j[3] key of) finest credential to its parent and thus receives all the events matched
by the credential of the parent.

5.6.5 Analysis of Subscription Confidentiality

In this section, we establish that the proposed publish/subscribe overlay network pre-
serves weaker notion of subscription confidentiality (cf. Definition 5.6.1) by show-
ing the correctness of secure overlay maintenance (cf. Section 5.6.3) and secure event
dissemination (cf. Section 5.6.4) algorithms. Moreover, we investigate traffic ana-
lysis [PW85,KAP02] and timing [Ray01] attacks on subscription confidentiality.

5.6.5.1 Correctness

For simplicity and without loss of generality, we discuss the correctness of the proposed
publish/subscribe overlay maintenance and event dissemination algorithms w.r.t. a
single credential associated with an attribute Ai. In particular, we show that the
proposed algorithms preserve weak subscription confidentiality by arguing that the
information revealed about the credential of a subscriber associated with an attribute
Ai is limited to that permitted by Definition 5.6.1.

For an attribute Ai, let S� be the set of peers in the system whose credentials cover the
credential of the subscriber s1. Let S� denote the set of subscribers whose credentials
are covered by the credential of the subscriber s1 and S⊀ denote the set of subscribers
whose credentials have no containment relation with the credential of the subscriber
s1. The information revealed about the credential of s1 to the peers participating on
the tree associated with the attribute Ai can be described in three lemmas.

Lemma 1 Any peer s
′ ∈ S� can infer that the credential of s1 is either finer or equal

to its own credential.
††A subscriber already maintains log2(Zi) credentials for an attribute Ai in worst case.
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Clearly, the information about the credential of s1 can be revealed to a peer s
′

either
from the connection request (CR) messages of the overlay maintenance protocol or
during the routing (dissemination) of events.

Information Revealed by Overlay Maintenance: To determine the exact credential of
s1 from its CR message, a peer s

′ ∈ S� should successfully decrypt all valid ciphertexts
(i.e., ciphertexts which are not generated randomly) in the CR (of s1) so that the
random ciphertexts are identified (cf. Section 5.6.3). Identity-based encryption (IBE),
however, ensures that s

′
can only decrypt that ciphertext in the CR which is encrypted

using the public key (Pusi,j) corresponding to its own credential (i.e., s
′

possesses the
private keys to decrypt the ciphertext).

Moreover, ciphertexts in CR are encrypted using different random keys (SW ) and
reordered by shuffling. This ensures that the exact credential of s1 cannot be revealed
to s

′
either from the discovery of a random key (SW ) from the successful decryption

of one of the ciphertexts in CR or from the position of ciphertexts (associated with
different credentials) in CR, as discussed in Section 5.6.3.

Likewise, the requirement that CR should be signed from the key server abstains s
′

from generating false (engineered) connection request (CR) messages and forwarding
them to s1 in order to discover its exact credential.

In conclusion, s
′

cannot determine the exact credential of s1 from the CR messages
forwarded by the overlay maintenance protocol. Any peer s

′ ∈ S� can only decrypt
one of the ciphertexts in the CR of s1, and can only guess that the credential of s1 is
either finer or equal to its own credential.

Information Revealed by Event Dissemination: The overlay maintenance algorithm
ensures that peers are arranged in the tree associated with the attribute Ai according
to the containment relationship between their credentials and therefore, s1 can only
connect (in the tree) as a child of a peer s

′ ∈ S� in order to receive the events matching
its credential.

Two different strategies can be used to forward the events received by the peer s
′

(from the parent on the tree) to its child s1, as mentioned in Section 5.6.4. In one hop
flooding (OHF) strategy, s

′
forwards all the events which match its own credential to

the child s1. Therefore, s
′

cannot infer more information except that the credential of
s1 is either finer or equal to its own credential.

In multi-credential routing (MCR) strategy, only a part of the actual (or exact) creden-
tial of s1 can be revealed to the parent s

′
, i.e., a credential with finer granularity can

be revealed. This restricts s
′

from guessing any information about the exact credential
of s1. The exact credential of s1 may be finer, equal or coarser than the credential of
s
′
. In order to detect the exact credential of s1, the peer s

′
should collude with other

parents of s1 on the tree to discover the rest of the finer credentials that make up the
credential of s1.
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Finally, it is worth noting that subscription confidentiality in general decreases with the
decrease in granularity of the credential of s

′
, i.e., s

′
with the credential of finest gran-

ularity can determine the subscription of peer s1 with certainty. The multi-credential
routing (MCR) strategy is better in mitigating this information leak in comparison to
the one hop flooding (OHF) strategy.

Lemma 2 Any peer s
′′ ∈ S� can infer that the credential of s1 is either coarser or

equal to its own credential.

Information Revealed by Overlay Maintenance: In this case, the credential of peer s
′′

is finer than the credential of s1. This restricts s
′′

from successfully decrypting any
ciphertext in the CR of s1 because the CR contains valid ciphertexts only for those
credentials which cover the credential of s1. Moreover, the construction of CR message
forbids s

′′
from inferring any information about the credential of s1, as described earlier

for Lemma 1. Hence, s
′′

can only guess from the CR message of s1 that the credential
of s1 is either coarser or is not in a containment relationship to its own credential.

On the contrary, s1 can decrypt one of the ciphertexts included in the CR message
of s

′′
and therefore, s1 can be selected as a parent of s

′′
in the tree by the overlay

maintenance algorithm. In this case, s
′′

can infer that the credential of its parent s1 is
either coarser or equal.

Information Revealed by Event Dissemination: According to the overlay maintenance
algorithm, s

′′
can only connect in the tree as a child of s1 to receive events.

In one hop flooding (OHF) strategy, s
′′

receives all those events that match the cre-
dential of s1. If all the events received from s1 also match the credential of s

′′
then s

′′

can easily deduce that the credential of s1 is same as its own. However, due to random
link padding, i.e., dummy events forwarded by s1 along with the actual event traffic, s

′′

can only guess that the credential of s1 is either coarser or same as its own credential.

Similar to Lemma 1, s
′′

cannot determine the exact credential of s1 in the presence of
multi-credential routing (MCR) strategy, unless it (i.e., s

′′
) collude with other peers.

Again it is interesting to point out that subscription confidentiality decreases with the
increase in granularity of the credential of s

′′
, i.e., s

′′
with the most coarse credential

can exactly determine the subscription of s1. For example, if s
′′

has subscribed to the
whole domain of the attribute and the secure overlay maintenance protocol allows it
to connect to s1, then s1 has also subscribed for the whole domain. As before, multi-
credential routing (MCR) strategy can be employed in place of OHF to mitigate this
information leak.

Lemma 3 Any peer s
′′′ ∈ S⊀ on the tree associated with the attribute Ai can infer that

credential of s1 is not in any containment relationship with its own credential.
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Information Revealed by Overlay Maintenance: Similar to Lemma 2, s
′′′

cannot decrypt
any ciphertext included in the CR of s1. This is because the credentials of s

′′′
and

s1 are not in a containment relationship and therefore, CR (of s1) does not contain
a ciphertext encrypted using the public key that corresponds to the credential of s

′′′
.

Hence, s
′′′

can atmost infer that the credential of s1 is not in a containment relationship
to its own credential.

Information Revealed by Event Dissemination: The overlay maintenance algorithm
ensures that s

′′′
is not connected to s1 as a parent or a child in the tree associated

with the attribute Ai. Therefore, s
′′′

neither forwards nor receives events from s1 and
can only infer that the credential of s1 has no containment relationship to its own
credential.

5.6.5.2 Attacks on Subscription Confidentiality

Here, we present traffic analysis [PW85, KAP02] and timing attacks [Ray01] on sub-
scription confidentiality and describe possible remedies against those attacks.

Traffic Analysis Attack: The communication patterns arise from forwarding connection
request (CR) messages and routing events.‡‡ An attacker with access to the communic-
ation links (or channels) can deduce the containment relations between the credentials
of different (subscriber) peers by observing these communication patterns. It is import-
ant to stress here that the containment relations alone do not reveal much information
about the actual credentials of the (subscriber) peers, unless a considerable percent-
age of malicious subscribers either disclose their credentials to the attacker or collude
together to instantiate an attack (cf. Section 5.7.3).

The traffic analysis attack is avoided in our system by making the routing of events
and CR messages indistinguishable by altering the bit sequence of each event/CR
message at the intermediate hops on its path (in the overlay network) from the source
to the destination(s). The bit sequence can be easily altered by enabling point-to-point
encryption between the pair of peers directly connected via overlay links, for instance,
by using transport layer mechanisms such as TLS [DR08,TP11] or SSL [FKK11].

Timing Attack: Even though the events and the CR messages are made indistinguish-
able by altering their bit sequence (as mentioned in the traffic analysis attack), an
advanced attacker might still be able to distinguish between different events (or CR
messages) by taking into account the delays on the communication links. For instance,
given the set of events published into the overlay network along with their arrival times
and the set of events received by the subscribers along with their reception time, an

‡‡Such communication patterns also arise in the broker network, i.e., path followed by an event from
the publisher through intermediate brokers to the relevant subscribers. However, existing solutions
toward secure publish/subscribe systems [RR06,IRC10,SL07] do not address the information leak due
to these communication patterns.
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Encryption(E) 10KB/sec

Decryption(D) 10KB/sec

Signature(S) 158 sign/sec

Verification(V) 52 verify/sec

Table 5.2: Throughput of cryptographic primitives.

attacker might be able to correlate the events in the two sets by using network delay
information. Such an attack is referred as timing attack in literature [Ray01].

A possible remedy against timing attack is to enforce constant or random link pad-
ding [SBS02, Ray01]. The constant link padding scheme maintains constant flow of
event messages on each link in the overlay network, whereas the random padding
scheme sends event messages according to a randomly generated schedule [WMS08].
The one hop flooding (OHF) strategy employs random link padding scheme (cf. Sec-
tion 5.6.4.1) and therefore, timing attacks are not possible. Likewise, random link
padding scheme can also be utilized for the multi-credential routing (MCR) strategy.

Apart from using the link padding scheme, anonymization techniques such as a mix
network [BFK01] or onion routing [DMS04] can also be employed to protect the pri-
vacy of peers in the overlay network and thus avoid the information leak by means of
timing attack. However, anonymization of all the overlay links (i.e., anonymizing the
participant peers of each overlay link) is not necessary. Our evaluations show that in
the absence of random link padding scheme and in the presence of significantly large
percentage of malicious subscribers (i.e., 25%), almost 100% subscription confidenti-
ality can be achieved in a publish/subscribe system with 8 attributes by anonymizing
the participants of only 20% links in the overlay network (cf. Section 5.7.3).

5.7 Performance Evaluations

Similar to EventGuard [SL05], we evaluate our solution in two aspects: i) quantifying
the overhead of our cryptographic primitives, and ii) benchmarking the performance of
our secure publish/subscribe system. Moreover, we analyse the attacks on subscription
confidentiality, as described in Section 5.6.5.2.

5.7.0.3 Experimental Setup

Simulations are performed using PeerSim [JMJV], a large-scale P2P discrete event
simulator. Simulations are performed for up to N = 2, 048 peers. The out-degree
constraints of the peers are always chosen as log2(N). Similar to EventGuard [SL05],
the delays between the communication links are chosen in the range [24ms, 134ms].
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Operation Time(ms)

Encryption(E) 6.9 + d× 5.4

Signature(S) d× 6.32

Decryption(D) 6.2 + d× 6.1

Verification(V) 19.3 + d× 0.001

Table 5.3: Computation times (in ms) from the perspective of publishers and sub-
scribers.

The event space has up to d = 16 different attributes. The data type of each attribute is
Integer, and the domain of each attribute is the range [1, 16]. We evaluate the system
performance under uniform subscription and advertisement workloads; and with a
uniform event distribution. The number of malicious peers vary between 5% and
25%. For a multi-credential enabled event dissemination approach (MCR), every peer
maintains atleast three credentials (i.e., kD = 3) for each of its subscribed attributes.

The security mechanisms are implemented by the Pairing-based cryptography (PBC)
library [Lyn10]. The implementation uses a 160-bit elliptic curve group based on the
supersingular curve y2 = x3 + x over a 512-bit finite field.

5.7.1 Performance of Cryptographic Primitives

In this section, we measure the computational overhead of our security methods. All
of our measurements were made on a 2.00 GHz Intel Centrino Duo with 2GB RAM,
running Ubuntu 9. Table 5.2 shows the throughput of the cryptographic primitives
to perform encryption, decryption, signature and verification. All reporting values are
averaged over 1000 measurements. In our system, pairing-based encryption is used
to encrypt a random key SK, which is later used to decrypt the actual event using
symmetric encryption (cf. Section 5.5.4). Therefore, the message size is kept 128 bytes
as this key length is good enough for most symmetric encryption algorithms. Table 5.3
shows the computational overhead (in ms) from the perspective of publishers and sub-
scribers in our system. In general, the cost of verification is high due to the fact that it
involves the computationally expensive bilinear pairing operations. This justifies our
proposal to send the public keys of the publisher’s credentials along with the cipher-
text (cf. Section 5.5.4) and to perform combined verification of the signatures of all
the attributes at the same time (cf. Section 5.5.5). The other possibility is to verify
the signature of each attribute separately, however as mentioned in Section 5.5.5 com-
bined approach (i.e., verification at the same time) involves only four bilinear pairing
operations, whereas 3d+ 1 pairing operations are required for separate verification.
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Figure 5.9: Performance of publish/subscribe system.

5.7.2 Performance of Publish/Subscribe System

We evaluate the performance of our system w.r.t. the overlay construction time and
the event dissemination delays.

In Figure 5.9(a), we measure the average delay experienced by each subscriber to
connect to a suitable position in an attribute tree. Delay is measured from the time
a subscriber sends connection request message to a random peer in the tree till the
time the connection is actually established. The evaluations are performed only for
a single attribute tree. Figure 5.9(a) shows that the average connection time (delay)
increases with the number of peers in the system because of the increase in the height
of the attribute tree (each new hop increases the network delay as well as time to
apply security methods). However, the corresponding increase in the connection time
(delay) is small due to the fact that the overall out-degree also increases with the
number of peers, resulting in only a small increase in the height of tree. Furthermore,
Figure 5.9(a) shows that there is an overhead of approximately 230-300 ms due to
security mechanisms. Our evaluations with higher number of attributes indicate that
the average connection delay experienced by a subscriber is independent to the number
of attributes. This is because each attribute tree is created in parallel and a subscriber
sends connection request to connect multiple attribute trees at the same time.

Figure 5.9(b) measures the average time needed by the event to be disseminated to
all the relevant subscribers in the system. For each subscriber, the time is measured
from the dissemination of the event by the publisher till it is successfully decrypted
and verified by the subscriber. For the experiment, 160 publishers are introduced in
the system and each published 10 events. Figure 5.9(b) shows that the average time to
disseminate an event increases with the number of peers in the system because of the
increase in number of the relevant subscribers as well as the height of the dissemination
tree. Similar to the previous results, there is an overhead of approximately 150-250 ms
due to security mechanisms. Furthermore, Figure 5.9(b) displays that the variation
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Figure 5.10: Analysis of attacks on subscription confidentiality.

in the event dissemination times (i.e., standard deviation) is less than the variation in
the overlay construction times (depicted in Figure 5.9(a)) because the overall number
of subscribers receiving each published event is approximately same due to uniform
subscription workload.

5.7.3 Analysis of Subscription Confidentiality

As mentioned in Section 5.6.5.2, random link padding scheme can be used to avoid
traffic analysis and timing attacks on subscription confidentiality. The link padding
however is expensive in terms of communication overhead as it requires dissemination
of dummy traffic on the overlay links. Therefore, in this section we analyse the attacks
on subscription confidentiality in the absence of link padding, i.e., OHF and MCR
event dissemination strategies are used without random link padding scheme.

In particular, Figure 5.10 analyses the subscription information revealed to an attacker
(or a group of attackers) as a result of observing the communication patterns that arise
because of the secure overlay maintenance protocol and the event dissemination. In
the figure, LVis denotes the visibility of the communication links (or channels) to the
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attacker, MP denotes the percentage of malicious peers, and ATB denotes the number
of attributes in the content-based model.

In general, the subscription information revealed to an attacker depends on the follow-
ing four factors.

Visibility of the Communication Links: An attacker should monitor the traffic on the
communication links (or channels) to infer the containment relations between the cre-
dentials of different subscriber peers. However, in reality an attacker may not be able
to monitor the traffic on all the communication links. A communication link is con-
sidered invisible to an attacker (or in other words not monitored by an attacker) for
two reasons: i) it belongs to a different administrative domain not under the influence
of the attacker, or ii) the communication end-points (i.e., the pair of peers using the
communication link) are anonymized (hidden), by using the techniques mentioned in
Section 5.6.5, making the traffic monitoring on the link useless. Figure 5.10(a) shows
that in the presence of a fixed percentage of malicious peers that reveal their sub-
scription credentials to the attacker, the percentage of compromised subscriptions (i.e.,
the subscriptions with all the credentials revealed to the attacker) increases with the
increase in the percentage of links monitored by the attacker. Note that in the Fig-
ure 5.10(a), the link visibility of 100% along with 15% malicious peers mimics very
hostile environment. Moreover, the percentage of compromised subscriptions does not
include the subscriptions revealed by the malicious peers.

Percentage of Malicious Peers: As mentioned in Section 5.6.5, the containment rela-
tionship itself does not reveal much information about the actual credentials of the
(subscriber) peers unless a considerable percentage of malicious subscribers either re-
veal their own credentials to the attacker or collude together to instantiate an at-
tack. Figure 5.10(b) shows that the percentage of compromised subscriptions increases
slightly with the increase in the number of malicious peers. Again, 10%−25% peers re-
vealing their subscription credentials to an attacker represent very conservative (strict)
settings.

Number of Credentials: Increasing the number of credentials maintained by the sub-
scribers decreases the likelihood for an attacker to identify the exact subscriptions.
For the same reason, the MCR approach, where each subscriber maintains atleast 3
credentials per attribute, performs better than OHF, as shown in Figures 5.10(a) and
(b).

Number of Attributes: Finally, the number of attributes in the content-based model
influences the percentage of compromised subscriptions, as shown in Figure 5.10(c).
The figure shows that for a moderate scenario, where 40% communication links are
monitored by the attacker and 15% peers maliciously reveal their subscription creden-
tials, almost 100% subscription confidentiality can be achieved in the presence of just
3 to 4 attributes.
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5.8 Related Work

Related work to the contributions in this chapter can be classified into the following
two areas.

5.8.1 Publish/Subscribe Systems

Over the last decade many content-based publish/subscribe systems [CRW01,FCMB06,
AGD+06,BKR09,CJ09,JCL+10,SMK12,BGKM07] have evolved. Most systems focus
on increasing scalability by reducing the cost of subscription forwarding and event
matching. Only a few systems have addressed security issues in a content-based pub-
lish/subscribe system. Wang et al. [WCEW02] investigate the security issues and
requirements that arise in an internet-scale publish/subscribe system. They concluded
that due to loose coupling between publishers and subscribers, many security issues
cannot be directly solved by the current technology and require further research.

Hermes [Pie04] proposes a security service that uses role-based access control to author-
ize subscribers as well as to establish trust in the broker network. Visibility of events
and subscriptions to a broker depends on its (broker) trust level. Similarly, Pesonen
et al. [PEB07] address the role-based access control in multi-domain publish/subscribe
systems by the use of a decentralized trust management.

Opyrchal et al. [OP01] leverage concepts from secure group-based multicast techniques
for the secure distribution of events in a publish/subscribe system. They show that
previous techniques for dynamic group key management fail in a publish/subscribe
scenario, since every event potentially has a different set of interested subscribers. To
overcome the problem, they propose a key caching technique. However, brokers are
assumed to be completely trustworthy.

Eventguard [SL05, SLI11] provides six guards/components to protect each of the five
major publish/subscribe operations (subscribe, unsubscribe, advertise, unadvertise,
publish) and routing. It uses ElGamal for encryption and signatures. However, it only
supports topic-based routing through the direct use of pseudo random functions.

PSGuard [SL06, SL07] addresses scalable key management in a content-based system
by using hierarchical key derivation to associate keys with subscriptions and events.
Key derivation algorithms are similar to our credential creation approach, however,
our cryptographic primitives and methods to ensure security are completely different.
In particular, PSGuard does not address the issues related to the secure routing of
events and subscription confidentiality. Moreover, event confidentiality is not properly
ensured in case of complex subscriptions, i.e., the keys associated with the predicates
in a complex subscription are not bind together as mentioned in Section 5.4.3.

Another drawback with the existing solutions is their assumption about the presence of
a broker network [RR06, BESP08, IRC10, SLI11, CGB10, PEB07, NSB12, Pie04, OP01,
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Khu05]. These solutions are not directly applicable to peer-to-peer environments where
subscribers are clustered according to their interests.

5.8.2 Pairing-based Cryptography

The recent progress of pairing-based cryptography motivates many applications built
upon Identity-based encryption. Attribute-based encryption [BSW07, GPSW06], is a
general form of Identity-based encryption. It allows for a new type of encrypted access
control, where the access control policies are either embedded in the user private keys
or in the ciphertexts.

Recently, Ion et al. [IRC10, IRC12]§§ propose an approach to enable the confidential-
ity of events and subscriptions in a content-based publish/subscribe system by using
attribute-based encryption. The proposed approach assumes the presence of a network
of brokers and is not applicable to our scenario. Moreover, it mainly focuses on the
issue of matching encrypted events against encrypted subscriptions without taking into
account the degradation in the subscription confidentiality as a result of the commu-
nication patterns between publishers and subscribers being observed by an attacker.

Moreover, Shi et al. [SBC+07] and Boneh et al. [BW07] address complex queries such
as conjunction, subset and range queries, over encrypted data using Identity-based en-
cryption. In particular, our approach to generate logarithmic ciphertexts and keys
for numeric attributes is inspired from the work of Shi et al. [SBC+07] on multi-
attribute encryption for range queries. However, both Shi et al. [SBC+07] and Boneh
et al. [BW07] address the problem from a pure cryptographic perspective and their
proposed solutions are not practical in our scenario. To be more precise, the number of
public parameters, encryption cost and ciphertext size for range queries, in the cryp-
tographic construction of Boneh et al. [BW07], increase with the number of attributes
(dimensions) and domain of each attribute (number of points in each dimension), i.e.,
O(
∑d

i=1 Zi). Similarly, the decryption cost of Shi et al. [SBC+07] is exponential in the

number of attributes O(
∏d

i=1 log2 Zi). Therefore, instead of using their cryptographic
methods, we derived our methods directly from the attribute-based encryption. Fur-
thermore, the work by Shi et al. [SBC+07] and Boneh et al. [BW07] is not targeted
towards content-based systems and does not address the issues related to verification
of event authenticity, subscription confidentiality and secure event routing.

5.9 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a new approach to provide authentication and con-
fidentiality in a broker-less content-based publish/subscribe system. The approach is

§§The approach proposed by Ion et al. [IRC10] is published after the publication of the work
conducted in this chapter [TKAR10].
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highly scalable in terms of number of subscribers and publishers in the system and the
number of keys maintained by them. In particular, we have developed mechanisms to
assign credentials to publishers and subscribers according to their subscriptions and ad-
vertisements. Private keys assigned to publishers and subscribers, and the ciphertexts
are labelled with credentials. We adapted techniques from Identity-based encryption,
i) to ensure that a particular subscriber can decrypt an event only if there is a match
between the credentials associated with the event and its private keys and, ii) to allow
subscribers to verify the authenticity of received events. Furthermore, we developed
a secure connection protocol and proposed two event dissemination strategies to pre-
serve the weak subscription confidentiality in the presence of semantic clustering of
subscribers.

The evaluations demonstrate that supporting security in a broker-less publish/subscribe
system is feasible w.r.t. i) throughput of the proposed cryptographic methods, ii)
publish/subscribe overlay construction time, and iii) event dissemination delays. We
additionally evaluate traffic analysis and timing attacks on subscription confidential-
ity in the absence of random link padding scheme. The evaluations depict that the
multi-credential enabled event dissemination (MCR) approach is more resilient to the
attacks on subscription confidentiality in comparison to OHF approach. Moreover, the
evaluations show that in the presence of a significantly large percentage of malicious
subscribers (i.e., 25%) almost 100% subscription confidentiality can be achieved in a
publish/subscribe system with 8 attributes by hiding the communication of only 20%
of the links (e.g., by employing anonymization techniques) in the overlay network.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis and present a brief
discussion on possible future work.

6.1 Summary

Content-based publish/subscribe has gained high popularity for large-scale dissemin-
ation of dynamic information. In a content-based system, publishers and subscribers
are loosely coupled and exchange information in the form of events. This loose coup-
ling is traditionally ensured by intermediate routing over a broker network. In more
recent systems, publishers and subscribers organize themselves in a broker-less routing
infrastructure, forming an event forwarding overlay. In a broker-less publish/subscribe
system, it is very challenging to efficiently route the events from the publishers to the
relevant subscribers, while guaranteeing the expressiveness of content-based subscrip-
tions as well as preserving the scalability of the system. Moreover, support for quality
of service, e.g., end-to-end delay, bandwidth etc., and provision of security mechan-
isms, e.g., authentication, confidentiality etc., instigate many new research challenges.
In this context, following are the main contributions and results of this thesis.

• We propose a publish/subscribe system to satisfy the individual delay require-
ments of a large dynamic set of subscribers without violating their bandwidth
constraints (cf. Chapter 2). The proposed system allows subscribers to adjust
the granularity of their subscriptions according to their available bandwidth us-
ing the spatial indexing method. This i) enables subscribers to improve their
individual chance to satisfy their delay requirements, and ii) significantly reduces
the complexity in maintaining the publish/subscribe overlay. Subscribers main-
tain the overlay in a decentralized manner, exclusively establishing connections
that satisfy their individual delay requirements, and that provide subscribers
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only with events which exactly match their subscription granularity. Thus, a
subscriber receives no false positives other than those which it is controlling by
the subscription granularity.

Our evaluations show that the proposed publish/subscribe system converges to
the satisfaction of subscriber-specified delay requirements in very dynamic set-
tings and scales well with the size of the system. Moreover, the evaluations
illustrate that allowing subscribers to contribute some of their bandwidth on re-
ceiving and forwarding events which do not match their own subscriptions has
the benefit of increasing the overall percentage of subscribers whose delay re-
quirements are satisfied. More importantly, the benefit out weights the cost and
comes with only a small increase in the overall rate of false positives in the sys-
tem. For instance, in the scenario where the subscribers have moderate delay
requirements, the percentage of satisfied subscribers increases from 65% to 88%
with only 2.5% increase in the overall rate of false positives in the system.

• We present an approach to reduce the effect of false positives in a publish/sub-
scribe system by means of subscription clustering, i.e., grouping subscribers with
similar subscriptions in a limited number of clusters such that the event dissem-
ination within each cluster is very efficient w.r.t. the number of false positives
(cf. Chapter 3). The subscription clustering is formulated as a graph partition-
ing problem and methods from the spectral graph theory are identified to solve
the problem. The centralized spectral methods are very expensive in terms of
computation times and memory requirements. Therefore, the centralized spec-
tral methods are adapted to work in a distributed manner. In particular, effi-
cient and scalable methods (and algorithms) are developed to perform linear and
non-linear dimensionality reduction as well as k-means clustering, using the hier-
archical overlay organization. Finally, mechanisms are presented to create and
maintain clusters of subscribers using the developed distributed spectral methods
in a highly dynamic P2P-based system.

Our evaluations show the effectiveness of the proposed centralized spectral meth-
ods to identify good quality subscription clusters in comparison to the centroid-
[CM07] and overlap-based [BFPB10,RLW+02] clustering approaches used by the
state of the art broker-less publish/subscribe systems. Moreover, the evaluations
illustrate the capability of the proposed distributed methods to i) drastically lower
the time by 86% − 99% to perform clustering in comparison to the centralized
spectral methods, ii) effectively create good quality clusters with accuracy closely
approximating the accuracy of the centralized solution, and iii) significantly re-
duce the cost of event dissemination (in terms of overall number of messages) in
a content-based publish/subscribe system, i.e., up to 18%− 34% improvement in
comparison to a widely used P2P-based approach.

• We introduce a novel scheme that exploits the knowledge of the event traffic,
user subscriptions and the router-level topology of the underlying network to
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construct an efficient content-based routing overlay that i) minimizes the stress
on the underlay links, and ii) reduces the cost for disseminating events in terms
of false positives and end-to-end delays (cf. Chapter 4). The proposed scheme
works in two layers, the topology discovery layer and the routing layer. The
topology discovery layer employs methods to discover underlay topology between
publishers and subscribers in the system in a distributed manner and with low
overhead. The routing layer then uses the information of the discovered underlay
topology and the proximity between the subscribers to receive similar events
to build publish/subscribe routing overlay, as core-based trees. In particular,
different core selection strategies with variations in the selection criteria and the
performance benefits are proposed, to facilitate the construction of an efficient
routing overlay.

Our evaluations show that for Internet-like topologies, the topology discovery
layer is capable of lowering physical link stress and reducing relative delay penalty
(RDP). For instance, the baseline approach which does not take into account the
underlay topology experiences up to 39% rise in RDP and 30% higher stress on
the physical links. Moreover, the proposed core-based strategies reduce the cost
to disseminate events by up to 49% in comparison to the widely used minimum
spanning tree (MST) based routing approach.

• Finally, we present an approach for achieving authentication of publishers and
subscribers as well as ensuring confidentiality of events and subscriptions in a
broker-less content-based publish/subscribe system (cf. Chapter 5). The pro-
posed approach is scalable in terms of number of subscribers and publishers in
the system and the number of keys maintained by them. In particular, methods
are developed to create credentials for publishers and subscribers according to
their subscriptions and advertisements. Privates keys assigned to publishers and
subscribers, and the ciphertexts are labelled with credentials. Techniques from
Identity-based encryption are adapted, i) to ensure that a particular subscriber
can decrypt an event only if there is a match between the credentials associated
with the event and its private keys, and ii) to allow subscribers to verify the
authenticity of received events. Moreover, a weaker notion of subscription con-
fidentiality is defined and a secure overlay maintenance protocol is designed to
preserve the weak subscription confidentiality in the presence of semantic clus-
tering of subscribers.

Our evaluations show that providing security is affordable w.r.t. i) throughput of
the proposed cryptographic methods, and ii) delays incurred during the construc-
tion of the publish/subscribe overlay and the event dissemination. Furthermore,
we evaluate attacks on the subscription confidentiality. In particular, we analyse
the subscription information revealed to an attacker (or a group of attackers),
as a result of observing the communication patterns that arise because of the
secure connection protocol and the event dissemination. The evaluations depict
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that in a publish/subscribe system with 8 attributes and in the presence of a
significantly large percentage of malicious subscribers, i.e., 25%, almost 100%
subscription confidentiality can be achieved by hiding the communication of only
20% of the links (e.g., by employing anonymization techniques) in the overlay
network.

In conclusion, this thesis extends the state of the art by contributing methods and
algorithms that provide scalable dissemination of events and fulfil diverse range of
non-functional requirements for the applications using content-based publish/subscribe
system.

6.2 Future Work

There exists several ways to extend the work in this thesis or in general to perform
future research in the area of content-based publish/subscribe. However, in the fol-
lowing, we focus only on the most promising research direction, i.e., software-defined
content-based networking.

In Chapter 4, we have shown that organizing peers in a publish/subscribe overlay
without the knowledge of the underlying network may results in higher message over-
head (bandwidth utilization) and higher end-to-end delays, since such an organization
may leads to the forwarding of same messages over the same physical links multiple
times. Utilizing methods that explicitly take into account the topology of the un-
derlying physical network to optimize the publish/subscribe overlay are beneficial, as
shown in Section 4.6. However, these methods come with an additional cost to infer
the underlay topology from the overlay topology.

Therefore, it would be highly attractive to implement content-based routing directly on
the network layer. Since changes to existing standard network protocols and hardware
seemed to be unrealistic (as the slow support of the highly anticipated IPv6 stand-
ard shows), current research refrains from network layer implementations. However,
the advent of new networking technologies, namely, software-defined networking and
network virtualization, have a potential to dramatically change the picture.

For instance, the adoption of the OpenFlow standard [Com12] in state of the art
switches supports a decoupling of the control and data (forwarding) plane. In future
content-based publish/subscribe systems, it will be possible to configure the forwarding
tables of switches directly and “on-the-fly” using a controller process implemented in
software and running on an external host. Currently, this technology is already heavily
used to configure communication flows in datacentres or campus networks [AFRR+10].
The OpenFlow standard also gained strong support from network operators and hard-
ware manufacturers. Companies such as IBM, NEC and HP already offer first Open-
Flow switches.
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Similarly, the advent of virtual networking will allow applications to access and config-
ure a network of virtual routers that in the future even will spread over multiple ISPs.
Software-defined networking using OpenFlow will also here be the paradigm to flex-
ibly configure the behaviour of switches, which then can be mapped to their physical
counterparts without loss in performance.

These trends will indeed allow to define a general purpose middleware for content-
based publish/subscribe that results in comparable performance to network layer im-
plementations, i.e., publish/subscribe systems supporting line-rate message forwarding,
microseconds switching delay, and close to optimal bandwidth efficiency not only with
respect to the overlay network but also the underlay network topology.

To support our claims, we recently present reference architecture to realize content-
based publish/subscribe using OpenFlow specifications [KDTR12, KDT13]. Further-
more, we sketch how the methods (in particular, spatial indexing and subscription
clustering methods) proposed in this thesis can be used to perform content-based rout-
ing in the reference architecture. However, the concrete realization of these methods
in the reference architecture and their evaluations is still a future work.
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